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Introduction
0ur study of defense management compels us to conclude that nothing

Jmerits greater concern than the increasingly troubled relationship between
the defense industry and government. We have, therefore, given highest
priority to development of recommendations which, if implemented, will result
in a more satisfactory working relationship between government and that
industry. In our Interim Report, we made six broad recommendations directed
toward improving that relationship. In this conclusion of our work, we offer
more detailed observations that will treat the more troublesome aspects of
government-industry accountability.

From its earliest days, the United States has relied on private industry for
procurement of needed military equipment. The vigor of industry is
indispensable to the successful defense of America and the security of our
people. -,

The Department of Defense (DoD) annually conducts business with some
60,000prime contractors and hundreds of thousands of other suppliers and
subcofitractors.' In 1985, the Department placed contracts worth approximately
$164 billion, seventy percent of which went to a group of 100 contractors.
Twenty-five contractors did business of $1 billion or more, 147 did $100 million

* or more, and almost 6,000 did $1 million or more.
"- _-Acquisition of the tools of defense is an immense and complex enterprise.
The Commission believes that DoD reli-ince on private industry has not been
misplaced. The success of this enterprise, however, is now clouded by repeated
allegations of fraudulent industry activity.With notable results, DoD has
devoted increased attention and resources to detecting and preventing unlawful
practices affecting defense contracts.2 But a plethora of departmental auditors

'See The Government's Role in Preventing Contractor Abuse: ttearings before the Subcommittee on
Oversight and Investigations of the House Committee on Energy and Commerce, 99th Cong., I st Sess. 402
(1985) (Statement of Joseph H. Sherick, Inspector General, DoD). As noted in our Repr,rt on
Defense Acquisition, defense contracting is a business of nearly 15 million separate contract actions
each year - an average of 56,000 such actions every working day. Contract goods and sc rvices
sustain 5,500 defense installations and activities throughout the world.

2As of May 1985, 131 separate investigations were pending against 45 of the DoD's 100
largest contractors. These involved such issues as lefective pricing, cost and labor mischarging,
product substitution, subcontractor kickbacks, and false claims. From June 1983 to April 1985,
12 separate investigations were instituted against one major contractor alone.
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and other overseers-and the burgeoning directives pertaining to procurement
-also have tended to establish a dysfunctional and adversarial relationship
between DoD and its contractors.

Widely publicized investigations and prosecutions of large defense
contractors have fostered an impression of widespread lawlessness, fueling
popular mistrust of the integrity of defense industry. A national public opinion
survey, conducted for the Commission in January 1986, revealed that many
Americans believe defense contractors customarily place profits above legal and
ethical responsibilities. The following specific conclusions can be drawn from
this survey :3

" Americans consider waste and fraud in defense spending a very serious
national problem and one of major proportions. On average, the public
believes almost half the defense budget is lost to waste and fraud.

* Americans believe that fraud (illegal activity) accounts for as much loss in
defense dollars as waste (poor management).

0 While anyone involved in defense procurement is thought likely to
commit fraudulent and dishonest acts, defense contractors are widely
perceived to be especially culpable for fraud in defense spending.

0 In overwhelming numbers, Americans support imposition of the severest
penalties for illegal actions by contractors-including more criminal
indictments-as a promising means to reduce waste and fraud.

" Nine in ten Americans believe that the goal of reduced fraud and waste
also could be served through development and enforcement of strict
codes of conduct. Americans are almost evenly divided, however, on
whether defense contractors can be expected to live up to codes they
develop for themselves.

'The survey - U~.S. National Survey: Public Attitudes on Defense Management (Jan. 1986) - was
designed to provide the Commission information about American public opinion on a broad
range of defense management issues. These included, among others, the seriousness and causes
of waste and fraud in defense spending, as well as possible solutions for these problems. The

Ile survey was performed by Market Opinion Research, whose compilation and analysis of survey
results are included as an appendix to the Final Report of the Commission.
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0 Four in five Americans think that defense contractors should feel an
obligation, when doing business with DoD, to observe ethical stai dards
higher than those observed in their normal business practices.

The depth of public mistrust of defense contracting is deeply disquieting
for a number of reasons. First, the public is almost certainly mistaken about the
extent of corruption in industry and waste in the Department. While fraud
constitutes a serious problem, it is not as extensve or costly as many Americans
believe. The nation's defense programs lose far more to inefficiency than to
dishonesty.

Second, a lack of confidence in defense contractors may affect public
support for important defense programs, and thus weaken our national
security. Restoring public confidence in our acquisition system is essential if we
are to ensure our defense.

Third, the current popular impressIon of runaway fraud and waste
undermines crucial support for implementinig precisely those management
reforms that would increase efficiency. These include executive and
congressional support for sensible new longer-term planning and budgeting
procedures, recommended by the Commission, to eliminate major but hidden
costs that instability imposes on our overall defense effort.

Fourth, the Commission is concerned that the current adversarial
atmosphere will harm our industrial base. It is important that innovative
companies find it desirable to contract with DoD. In current circumstances,
important companies could decide to forego this opportunity.

Finally, it is significant that private businesses bear the brunt of public
indignation over waste and fraud in our defense programs. With most
Americans, we believe that those who contract in the defense of our country
must perform at a higher level than business as usual. It stands repeating, from
our Interim Report, that:

management and employees of companies that contract with the Defense

Department assume unique and compelling obligations to the people of
our Armed Forces, the American taxpayer, and our nation. Trhey must
apply (and be perceived as applying) the highest standards of business
ethics and conduct.

By this measure, the national opinion survey represents a striking vote of no
confidence in defense contractors generally.

Though government oversight is critically important to the acquisition
process, no conceivable number of additional federal auditors, inspectors,
investigators, and prosecutors can police it fully, much less make it work more
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effectively. Nor have criminal sanctions historically proved to be a reliable tool
for ensuring contractor compliance. 4 We conclude there is a particular urgency
in dealing affirmatively with contractor practices.

To this end, leaders in the defense industry recently have committed
themselves to an initiative, consistent with recommendations of our Interim
Report on Government-Industry Accountability, that promises collecti\ , and
highly constructive action. This noteworthy effort is embodied in a document
signed to date by at least 32 major defense contractors who pledge to adopt and
to implement a set of principles of business ethics and conduct that
acknowledge and address their corporate responsibilities under federal
procurement laws and to the public.5 All signatories pledge to:

0 have and adhere to written codes of conduct;

* train their employees in such codes;

* encourage employees to report violations of such codes, without fear of
retribution;

* monitor compliance with laws incident to defense procurement;

* adopt procedures for voluntary disclosure of violations and for necessary
corrective action;

0 share with other firms their methods for and experience in implementing
such principles, through annual participation in an industry-wide "Best
Practices Forum"; and

" have outside or non-employee members of their boards of directors
review compliance.

4Prosecutorial resources are limited. Evidence of criminal conduct is often insufficient for
proof beyond reasonable doubt. Some cases lack prosecutive merit or jury appeal. In others,
criminal sanctions are deemed less appropriate than administrative remedies. Still other cases
involve little or no financial loss to the federal government. For these and other reasons, the
Department of justice declines to prosecute approximately six in ten possible fraud cases
referred to it by federal agencies. See U.S. General Accounting Office, Fraud in Government
Programs: flow Extensive Is It? Ilow Can It Be Controlled? GAO/AFMD-8 1-57, at 28-3) (May 7,
1981).

5See Defense Industry Initiatives on Business Ethics and Conduct (June 1986), which is included as
Appendix A to this report on Conduct and Accountability.
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To lend additional force and credibility to their initiative, these contractors
further propose that a respected organization, independent of both the
government and defense industry, be commissioned to report annuailly the
results of a survey assessing compliance with the above principles.

Such a commitment by its leaders would be an impressive undertaking for
any industrial group, and it is particularly appropriate for defense contractors.
We hope many other firms will make this pledge of self-governance and share in
an initiative voluntarily begun and freely joined by defense contractors
themselves. At least one major industry association is, we understand,
considering making adherence to these principles a condition of membership.

We are convinced that significant improvements in corporate self-
governance can redress shortcomings in the procurement system and create a
more productive working relationship between government and industry.
Corporate managers must take bold and constructive steps that will ensure the
integrity of their own contract performance. Systems that ensure compliance
with pertinent regulations and contract requirements must be put in place so

N. that violations do not occur. When they do occur, contractors have
responsibilities not only to take immediate corrective action but also to make
disclosures to DoD.

We do not underestimate this task-it is enormous ancl demanding.
Requirements of diligence imposed on contractor management are

unquestionably stringent but are not more stringent than the public has a right
to expect of those who hold positions of authority with businesses on which the
national security depends. Contractor effort to improve performance should
not be impeded by DoD action; instead DoD should foster effective contractor
self-governance. It is in this context that we offer the recommendations that
follow.
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1. Industry Accountability:
Contractor
Self-Governance

norview major improvements in contractor self-governance are es-
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such systems depends upon a host of factors, including:

* good organizdtional structure, providing for proper delegation of'
authority and differentiation of responsibilities;

0 clear policies and procedures, well adapted to business objectives and to
specific tasks and functions;

* training of and communication with employees at all performance levels;
and
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Songoing arrangements to monitor compliance with, and to evaluate the
continuing efficacy of, internal control.

The requirements of defense contracting establish an especially high
standard against which the adequacy of systems of contractor internal control
must be measured. It is not prudent or possible to detail specific systems of
control adequate to the needs of every defense contractor. This must be

determined in light of each contractor's circumstances, including its size,
operating habits, nature of business, range of products and services, andI
geographical dispersion of operations. Contractors should undertake careful
review of the adequacy of their specific internal control systems, evaluate
potential improvements, and determine what steps will provide greater
assurance of compliance with contracting requirements.

Information developed by the Commission indicates that corporate controls
could be greatly improved in at least three fundamental areas:

" development of codes of conduct addressing problemns and procedures
incident to defense procurement;

" promulgation and enforcement of more effective internal control systems
to ensure compliance with those codes and the establishment of internal
auditing capacity to monitor, among other things, compliance with codes
and the efficacy of the control systems; and

" establishment of a more effective oversight of the entire process by an
independent committee, such as an outside audit committee of the board
of directors.

A. Contractor Standards of Conduct
Defense contractors must promulgate and enforce codes of conduct that
address their unique problems.

Written standards of conduct are necessary to establish an environment in
which a contractor's goals and its administrative and accounting controls become
understood and functional. A well-drafted code is more than a mere direction to
employees on what is and what is not permissible conduct, although that is
certainly a major function of the code. It can provide a conceptual framework
for both management and employees to understand how company policy
interrelates with other applicable policies. It can articulate principles on the basis

8
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of which decisions should be made when government regulations fail to address
issues specifically. In the broad sense, a code of conduct should be designed to
preserve or enhance a contractor's reputation for integrity. In our Interim Report
we recommended:

Defense contractors must promulgate and vigilantly enforce codes of
ethics that address the unique problems and procedures incident to
defense procurement. They must also develop and implement internalI controls to monitor these codes of ethics and sensitive aspects of contract

%* compliance.

This recommendation was based, in part, on a study undertaken for the
Commission by the Ethics Resource Center, Inc .6 In surveying the practices of a
representative sampling of major defense contractors, the Center inquired
about the:

0 processes for establishing, and the form and content of, corporate
policies and procedures for ensuring ethical conduct in dealings with the
federal government and with subcontractors, suppliers, and others;

* means contractors use for communicating these policies and procedures;

0 internal systems contractors use for monitoring and enforcing their
policies and procedures; and

0 internal contractor systems for adjudicating and punishing violations.

The Center's survey documents nmore widespread adoption of business
codes of conduct among defense firms than among American companies
generally, and suggests relatively greater appreciation by contractors of the risks
of unethical conduct and the value of explicit standards of behavior. The survey
also indicates, however, that contractors' codes often fail to address areas in
government contracting where the incidence of misconduct is highest. For
example, matters such as cost allocation, quality control, bidding and billing

6Ethics Resource Center. Inc., a non-profit organization located in Washington, D.C., has
done extensive study of issues involved in ethical corporate governance. The results of its work
for the Commission are set forth in a Final Report1 and Recommendations on Voluntary Corporate
Policies, Practices, and Procedures Relating to Ethical BuLsiness Conduct (Feb. 18, 1986), which is
included as Appendix B to this report on Conduct and Accountability.
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practices, defective pricing, materials Substitution, contract negotiation, the
monitoring of contract compliance, and the hiring of former Defense
Department personnel were explicitly addressed in only a third of the codes of
those defense contractors Su rveyed.

There are also inadequacies in the communication and enforcement of
standards of conduct. For example, only half the contractors with written codes
indicated that they distribute copies to all employees, and many reported that
distribution was limitedl to only' senior management. Only half the codes
specified procedures for employees to follow in reporting possible misconduct,
and barely one in five provided procedures for protecting employees who bring
unethical practices to light. Finally, although trends indicate an increasing
attention by upper management to business ethics issues, the survey documents
the need for much better mechanisms at highest corporate levels to monitor
anti enforce compliance. Too often industry regards promulgation of a code of
conduct as the end product and does not aggressively puIrsue its enforcement.

The Commission makes the following specific recommendations
regarding codes of conduct for defense contractors:

1. Each contractor should review its internal policies and procedures to
determine whether, if followed, they are sufficient to ensure performance that
complies with the special requirements of government contracting.
Contractors should adopt-or revise, if they have adopted-written standards
of ethical business conduct to assure that they reasonably address, among
other matters, the special requirements of defense contracting. Such standards
of conduct should include:

a. procedures for employees to report apparent misconduct directly
to senior management or, where appropriate, to a member of the committee of
outside directors-ideally the audit committee-that has responsibility for
oversight of ethical business conduct; and

b. procedures for protecting employees who report instances of
apparent misconduct.

2. To ensure utmost propriety in their relations with government
personnel, contractor standards of ethical business conduct should seek to
foster compliance by employees of DoD with ethical requirements incident to
federal service. To this end, contractor codes should address real or apparent

- -- conflicts of interest that might arise in conducting negotiations for future
employment with employees of DoD and in hiring or assigning
responsibilities to former DoD officials. Codes should include, for example,

10



existing statutory reporting requirements that may be applicable to former
DoD officials in a contractor's employ.

3. Each contractor must develop instructional systems to ensure that its
internal policies and procedures are clearly articulated and understood by all
corporate personnel. It should distribute copies of its standards of ethical
business conduct to all employees at least annually and to new employees
when hired. Review of standards and typical business situations that require
ethical judgments should be a regular part of an employee's work experience
and performance evaluations.

4. Contractors must establish systems to monitor compliance with
corporate standards of conduct and to evaluate the continuing efficacy of their
internal controls, including:

'S a. organizational arrangements (and, as necessary, subsequent
adjustments) and procedural structures that ensure that contractor personnel
receive appropriate supervision; and

b. development of appropriate internal controls to ensure
compliance with their established policies and procedures.

5. Each major contractor should vest its independent audit committee-
consisting entirely of nonemployee members of its board of directors-with
responsibility to oversee corporate systems for monitoring and enforcing
compliance with corporate standards of conduct. Where it is not feasible to
establish such a committee, as where the contractor is not a corporation, a
suitable alternative mechanism should be developed. To advise and assist it in
the exercise of its oversight function, the committee should be entitled to
retain independent legal counsel, outside auditors, or other expert advisers at
corporate expense. Outside auditors, reporting directly to the audit
committee or an alternative mechanism, should periodically evaluate and
report whether contractor systems of internal controls provide reasonable
assurance that the contractor is complying with federal procurement laws and
regulations generally, and with corporate standards of conduct in particular.

The Commission believes that self-governance is the most promising
mechanism to foster improved contract compliance. It follows that each
contractor mnust individually initiate, develop, implement, and enforce those
elements of corporate governance that are critical to contract compliance,
including a proper code of conduct. The extent of each contractor's efforts inI doing so will reflect the level of reputation for integrity it intends to set for itself.
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B. Contractor Internal Auditing
% Contractors must develop and implement internal controls to ensure

*' compliance with corporate standards of conduct and the requirements of
defense contracting.

Contractors must also establish an internal audit capacity to monitor
whether the controls they have put in place are effective. Internal auditing will
help ensure contractor compliance with internal procedures, standards of
conduct, and contractual requirements. An internal audit organization, to serve
these purposes, must be staffed with competent personnel able to operate with
the requisite degree of independence and candor.

Use of internal auditing to review adherence to procurement requirements
involves a significant broadening of the traditional application of this
monitoring device. In developing new auditing processes to review these issues,
contractors must consider which areas are most sensitive and in need of audit
review, as well as which auditing devices will be most cost-effective and efficient.

Recommendations in our Interim Report encouraging increased self-
-- . governance were based, in part, on an internal audit study completed for the

Commission by the certified public accounting firm of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell &
Co.7 Over 210 business units-aggregating approximately $90 billion in DoD
fiscal year 1985 outlays for negotiated contracts-participated in the survey.
The survey was designed to ascertain, among other things, the following:

0 the extent to which internal auditing, in addition to its traditional
applications, has been utilized to monitor defense contract compliance;

" the scope and coverage of such expanded auditing efforts;

. the effectiveness and usefulness of such internal auditing; and

" the extent to which, in view of recent developments, contractors intend to
expand their internal audit capability or coverage.

7Peat, Marwick's Report on Survey of Defense Contractors' Internal Audit Processes (Feb. 1986) is
included as Appendix C to this report on Conduct and Accountability. For survey purposes,
"internal auditing" was considered to include any regular, cyclical, or special examination
conducted by or on behalf of a company's management to assess the extent of compliance with
the company's established policies, procedures,and systems of internal controls. This excluded
normal supervisory efforts as well as financial audits performed by a company's independent
accountants.

12
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The survey indicates that most contractors have internal audit functions of
some kind and that many companies recently have expanded internal auditing
to cover more aspects of their government contract operations. But it also
provides compelling evidence of a need for defense industry generally to
upgrade the capabilities and broaden the mission of its internal auditors.
Among other important results of the survey are the following:

Internal Auditing Capacity. Over one-quarter of the business units surveyed
had no formal internal audit function; over two-thirds had no such function at
their operating levels. Seven in ten indicated that they rely for audit coverage, in
whole or in part, on the work of independent accountants and on government
auditors. Given the added degree of effort needed to monitor government
contract work, internal audit staffs are too small: 58 percent of the business units
surveyed had fewer than 10 internal auditors, and almost two-thirds reported
that their internal audit staffs do not complete a full cycle of auditable areas
within a three-year period.

Scope of Internal Auditing. To serve the purpose of improving compliance
with federal procurement laws, internal auditing must address a variety of
practices specific to government contracts. Effective audits of such practices
require more penetrating evaluations performed more frequently than do
traditional financial audits. The survey shows that, despite recent efforts by
contractors to broaden internal auditing efforts, sensitive issues of contract
compliance are not reviewed adequately. These include key areas of labor cost
distribution and controls, material management, estimating practices, cost

4-" allowability, accuracy of costing and reporting, and contract administration.
Competence of Internal Audit Staff' Internal audit staffs-where they exist-

* generally have a satisfactory professional background. They need substantially
more formal training, however, in areas critical to compliance with federal
procurement law, including Cost Accounting Standards, Federal Acquisition
Regulation, Truth in Negotiations Act, and fraud detection. Approximately a
quarter of the units surveyed provide training in none of these areas, and less
than a quarter provide training in all of them.

Effectiveness of Internal Auditing. Internal auditors must operate with
independence and objectivity.8 By this measure, the basic design of contractors'
internal audit programs appears to be good. The survey nonetheless indicates

8The independence of internal auditors depends in part upon the organizational levels to
which they communicate results of their work and to which they report administratively. These
are indicative of internal auditors' ability t) act independently of individuals responsible for the
functions being audited. The o)bjectivity of internal auditors may be.judged from findings and
recommendations made in their reports, the frankness of which can depend in important part

13
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several areas of concern. Audit design may be inadequate because its scope is
determined largely by management requests. Management may not in all cases
be assuming proper responsibility or taking necessary action for follow-up on
problems identified through internal auditing. Moreover, the wide availability to
government personnel of internal audit reports and supporting work papers

may not be conducive to auditors' candor and objectivity concerning the
performance of the individuals responsible for the functions being audited.

We conclude that defense contractors have failed to take advantage of
assistance that internal auditors mnay provide to management responsible for the
design and function of systems of internal control of government contracting.
Identifying important elements of such systems and remedying their weaknesses
and deficiencies should be matters of the highest priority to all defense
contractors. This demands ongoing study and evaluation of a sort that cannot be

4."

.,, provided by either a company's outside auditors or by government auditors."

~Defense contractors must individually develop and implement better

systems of internal controls to ensure compliance with contractual
rcommitments and procurement standards. To assist in this effort and to

b s g p e s i rimonitor its success, we recommend contractors take the following steps:

prb1. Establish internal auditing of compliance with government contracting

procedures, corporate standards of cndor and other requirements. Such
auditing should review actual compliance as well as the effectiveness of
internal control systems.

2. Design systems of internal control to ensure that they cover, among

on the extent to which such reports are regularl accessible t others, particularly to government

agencies. See American Institute ofCertified Public Accountage ts, Statemet o Auditig Sandar
No. 9, "The EfTect ofan Internal Audit Function on the Scope ofthe Indepedent Auditor's

Examination."pv de9A company's outside auditors ordinarily review and evaluata illuerdill coMItro (pririly

;"",:',."accounting control) only to determine the nature, exten~t, and liming of audit tests thley' nustconduct auan i- examining it contractor's financial statements. Even |ir this limited purpose,
thowever, internal control fgoerlnet contapiang woses audit contrside1atuions rOadelrthannhas et been reflected in the accounting profnession's ti1"11 guidate to its own tepbers o

.s ii naitraditiomal financial adits ofwgovernment contracti. Sengerica institte ofcentiled
Public Accountants, Audinto of;overnmept (ontactors (2d ed. 1983).AT'ask Force osttheeAmseica.

nie Institute of Certif ied Public Accountants is now at work ona revised industr audit guide that
Aproises to be s outsie auidto onaile reiet anal internas acn it o (raril

mani(gen.ln
hnodo

has eo

• ... " . , ;,¢ traditional'.. finacia audits". of government contracors." See , A."e"rican . I.. .. '.st. it ,ue of " ( .er..tified" :'



other things, compliance with the contractor's standards of ethical business
conduct.

3. Establish internal audit staffs sufficient in numbers, professional
background, and training to the volume, nature, and complexity of the
company's government contracts business.

4. Establish sufficient direct reporting channels from internal auditors to
the independent audit committee of the contractor's board of directors to
assure the independence and objectivity of the audit function. Auditors
should not report to any management official with direct responsibility for the
systems, practices, or transactions that are the subject of an audit. Such
structure assures frank reporting of and prompt action on internal audit
results. To encourage and preserve the vitality of such an internal auditing
and reporting process, DoD should develop appropriate guidelines heavily
circumscribing the use of investigative subpoenas to compel disclosure of
contractor internal auditing materials.

Major contractor improvements in recommended self-governance will, no
doubt, require considerable effort over several years. Making these
improvements will also require greater involvement by contractors' boards of
directors and top management. The importance of the executive leadership role
in achieving a proper control environment cannot be overemphasized. The
necessary initiatives must be instituted by indLustry, not government. Defense
contractors must take the steps described above or run the risk of action by
government, in response to public expectations, that may be both excessive and
unavailing. We share the concerns of the Ethics Resource Center that:

intensive ft.leral regulation has not only increased costs and lead-time,
but inayt have actuallv (letreased tihe sense of individual and corporate
responsibil lot- t he (11uAlit% of products and services delivered to the
federal gomernmeit. 'The staidardl of ethical business conduct seems to
have bc' (mme reguil;tu)r,, (A onlplian(e, rather thani responsible decision
making. In areas whetre these ai-e iOt coincidental or where regulations
o) (li(I tate (()iidu(, the imanagenent conscienwe may fail. The sense

of n11 ,aI age n11d CthidI Iesp)oisibility may be overridden by the
-gamesma pii lttilldttde |)stere(! !) i egtldator adversarialisni.

" 1Ahtte\ e ti am1i1s the p i(el! Adhiuistration or the Congress may take to
improve teit- ett( tieness of federal tegulations and oversight activities,
serious atecnti( )n must be paid to the inherent limitations and possible
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counter-productivity of an approach that is almost entirely a matter of
external policing.'10

A The process by which a contractor recognizes and distinguishes
responsibility for compliance from a mere facade of compliance is
self-governance, and essential elements of that process are implementation and
enforcement of proper codes of conduct and internal auditing systems.

Vigorous programs of the sort recommended hold far greater potential for
* ensuring the integrity of defense contracting than does increased government

oversight. Successful self-policing by defense contractors has the considerable
advantage of making such oversight more efficient and effective. For very
practical reasons, therefore, government must exert its authority to oversee the
defense acquisition process in ways calculated to hasten the progress of
responsible companies toward improved self-governance. Our study of Defense

A Department practices-with respect to administering its own standards of
ethical conduct, coordinating its own auditing and oversight efforts, and
employing the range of possible sanctions against contractor misconduct-
suggests various areas for improvement. These we address below.

"See EtisRsuc etr ia eotan eomnainApni ,a 9
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11. Government
Accountability:* DoD
Auditing and Oversight,
Standards of Conduct, and
Enforcement

To ensure accountability for its own operations and programns, the federal
government has systems of administrative and accounting control that are

analogous to those in the private sector. Their effectiveness is dependent on
comparable factors such as organization, policies and procedures, and
personnel. Our study persuades us that, much as with defense industry, DoD
must exert substantially better internal control if it is to improve the
effectiveness of its programs for contract auditing and oversight, employee
standards of conduct, and civil and administrative ',nforcement.

A. Department of Defense Auditing and Oversight
Oversight of defense contractors must be better coordinated among DoD

agencies and Congress. Guidelines must be developed to remove undesirable
duplication of official effort and, when appropriate, to encourage sharing of
contractor data by audit agencies. The new Under Secretary of Defense

I' (Acquisition) should establish appropriate overall contract audit policy.
As stated in our Interim Report, there is an unquestioned need for broad and

effective administrative oversight of defense acquisition. DoD monitors the
-\ performance of defense contractors and the integrity of contractor compliance

by a number of processes, including investigations, inspections, and special-
purpose reviews conducted by personnel of:
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* the Defense Contract Administration Services (DCAS) of the Defense
Logistics Agency (DLA);

0 the Services' respective plant representative offices (PRO), audit agencies,
investigative services, and inspectors general;

0 the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA);

, the Defense Criminal Investigative Service;

, the DoD Office of the Inspector General (OIG); and

0 DoD's many procurement and contract management organizations.

Overseeing these efforts are the General Accounting Office (GAO),
committees and subcommittees of Congress, and congressional staff.

The oversight apparatus within DoD has evolved over time. As various
organizations and activities have been established, their jurisdictions, functions,
and responsibilities have emerged, often without clear delineation. Today, a
distinction may be drawn between criminal investigative and internal auditing
responsibility-largely consolidated under the OIG-and procurement and
contract administrative responsibility-traditionally exercised by the DCAS and
cognizant Service PRO with the advice and assistance of DCAA auditors.
Proper coordination and economy of oversight effort have proven particularly

, ~~difficult toachieve in v'iew of the multiplicity of DoDoraitonivled

At the outset of our work we were aware of concerns that control over DoD
contract oversight efforts had degenerated. Most notably, the Senate Armed
Services Committee has expressed the view that contract auditing requires
sound overall coordination to promote efficiencv and minimize duplication of
effort.' In I)ecenber 1985, the GIG reported the results of a survey conducted
by that office to determine whether effective coordination exists among various
DoD organizations involved in the oversight of conitractor operations in order
to avoid unnecessary duplicative eforts. 12 I srvey examined ( separate
Department reviews conducted in 1984 at two major contractor locations.
Fourteen of these 25 oversight exercises-involving altogether some 13

I IS. Rep. No. 41, 99th Cong., 1st Sess., 214 (1985).
",See Office ofthe Inspector General, ,o,, Repor , on The Surve, of Department of Defense

V.,, Oversight of Contractors' Operation.s, No. AP() 86-00 I at 4 ()ec. 1985).
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different DoD organizations, the GAO, and a prime contractor-were found to
involve elements of needless duplication. The Inspector General concluded,
"Unless specific actions are taken to address the problems of coordination,
unrecessary duplicative reviews (of this sort) are likely to continue."

Our own work confirms the Inspector General's conclusion. It also
underscores the enormity of the problem.

In December 1985, we engaged the certified public accounting firm of
Arthur Andersen & Co. to study DoD contract auditing and oversight, including
its overall design and any duplication of effort.' 3 Arthur Andersen & Co.
reviewed pertinent laws and regulations, consulted with responsible DoD
officials, and made nationwide field visits to ascertain the recent experience of
some 15 major defense contractors that together do substantial work for each of
the Services and for the DLA. Figure 1 reflects the principal findings and
recommendations that emerged from this study. It is noteworthy that Arthur
Andersen & Co. and the OIG found identical problems of a systemic nature
among DoD contract oversight organizations:

" Their efforts lack advance planning and coordination.

* Their respective responsibilities are ill-defined.

" They are unwilling to rely on each other's work.

" They are reluctant to share information.

Arthur Andersen & Co. concluded that "duplication in the oversight
process is extensive. Changes are clearly required to enhance efficiency and
reduce costs to both contractors and the government." (Emphasis added.)

In our view, necessary changes are not likely to be accomplished, however,
without first consolidating the authority to make and implement contract audit
policy in a senior DoD official.

"The full report of Arthur Andersen & Co.'s work - Study o(;,overnment Audit and Other

Oversight Activities Relating to Defense Contractor (Feb. 25, 1986) - is included as Appendix 1) to
this report on Conduct and Accountability.
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Figure 1
ARTHUR ANDERSEN &CO.

STUDY OF GOVERNMENT OVERSIGHT ACTIVITIES

PRINCIPAL PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED

PERVASIVE LACK OF COORDINATION INDISCRIMINATE APPROACH B3Y DoD
AMONG DoD ORGANIZATIONS ORGANIZATIONS

* Reluctant to rely on each other's work *Nature, timing, and extent of audit and
* Unwilling to share information oversight shows inadequate attention to
* Deficient in advance planning -contractors' past performance
* Inconsistent in interpreting -results of prior and ongoing reviews

-contract and other requirements -relative costs and benefits
-results of audits and reviews

* Respective responsibilities poorly ERODING AUTHORITY OF ADMINISTRATIVE

defined CONTRACTING OFFICERS (ACOs)
--e.g., increased DCAA involvement in * DoD Directive 7640.2 (Dec. 29, 1982)

non-financial areas limits ACO authority to resolve audit
*Not observing DoD regulations designed recommendations

to ensure coordination of audit and * ACO no longer functioning as
*oversight government's "team leader"
Organizations possess no centralized * Indecision, delays, unnecessary and
coordinating authority costly disputes

RECOMMENDATIONS AND COMMENTS

REAFFIRM AUTHORITY OF ACO IMPROVE DAY-TO-DAY WORKING
" To function as DoD's team leader in all RELATIONSHIPS

dealings with contractor * Organizations should rely on each
* Responsible for other's work

-determining final overhead rates * Share data base of contractor information
-coordinating all DoD auditing and

other oversight at contractor location ADHERE TO REGULATORY PRINCIPLES THAT
" Supported by DCAA in advisory capacity PROMOTE EFFICIENCY

-reevaluate DoD Directive 7640.2 *Audit and oversight plans should reflect
appropriate consideration of

REEVALUATE AND CLARIFY RESPECTIVE --contractors' past performance
AUDIT AND OVERSIGHT RESPONSIBILITIES -effectiveness of their internal control

For example, those of contract systems
administrative organizations versus -results of prior and ongoing reviews
DCAA in the areas of -relative costs and benefits
-- operational auditing
-compensation and insurance reviews
More generally, to improve planning,
organization, and control
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For these purposes, we recommend the following:

1. Among his other responsibilities, the new Under Secretary of Defense
(Acquisition) should:

a. oversee DoD-wide establishment of contract audit policy,
particularly policy for audits conducted in support of procurement and
contract administration;

b. except for criminal investigations and DoD internal audits,
supervise establishment of policy for all DoD oversight of defense contractors,
including oversight performed by procurement and contract management
organizations; and

c. recognize established GAO and professional auditing standards.

2. To optimize the use of available oversight resources by eliminating
undesirable duplication of official effort, contract audit policy should be
designed to:

a. delineate clearly respective responsibilities and jurisdictions of
DoD oversight organizations;

b. develop guidelines and mechanisms for DoD oversight
organizations to share contractor data and otherwise to rely more extensively
upon each other's work; and

c. improve audit strategies for the conduct, scope, and frequency of
contract auditing. These strategies should reflect due consideration for
contractors' past performance, the proven effectiveness of their internal
control systems, the results of prior and ongoing reviews conducted by DoD
organizations and by contractors themselves, and relative costs and benefits.

* B. Department of Defense Standards of Conduct
DoD should vigorously administer current ethics regulations for military

and civilian personnel to assure that its employees comply with the same high
standards expected of contractor personnel. This effort should include
development of specific ethics guidance and specialized training programs
concerning matters of particular concern to DoD acquisition personnel,
including post-government relationships with defense contractors.

An extensive hody of law and regulation exists to prevent conflicts between
* personal interest and public duty of current and fortner uniformed personnel

and civilian emiployees of DoD. These laws and regulations:
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* illS Imps inilcidl (lisc losure reporting obligations tfl broadi categories of7
* L~DoL personl.l including extremely dletailedl reporting by the most

seiorl (4If lials:

0 (lescrilbe stadlardls ofblehavioi' for all Dl) personnel, including the
general reCjtiirelInent that the\, av'oid any circumstance, whether or not

expressly prohibited, that might create the "appearance" of impropriety;

*br-oadly' IenlielZ COndUCt 1w Dol) or- other federal employees that could
involv'e personal enrichment in connection with ongoing official duty,
including b~rib~es aild gratuities. the so-calledl private supplementation of'

4, fedleral salaries, representation of' private p~arties in matters of federal
concern, and official acts that affect p~ersonli or famlilly finances or the
financial interests of a prosp)ective private employer; andl

0 restrict in various ways what former fe(leral employees generally, and
* IDoDi personnel specifically, may (to uponl leaving government service.

Fie 2 summarize current post-eifllloyment (lisqualificaiions andl
certain related statutoryV pr11O~iSiOrs.

Standards 1111S established for)] the conduct of current and Former DoD
acquisition personnel seek to maintain an environment in which Do~s internal
fiscal and imnagerial controls can work. Like codes of conduct adopted by
Private contractor s, they help protect the integrity and promote thle efficienlcy of
the contracting process, minimize conflicts of interest, and assure the Public that
defense contracting is managed effectively and honestly.

T he C~ommnission conducted a caireful review of the adequacy of DoD's
ethics programis for military and civilian acqui., tion personnel.'14 Several facts

* promp)tedl this review. In (defense acquisition, as throughout the government,
there is a substantial iincidlence of' federal employee involvement in reported
cases of fraud and other unlawful conduct. Many cases have involved bribery or
other criminal activity by relatively low-Ieecy chsn ffcasatmltr
procurement facilities, and others have involved gratuities for senior lpersonnel.
Such official miscondluct in the acquisition system is doubly destructive: it

"( )uII ptIR mi (cct Iing ol N'fav% 5. 1 986h was dIevotedI excltisivelv to tesltlioll oni i 1S S11)ject.

AS pa ri of ()III re\it-%\ of releva lit laws andi~ ad in in isirat i e practices, we received all extensive
b~riefinlg ad detailed I ow nohisjois and~ re(oillti1(idaiioiis from tile Office of" tile InSpe(lot-
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Figure 2
THE REVOLVING DOOR: CURRENT POST-EMPLOYMENT

DISQUALIFICATIONS AND CERTAIN RELATED PROVISIONS

STATUTE PROVISIONS
18 U.S.C. 207(a) Permanently bans representation to the go(.ernnient of any per,,on on any

,"particular matter involving a spe( iti( part,," in vii( h a thrmer E e, Liti e
Branch employee "parti( ipated personally and ',uihtantlallv" while in
government. *

18 U.S.C. 207(b)(i) Bans for two vears representation to the government of any per,,on on any
parti( ular matter over whic h a former Executive Bran( h eniplo vee
exercised "ofti( ial responsibility" while in government.'

.- 18 U.S.C. 207(b)(ii) Bans for two vear,, representation by a former "senior employee" of
Exe Ltive Branch, through his "personal presence at any formal or
informal appearan(e" before the government, of any person on any
pari ular matter in which such former employee personally and
substantially participated while in government.*

18 U.S.C. 207(c) Bans for one year representation by a former "senior employee" of
Executive Branch of any person to his former agency on any particular
matter before or of substantial interest to that agency.*

" 18 U.S.C. 208 Prohibits an employee of Executive Branch from participating "personally
and substantially" as such in any "particular matter" in which any person
with whom he is "negotiating" or has any "arrangement" concerning
post-government employmem has a financial interest.*

" 18 U.S.C. 281 Prohibits retired military officers from representing any person in the sale
of anything to the government through their former department.*

18 U.S.C. 283 Bans for two vears following retirement participation by military officers
in prosecution of claims against the United States involving their former
department.*

37 U.S.C. 801 Prohibit,, payment of compensation to military officers engaged, within
three years after retirement, "in selling, or contracting or negotiating to
,ell, ,upplies or war materials" to DoD or other agencies.

10 U.S.C. 2397 Requires reporting by certain military personnel and civilian officials of
l)o[ ot emplovment bh defense contractors occurring within two years
prior or subsequent to government service.t

10 U.S.C. 2 ,97a Require, reporting bv military personnel and civilian officials having
pro( urement respon,,ibilities in DoD of "contacts" regarding post-
government emplovment opportu nities with certain defense contractors.t

P.L. 99-145, Prohibits a "Presidential appointee" who acts as a "primary government
99 Stat. 693 representative" in the "negotiation" or "settlement" of a contract with a

defense ( ontra( tor to a(ept, within two years thereafter, employment
, from that ontra(tor.

%"%

jViolation punishable by fine and/or imprisonment.
11 "l'Violation subJect to administrative penalty in amount Lip to $1I0,(00.
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Stil)\erts peiat ions of D)OD ando defenIse inI(iuIStrv, and1 corrodes public
- (4)11 I ild(t '111 i goVC IIeli nn ItMid bL)UInCss generally. It is critical in (defense

iaa citgeiltl to e (stalish and finailitli ail enivir'Onmett where official standardls
(4 m" )d OI I 1(1 I rel l 11 i(1 Ci1-tO(l, lOdIy observedl, ani(I vigorously e t foced1. W~e

lbelie\ I hat signif icaiit lull)! ovemlents are required.
)it r- st uid\ Indicates, for example, that-much. as Is the case with the defense

-. 111 is r~I)I s bshe u)t~lttt r-egulationIs (10 110 OVUI t~(~ill iCI' or-
efCt i\' uttance to personnel engaged 'in the acquiSitIi pi~cs.

I )i rIctI ivc 5,7' )0 0. 7, St a i I(I rd - Is o f C onIIdI tc t, hIa s nIo t 1) een I I 1) (1lt Ie d sin1c e 19 77 o r
re% isedf to reflect suich subsequent legal developments ats passage o)fthe E~thics in]
() % I I ertI eitI cto I f19 7 8. F venI inII' Ir its cret v ers1 in , D I re c t Ive 550O. 7 1) rovId(Ie s

milly general ethical guidlance to personnel andl components thr-oughIout IDoD.
No comparable (directive pi-mo-iCes more specific gulidanIce to all of DoI)'s
acquisition personnel.

Nor- does any system exist to ensu~re that all DoD acqui1sition1 personnel
receive, oin a periodic basis, a prescribed minimumin of ethics training specifically
related to the acquisitionI funIction. just as amocng defense contractors,
considlerable disparity exists inI the eff'orts that DoD acquisition organlizationis
expend lin this ar ea. Ani effective program oifinstruction and comlpliance
concerning ethics matters, including post-emiployment dIISqualifications and
r eporting, Should be established aind implemented. TO (10 so will require
sustained leadlership throughout DoD and a commitment of greater personnel
and administrative resources. 15

In] our11 Interim Report, we thus expressed the general view that the implortant
challenge for defense management lies inI improving compliance with existing
ethical standards, not lin defining new oir mocre stringent standlards. We
nionetheless also have reviewed the su~bstance of current laws and regulationls
from two dlistinct points of view: first, for their effect onl re( I'tient of capalble
senioir-level p~ersoinnel to run11 dhe acquisition system; and second, fo(r their,
adle(1 ~acV to protec:t the Integrity of that system fro(m perceived dangers posed
by the so-called revolving dloor- phenomenon. The "revolving dloor-" refers, inl

'"Att tic ;4,nI Iiss it) IN \la 5, 1986, 111eet in g. )oD's (v eI)era I Coti In Isei r.e\I ewed planI s.
pu)iaiat tir, th residlnt' April 1986 directive. lOt imlprovedfa1~nsitit ) (llCt 1tiI'
regulations for 1)4)1 personnel. as r.e( onlitnended Inl oir intrrim Report. W~e 501)1)011 this ef Iort. It
Shiould . heliew, e.( u~s ill Imp)1ortant part onl the need for specialiied guidance and( training of'
1)4)1 I( quisitionl personnel. It should also seek to establish better mutual understanding
Ibetwelt). alid promtote ( oIll pteletillan effoits to add~ress the respective ei local conicerns of',

-~gO el g l titll-lit and~ Indu~st I-%
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this context, to the movement of a DoD acquisition employee into a position with
a private company for whose government contracts he has or had some official

', responsibility.

Both our Interim Report and our Report on Defiense Acquisition emphasize the
importance of improving the government's ability to attract and retain the
highly qualified people needed for effective senior management of defense
acquisition. We agree with the Presidential Appointee Project of the National
Academy of Public Administration that ethics regulations:

have assumed a very important role in the appointment process. Their
impact is mixed. In some ways, these laws have brought genuine benefits

. to the American people by eliminating blatant potential conflicts of
interest and enhancing opportunities for the identification and prosecu-
tion of those who would violate the public trust. On the other hand, these
changes have been costly: costly to the government's ability to recruit presiden-
tial appointees, costly to the relations between the news media and public
officials, and costly in financial sacrifices to a number of honest and
dedicated public officials.' 6

Our examination of the substance of current ethics regulations underscores
an important truth: ethical standards are only as easy to observe, administer,
and enforce as they are certain in scope, simple in concept, and c6ear in
application. Undue complexity and vagueness-for example, that we believe
,:baracierizes current financial disclosure reporting requirements-serve no
1klgiti.nate public purpose. Either can transform ethical standards from matters
ct in nciple to mere traps for the unwary, and put at risk the reputation of
anyone who enters or leaves a responsible position in government.

Figure 2 outlines established criminal statutory restrictions on what federal
employees and retired military officers may or may not do once they have left
government. Actions of officials still in federal service have been restricted to
exclude matters in which they, or prospective private employers with whom they
are negotiating, have a financial interest. These statutes should be enforced
more vigorously, and their import made clear to DoD employees far more
effectively, than is now done.7

16Leadership in/Jeopardy: The Fraying of the Presidential Appointments Svshtem (Final Report of the
Presidential Appointee Project), November 1985, at 13 (emphasis added).
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Figure 2 also outlines the one current criminal statute. Public Law 99-145,
concerning for whom defense acquisition officials may work after they have left
DoD. This new provision, and comparable measures now pending in Congress,
significantly depart from prior law in attempting to define as criminal conduct
certain post-government ent pet se. They do so on a highly selective

basis-applying only to personnel involved in the acquisition process, and only
to such personnel as are employed by DoD. More significantly, they pose serious
problems of definition, never satisfactorily resolved in statutorV 1orm,
concerning precisely which DoD personnel should be covered and precisely
what sort of exposure to a contractor should lead to the employment
prohibition. In practice, these definitions are very difficult to work out sensibly
and fairly. This is reflected in the confusion concerning the applicability of
Congress' one current venture into restricting post-government employment per
se, Public Law 99-145. The highly uncertain impact of these new and proposed
statutes, and the understandable desire of law-abiding individuals to avoid even
the remote chance of a criminal violation, may well prompt talented people not
to work for DoD in the first place or to leave once such restrictions appear
imminent.

While mindful of the critical need to recruit and retain capable acquisition
personnel, we do not minimize the importance of upholding the real and
apparent integrity of the acquisition process. Our recommendations seek to
achieve vigorous enforcement of ethical requirements and steadfast attention to
ethics programs and training by government and industry alike. We believe that
our recommendations, if fully implemented, would go much further toward
improving the ethical environment of defense acquisition than would any
legislative proposal. Had such administrative efforts been undertaken by DoD
heretofore, the adequacy of the existing legislative scheme would be Far more
evident.

, Public Law 99-145, and the additional revolving-door restrictions now
proposed, in part reflect a legitimate dissatisfaction with individual enforcement
of existing DoD standards of conduct. They also reflect a widespread concern
that opportunities for post-government employment with defense contractors
may seem to tempt acquisition officials to favor improperly those contractors
over whose affairs they exercise authority. We do not dismiss this concern.
Acquisition officials must scrupulously avoid any action that might create even
the appearance of giving preferential treatment to any contractor or losing
complete independence or impartiality of action. Existing standards of conduct
demand nothing less. The real challenge, we believe, is to establish and maintain
an ethical environment for defense acquisition that applies this principle across
the board. This will not be accomplished through piecemeal legislation that

26t .,, .
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subjects special classes of government employees to imprecise standards,
unpredictable restrictions on future conduct, and harsh criminal penalties.

Instead, the revolving-door concern must be addressed where it originates,
in the relations of DoD and the defense industry. Complementary efforts must
be undertaken by DoD and defense industry to define appropriate and highly
specific limitations in the area of post-government employment relationships.
These limitations should not be legislated but instead should be articulated

"- through complementary prohibitions in both government and industry
standards of conduct, for the clear guidance of putative employers (i.e.,
contractors) and employees (i.e., former DoD officials) alike. This exercise
would reinforce a healthy, ongoing dialogue between industry and government.
Appropriate voluntary disqualifications by private employers and prospective
employees could and should become an accepted aspect of the official and

*, professional responsibilities assumed by those who work in and contract with
DoD. Were statutory requirements to report employment with defense
contractors properly observed and administered, DoD, industry, and the public
could monitor the success of the approach we recommend. In this way, DoD and
defense industry could assume leadership roles for the public and private

_ sectors, and set a standard that others-notably Congress and other Executive
departments-should emulate.

For these purposes, we recommend the following:

1. DoD standards of conduct directives should be developed and
periodically reviewed and updated, to provide clear, complete, and timely
guidance:

a. to all components and employees, on ethical issues and standards
of general concern and applicability within DoD; and

b. to all acquisition organizations and personnel, on ethical issues and
standards of particular concern to DoD acquisition process.

2. The acquisition standards of conduct directive should address, among
other matters, specific conflict-of-interest and other concerns that arise in the
course of official dealings, employment negotiations, and post-government
employment relationships with defense contractors. With respect to the last
category, the Secretary of Defense should develop norms concerning the
specific personnel classification, type of official responsibility, level of
individual discretion or authority, and nature of personal contact that, taken
together, should disqualify a former acquisition official from employment
with a given contractor for a specified period after government service. These
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recommended norms, observance of which should be monitored through
-~ existing statutory reporting requirements, would establish minimum

standards to guide both acquisition officials and defense industry.*

3. DoD should vigorously administer and enforce ethics requirements for
all employees, and commit necessary personnel and administrative resources
to ensure that relevant standards of conduct are effectively communicated,
well understood, and carefully observed. This is especially important for all
acquisition personnel, to whom copies of relevant standards should be
distributed at least annually. Review of such standards should be an important
part of all regular orientation programs for new acquisition employees,
internal training and development programs, and performance evaluations.

V. *Comment by Herbert Stein:

Although I do not disagree with what the Commission says about the
"revolving door," I wish to add the following comment:

Department of Defense officials whose position in the acquisition process

enables them to affect substantially the interests of particular contracting
companies should not be employed by those companies for a period, such as two
years, after leaving the Department, except in sp~ecial cases where the national

security clearly dictates otherwise. This principle is not now adequately
recognized in the standards of proper conduct in the Department or among
defense contractors. For the Department, the Secretary should clearly state the

-' principle, define the categories of officials to which it applies and identify the
individual officers and their con tractor- relation sh ips covered. Undoubtedly the
line between covered and uncoveredl relationships will be difficult to draw, but
it will be better to draw the line imperfectly than either t ignorthreovn
door problem or to leave officials and contractors in a state of uncertainty.
Contractors' codes of conduct should include a bar to employment that violates

believe that if the standards of'permissible employment are clearly
defined both officials and contractors will Voluntarily abide by them. In line withmu:.: the Commission's desire to foster an atmosphere of trust among the
Department, contractors and the public, I would much prefer to see the
problem handled in this voluntary way. But if experience shows that reliance on
voluntary observance of the principle is inadequate, legislative remedies should
be considered.
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C. Civil and Administrative Enforcement
Suspension and debarment should be applied only to protect the public

interest where a contractor is found to lack "present responsibility" to
contract with the federal government. The Federal Acquisition Regulation

should be amended to provide more precise criteria for applying theseI sanctions and, in particular, determining "present responsibility."
Specific measures should be taken to make civil enforcement of laws

governing defense acquisition still more effective.
Failure to establish internal disciplines necessary to responsible self-

governance subjects a defense contractor to a variety of governmental
enforcement remedies. Thus, the government may seek relief against a
contractor for breach of contract and, even in the absence of technical breaches,
criminal and civil sanctions for contractor and contractor-employee misconduct.
Our Interim Report recommended "continued, aggressive enforcement of
federal civil and criminal law governing defense acquisition." This was
predicated on the view that such enforcement "punishes and deters misconduct
by the few, vindicates the vast majority who deal with the government lawfully,
and recoups losses to the Treasury." In this section we discuss noncriminal relief
by which the government can protect its interests.

Unlike criminal or other punitive measures, suspension and debarment are
sanctions intended to ensure that DoD may "solicit offers from, award contracts
to, and consent to subcontracts with responsible contractors only."'" The Federal
Acquisition Regulation sets forth specific circumstances in which suspension
(disqualification pending the completion of investigation or legal proceedings)
or debarment (disqualification for a specific period of time) may be applied .'18

Imposed in appropriate circumstances, these sanctions seek to serve "a public
interest for the Government's Protection" rather than to provide for increased

punishment for wrongdoing.'19 I
While suspension and debarment are indispensable tools in assuring that

DoD not contract with those lacking present responsibility, they nevertheless are
severe remedies that should be applied only in accordance with their stated
purpose and legal standards. Members of the defense contracting industry claim
that neither the purpose nor the standards have been observed, and that the

"7Federal Acquisition Regulation (hereinafter FAR) § 9.402(a) (emphasis added).
'8FAR §§ 9.406-1, 9.407-1(b). Following imposition of the sanction, a contractor and its

subcontractors may continue to perform work on ongoing contracts, but the contractor is
rendered ineligible for future awards during the period of suspension or debarment.

"9FAR § 9.402(b).
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threat of imposition of the sanctions has become the government's primary
negotiating weapon in criminal prosecutions to force contractors to enter guilty
pleas to avoid suspension or debarment.20 There is concern that DoD has
improperly concluded that the fact of a criminal indictment of a contractor or a
management employee is an "automatic" ground for suspension, without
sufficient regard for corrective actions already taken.' Such claimed abuses are
said not only to constitute arbitrary denials of protected personal and property
rights, but also to eliminate as the criteria for suspension, the measure of a
contractor's "present" responsibility.2 2 I

Whatever the merit of defense industry claims, it is clear that nowhere is the
attitude of mutual mistrust between DoD and the defense industry more in a
evidence than in DoD's exercise of its powers of suspension and debarment.

In recent years there has been a marked increase in the number of actions
taken to suspend or debar individual or corporate contractors from entering
into new contracts with DoD. In 1975 there were 57 suspensions and
debarments by DoD; in 1980 there were 78. In 1985 there were 652 suspensions
and debarments, a greater than eightfold increase in just five years. This
increase is due in part to a more determined and aggressive enforcement stance
by DoD and a greater willingness to apply the sanctions.

Today's problems can be addressed by developing a sounder basis for both
government and industry to carry out their respective functions. By working

2 0'There is little doubt that suspension or debarment, whether properly or improperly
imposed, can be devastating to a contractor wholly or heavily engaged in the defense industry.
While such contractors may suffer but survive heavy civil and criminal penalties, they may not
survive a lengthy suspension or debarment. Not intended and not imposed as punitive
measures, suspension or debarment may nevertheless be the most severe sanction confronting a
wayward contractor.

21 It is generally conceded by suspending/debarring authorities that suspension occurs upon
issuance of an indictment, and that the contractor is thereafter afforded opportunity to show
cause why the suspension should not be terminated. Any one of the three Military Services and
the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) may suspend or debar a contractor, and the other Services
and the I)LA will honor the sanction.

22While contractor conduct that justifies a criminal indictment may be prima.acie evidence of
irresponsibility, such conduct often precedes an indictment in the contracting industry by two or
more years. The bare fact of an indictment may thus be an improper measure of the contractor's
"present responsibility" should suspension occur at the time of indictment. During the period
following the misconduct alleged in the indictment, the contractor may have replaced employees

guilty of wrongdoing, corrected faulty systems, made restitution, better communicated and
implemented a corporate code of conduct, improved internal auditing practices, and otherwise
taken actions demonstrating its current responsibility. An "automatic" suspension (toes not
afford opportunity for such proof, and may defeat incentives for implementing more

* responsible self-governance.
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together with more cooperation and dedication to performance and less
mistrust and suspicion, a renewed commitment to excellence can be made.

1. Circumstances in Which a Contractor May Be Suspended or
Debarred

a. Current Rules for Suspension

Suspension of a contractor is in the nature of a preliminary remedy
available to the government before full development of the facts. It should be
imposed "on the basis of adequate evidence... when it has been determined
that immediate action is necessary to protect the government's interest."2 3

Adequate evidence is defined as "information sufficient to support the
reasonable belief that a particular act or omission has occurred."24

The Federal Acquisition Regulation sets forth particular conditions in
which suspension may be applied. A contractor may be suspended, for example,
upon "adequate evidence" of the commission of a fraud or criminal offense in
the procurement process, the violation of federal or state antitrust statutes, the
commission of various other criminal offenses, and the commission of any other
offense showing "lack of business integrity or business honesty" that "directly
affects" the contractor's present responsibility. Indictment for any of these
delineated actions constitutes adequate evidence for suspension. A contractor
may also be suspended for any other cause that shows an absence of present
responsibility.

25

23FAR § 9.407-1 (b).
24FAR § 9.403.
2!"FAR § 9.407-2, Causes for Suspension, provides:

(a) The suspending official may suspend a contractor suspected, upon adequate evidence,
of-

(I) Commission of a fraud or a criminal offense in connection with (i) obtaining, (ii)
attempting to obtain, or (iii) performing a public contract or subcontract;

(2) Violation of Federal or Slate antitrust statutes relating to the submission of offers;
(3) Commission of embezzlement, theft, forgery, bribery, falsification or destruction of

records, making false statements, or receiving stolen property; or
(4) Commission of any other offense indicating a lack of business integrity or business

honesty that seriously and directly affects the present responsibility of ('overnment
contractor or subxontractor.
(b) Indictment for any of the causes in paragraph (a) above constilttes adequale evidence

for suspension.
(c) The suspending official may upon adeqtate evidence also suspend a contractor for any

other cause of so serious or compelling a nature that it affects the present responsibility of a
Government contractor or subcontractor.
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b. Current Rules/or Debarment

Regulations governing debarment provide that the responsible official
"may debar" a contractor if it has been convicted for any offense listed above
that may provide a basis for suspension. The regulations further state that the
existence of one of the described causes does not require debarment. "IlTihe
seriousness of the contractor's acts or omissions and any mitigating factors
should be considered in making any debarment decision ."2 6

2. Improvements in Regulations Governing Conditions Under Which a
Contractor May Be Suspended or Debarred

Existing regulations can be improved in crucial respects by providing
criteria for government officials making present responsibility determinations.

a. Determination of Present Responsibility

The requirement that all suspension/debarment decisions be based on a
present responsibility determination should be more clearly set forth by
amendment of particular provisions of the Federal Acquisition Regulation.
Such amended provisions should include an explicit requirement that
suspension and debarment must be related to a lack of present responsibility
before either sanction is applied. For example, adequate evidence of the
occurrence of a criminal offense by a contractor or its employee should not
necessarily result in suspension. Nor should conviction for a prior offense be the
sole predicate for debarment. Basis for imposition of suspension or debarment
is lacking unless the suspending or debarring authority determines that
conditions causing the criminal misconduct are present problems within the
company. Provisions referred to above setting forth particular conditions in
which a contractor may be suspended or debarred should be amended to clarify
that such a condition is a sufficient basis only if it can be linked to a lack of

contractor present responsibility. 27

261FA R § 9.406- 1(a).
27The cited regulatory provision (FAR 9.407-2(b)), stating that indictment for any of the

listed causes "constitutes adequate evidence of suspension,"1 is particularly troublesome. Given
the time-consuming nature of litigation, indictments are invariably based on prior misconduct.
The events causing an indictment generally precede an indictment by one or more years. Thus,
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b. Criteria for Present Responsibility

Administration of suspension/debarment would also be improved if
regulations were amended to include specific criteria to be considered in

* determining whether a contractor is "presently responsible." Suich criteria are
not now set forth in the regulations. The following are recommended for
consideration as proper criteria:

0 The nature of integrity programs, if any, currently being implemented by
the contractor. The debarring/suspending authority should be
particularly interested in the extent of the contractor's affirmative efforts
to implement ethical standards of conduct that address contract
performance and systems of internal controls to monitor compliance with
those standards.

0 The contractor's reputation for probity on recent procurements with
DoD and other federal agencies.

0 The reputation of the contractor's management and directors in recent
circumstances as persons of good character and integrity.

" The extent to which misconduct is symptomatic of basic systemic
problems within the corporation as opposed to isolated, aberrational
corporate behavior.

0 The nature and extent of voluntary disclosure and cooperation offered
by the contractor in identifying and investigating the misconduct.

" The sufficiency of remedial measures taken to eliminate the causes of the
misconduct.

whr naec upnsacnrctro.tesl ai fa nicmni ple hssnto
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c. Determination of Public Interest

Before suspending or debarring a contrato th epnilfIcilms

determine, in addition to present responsibility, whether such action serves the
"public interest." To an extent, consideration of public interest is subsumed in
the determination whether the contractor is currently responsible. Some factors
affecting public interest are, however, distinct from those affecting present
responsibility and should be considered separately. Except where a contractor's
misconduct endangers life or property, in which case the government's interest
is clearly indicated, the Federal Acquisition Regulation should be amended to
mandate review of the effect a proposed suspension/debarment might have on
the ability of DoD and other government agencies to obtain needed goods or
services.

In making the public interest determination, the suspending or debarring
agency should consult with agencies both within and outside DoD. The decision
that suspension or debarment will serve the public interest requires a careful
balancing of public needs against any potential harm that might occur from

continued dealings with the contractor.

* d. Curmoiy Suspension of Contractors

The current practice of "automatic" suspension of contractors following
indictment on contract fraud should be reconsidered by DoD with a view that it
be more dliscriminating and take into account all circumstances of a particular
situation. In our Interim Report we stated, "Suspension and Debarment should
not be imposed solely as a result of an indictment or conviction predicated upon
former (not ongoing) conduct ...

A device that has been used by a military department in lieu of "automatic"
suspension is the so-called "shock and alarm" letter. Such a letter brings sharply
to the attention of the executive of a defense firm DoD's cause for concern of
wrongdoing, and the executive is urged to take immediate corrective action.
What distinguishes the "shock and alarm" technique is that it does not carry with
it the formal and immediate sanction of suspension. It provides the contractor
an opportunity to put Its own house in order before suspension becomes
imperative.

e. Scope of Suspension or Debarment Orders

Once a determination is made to suspend or debar a contr-actor, the Military

Service or DLA must determine the appropriate scope of the order. The
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government may elect to suspend or debar a particular division or similar
organizational component of the contractor, a number of divisions or
organizational components, or the entire corporate structure of which the
contractor is a part.

An overly broad suspension or debarment of a contractor involved in
numerous procurements can deny DoD important sources of supply and cause
economic and commercial harm to the contractor. On the other hand, an
inappropriately narrow application of these sanctions can lead to continued
government dealings with irresponsible parties.

Current regulations give the responsible agency wide authority to tailor the
scope of a suspension or debarment order without providing guidance about
how the agency should exercise its discretion. Suspension applies to "all divisions
or other organizational elements of the contractor, unless the suspension
decision is limited by its terms to specific divisions, organizational elements or
commodities. " 28 Similarly, "debarment constitutes debarment of all divisions or
other organizational elements of the contractor, unless the debarment decision
is limited by its terms to specific divisions, organizational elements or
commodities. "29

Given the significance and difficulty of these determinations, responsible
officials should have more specific guidance in considering the scope of possible
suspension or debarment actions. The Federal Acquisition Regulation should
mandate review of the following criteria:

" the extent to which the misconduct was confined to a particular
organizational unit and the autonomy of that unit;

" the extent of knowledge corporate management and directors had of the
relevant misconduct;

" the extent to which sanctions must be imposed to provide minimum
protection of the public interest; and

* other effects that could occur if organizational units other than that
within which the misconduct occurred are suspended or debarred.

28FAR § 9.407-1(c). 
-

-FAR § 9.406-1(b).
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*Suspending and debarring authorities should craft application tof these
sanctions as narrowly as possible to exclude only those OrgalliZational units that
threaten the integrity of the procurement process.

f. Independence of l)etermineain'A

The government, because of broad discretioiary powers cilaille(I in
declaring contractors ineligible for awards, carries a liea'v burden. It must

affirmatively seek to avoid arbitrary action. I)oI) should eiistre that
opportunities for abuse are reduced by insulating decis inmakers in the
suspension and debarment process fiom untoward pressure f ron1 within or
without DoD. Present policies do not provide sufficient insulation for officials
involved in the process.

g. Procedures Guiding Suspension and Debarment Within Componentis of DoD

-S.' Under current regulations, the several suspending and debarring

authorities are given discretion to "establish procedures" governing suspetIsion
-"" and debarment "decision-making" processes."' This discretion has resulted inprocnd ebarent "eiseco Ieea mdth llwn1eti leruIons

-- : each of the authorized agencies developing different and somewhat inconsistent
procedures. The Inspector General made the following p~ertinlent ob~servations:

Each suspension/debarment authority within L)ol) has deel)ped its own
method of processing suspension and debarment determinations and
implementing suspension and debarment procedures regarding the pro-
vision of notice to contractors and the conduct of hearing procedures.

For example, if a contractor requests and is provided a hearing oil a
- ldebarment matter in DLA, the General Counsel, as the suspension/de-

- . barment authority, conducts the hearings. Argument and tcstimonv is
directly presented to the suspension/debarment aut hority, who canl assess
the credibility of witnesses and can examine all evidence. In the Air Force,
suspension and debarment hearings are held before the )ebarment and
Suspension Review Board, which in turn makes recommendations to he
suspension/debarinentt authority.3 1

"FAR §§ 9. to);-3(h)( t1, 9.t(7-3(b)( I).
( )IIR t of tile I iispecior G eneral, IDoI), Reiwu'V0 S/ !'IUAWAiofl an d IDtbarmet w id,40ills wit/m the

Departmenit of/De/ense, at 86-87 (May 1984).
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Given the severity of'suspension and debarment, the Commission b~elieves
that unif'Orm p)roceduires should guide the review and decision-making process
fin each of the agencies. It is, f'or example v'ery Imp~ortanlt that d~ebarring of'ficials

ineah gcyI Should b~e Oki asimlilar stIature and that hearing procedlures
should be com parable. In thle ab~senlce of unif'ormity, inconsistent and unf'air
results may h')Ilo()w. The Secretary of IDefeIISe Should ensure that 1unih,0,rm
Policies govern each agency's (lecisiolI-makillg pr~cess and the Fedleral
A-C(lLIISIt ion Regulation Should be amendled to so require.

h. 4/teri tive (Civil RemeUdiflA

The government should expand its use of'andl more aggressively p)Ursuie
ci'il relniedles. To make civil enf orcemient more effective, our- luterim Report
recommIfientded Slpecific Measures that Included the passage of Administration
pro posals to amiend the Civil False Claims Act and to establish administrative
alj Udittion of'sImall civil flse claims catses.

It iSsuggestedl that those officials charge wihamnstaino
suspension/dlebarmnent - fin particular instances when the prop)riety of'
imp~losition of'suIspension IS qJuestionable - give greater consideration to civil
santions11 ats at comlplete remedy. For such an alternative to b)e effective, DoD
Must have available to it expanded civil remedies f'or recovery of assets.
Expans in of* traditional civil mioney judgments is a much needed resource, and

benosing legislation still p)ending inI the Congress - iLe., the Program Fraud
C;ivil Remiedies Act - the C;ommission has sought to encourage the grant of
sweep)ing nlew adlministrative powvers to levy fines more effectively against
individuials andl corlporat ions enlgagedl in wrongdoing of 't lesser1 natutre.

3. Voluntary Disclosure of Irregularities

ContracOtor-s have a legal anid moral obligation to report to governument
author itiecs inisonduc1 tOt dliscovered inI the process of self-review. The

Deatnie nts 01- Defense adliust Wet should IlL -ty lat11e it programl
enu 11 ragin i he vo)lunt ar dvIisclo su re o f Ir1reguilarit ies by conlt ractor-s. Such
it pro gram lIi if stccessttil. coul (1d tb nold the go)verniment t(Intel\. no(t ice (it

I II prprc ics i hat o t herwise imighit no)t be available, and pr-ovide (letdils of'
know wrongdo )in itg withIo uit th le xpen~use~ and ompu i1 ltlsion o()l an advei-sarlill

AVo duntaix olis(lo Isl- re)io gilti wA.' be effective I' there are induce~enfts5
lihi assti rc (00111 idl ol ;( 015s t hc i )ot si f e gctr saict lolls by coming
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forward. Private companies that fail to disclose should not be rewarded by the
fortuitous inability of government investigators to make a timely discovery of an
irregularity. Nor should contractors benefit that come forward only under
compulsion of imminent discovery.

Guidelines considered by DoD in a voluntary disclosure program should
include:

* The timing of the disclosure with respect to the contractor's initial
awareness of the irregularity and the proximity of government oversight
action.

* The completeness, accuracy, and truthfulness of the disclosure, as well as
other factors supporting voluntariness.

, 0 Management levels at which the wrongdoing occurred and at which the
decision to disclose was made.

* Whether internal corporate procedures or standards of conduct covered
the conduct of those involved in the wrongdoing and in the disclosure
decision.

0 Whether there were in place internal auditing systems that, when
properly implemented, addressed the irregularity.

For these purposes, we recommend the following:

1. The Federal Acquisition Regulation should be amended:
a. to state more clearly that a contractor may not be suspended or

debarred except when it is established that the contractor is not "presently
responsible," and that suspension or debarment is in the "public interest"; and

b. to set out criteria to be considered in determining present
responsibility and public interest.

2. The Department of Defense should reconsider:
a. "automatic" suspensions of contractors following indictment on

charges of contract fraud;
b. suspending and debarring the whole of a contractor organization

based on wrongdoing of a component part;
c. insulating its suspending/debarring officials from untoward

pressures; and
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d. establishing uniform procedures to guide the review and

decision-making process in each agency exercising suspension/debarment
4. authority.

4' 3. DoD should give serious consideration to:
a. greater use of broadened civil remedies in lieu of suspension,

when suspension is not mandated; and
b. implementation of a voluntary disclosure program, and incentives

2 for making such disclosures.

4. Specific measures should be taken to make civil enforcement of laws
governing defense acquisition still more effective. These include passage of
Administration proposals to amend the Civil False Claims Act and to establish
administrative adjudication of small, civil false claims cases. In appropriate
circumstances, officials charged with administration of suspension!
debarment should consider application of civil monetary sanctions as a
complete remedy.
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APPENDIX A

Defense Industry Initiatives
on Business Ethics

and Conduct
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Business Ethics and Conduct

The defense industry companies who sign violations of federal procurement laws
this document already have, or commit to and corrective actions taken.

- ~ adopt and implement, a set of principles of 5. Each company has a responsibility to
business ethics and conduct that acknowledge each of the other companies in the
and address their corporate responsibilities industry to live by standards of conduct
under federal procurement laws and to the that preserve the integrity of the defense

*public. Further, they accept the responsibility to industry.
create an environment in which compliance 6. Each company must have public
with federal procurement laws and free, open, accountability for its commitment to
and timely reporting of violations become the these principles.

-j felt responsibility of every employee in the
* defense industry.

In addition to adopting and adhering to this 11 Implementation: Supporting

set of six principles of business ethics and Programs
conduct, we will take the leadership in making While all companies pledge to abide by

*the principles a standard for the entire defense the six principles, each company agrees that it
industry, has implemented or will implement policies

and programs to meet its management needs.

1. Principles
1 . Each company will have and adhere to a Principle 1: Written Code of Business Ethics

written code of business ethics and and Conduct
conduct. A company's code of business ethics and

2. The company's code establishes the high conduct should embody the values that it and
values expected of its employees and the its employees hold most important; it is the
standard by which they must judge their highest expression of a corporation's culture.
own conduct and that of their For a defense contractor, the code represents
organization; each company will train its the commitment of the company and its
employees concerning their personal employees to work for its customers,
responsibilities under the code. shareholders, and the nation.

3. Each company will create a free and It is important, therefore, that a defense
open atmosphere that allows and contractor's written code explicitly address that

3*encourages employees to report higher commitment. It must also include a
violations of its code to the company statement of the standards that govern the
without fear of retribution for such conduct of all employees in their relationships
reporting. to the company, as well as in their dealings

4. Each company has the obligation to self- with customers, suppliers, and consultants. The
govern by monitoring compliance with statement also must include an explanation of
federal procurement laws and adopting the consequences of violating those standards,
procedures for voluntary disclosure of and a clear assignment of responsibility to
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operating management and others for maintain an environment of openness where
monitoring and enforcing the standards disclosures are accepted and expected.
throughout the company. Employees must believe that to raise a concern

or report misconduct is expected, accepted,
Principle 2: Employees' Ethical Responsibilities and protected behavior, not the exception. This

A company's code of business ethics and removes any legitimate rationale for employees
condct houd emodythebasi vauesand to delay reporting alleged violations or for

culture of a company and should become a former employers to associat. eseb

way of life, a form of honor system, for every oreceivemandyinvestigateoemploye
employee. Only if the code is embodied in algTon fcevioatdionvstofgthe corploaece

some form of honor system does it become algosof buies vticslatin fh conuct, e defens

more than mere words or abstract ideals.ofbsnsetisadcdudfne
Adheenc tothe odebecmesa reponibiity contractors can use a contract review board, an

Adhecemlybt to the coeb coman epniilty ombudsman, a corporate ethics or compliance

ofeachw employees bothur tolib the coyndeto office or other similar mechanism.

fellow repoyeesfFaciluroe t ie he code, In general, the companies accept the

orseto a re o infracon s, rco desbite trust n broadest responsibility to create an

essentivl torpersoal acusntbilistyed.a environment in which free, open and timely

JffCtives corpr business ethics yodtm r reporting of any suspected violations becomes
Code ot usiess this an coductare the felt responsibility of every employee.

* effective only if they are fully understood by
every employee. Communication and training
are critical to preparing employees to meet their Principle 4: Corporate Responsibility to the
ethical responsibilities. Companies can use a Government
wide variety of methods to communicate their It is the responsibility of each company to
codes and policies and to educate their aggressively self-govern and monitor adherence
employees as to how to fulfill their obligations, to its code and to fed~ral procurement laws.
Whatever methods are used-broad Procedures will be established by each
distribution of written codes, personnel company for voluntarily reporting to
orientation programs, group meetings, appropriate government authorities violations
videotapes, and articles--it is critical that they of federal procurement laws and corrective
ensure total coverage, actions.

*Principle 3: Corporate Responsibility to In the past, major importance has been
Emloee placed on whether internal company

Emplyeesmonitoring has uncovered deficiencies before
Every company must ensure that discovery by governmental audit. The process

employees have the opportunity to fulfill their will be more effective if all monitoring efforts
responsibility to preserve the integrity of the are viewed as mutually reinforcing and the
code and their honor system. Employees should measure of performance is a timely and
be free to report suspected violations of the constructive surfacing of issues.
code to the company without fear of retribution Corporate and government audit and
for such reporting. control mechanisms should be used to identify

To encourage the surfacing of problems, and correct problems. Government and
normal management channels should be industry share this responsibility and must work
supplemented by a confidential reporting together cooperatively and constructively to
mechanism. ensure compliance with federal procurement

It is critical that companies create and laws and to clarify any ambiguities that exist.
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Principle 5: Corporate Responsibility to the Questionnaire
Defense Industry 1.- Does the company have a written code

Each company must understand that of business ethics and conduct?
rigorous self-governance is the foundation of 2. Is the code distributed to all employees
these principles of business ethics and conduct principally involved in defense work?
and of the public's perception of the integrity of 3. Are new employees provided any
the defense industry, orientation to the code?

Since methods of accountability can be 4. Does the code assign responsibility to
improved through shared experience and operating management and others for
adaptation, companies will participate in an compliance with the code?
annual intercompany "Best Practices Forum" 5. Does the company conduct employee
that will bring together operating and staff training programs regarding the code?
managers from across the industry to discuss 6. Does the code address standards that
ways to implement the industry's principles of govern the conduct of employees in
accountability. their dealings with suppliers,

Each company's compliance with the consultants and customers?
principles will be reviewed by a Board of 7. Is there a corporate review board,
Directors committee comprised of outside rnmbudsman, corporate compliance or
directors. cthics office or Siroildi mechanism for

employees to report suspected
Principle 6: Public Accountability violations to someone other than their

direct supervisor, if necessary?The mechanism for public accountability 8 ostemcaimepoe rtc
will require each company to have its the confidentiality of employee reports?
independent public accountants or similar 9. Is there an appropriate mechanism to
independent organization complete and submitfolwuonrprsfssecd
annually the attached questionnaire to an volaonsu ton deptein wha oupccued,
external independent body which will report wo as roeesponie a ccrrd
the results for the industry as a whole and recommsesnde sorie andote
release the data simultaneously to the aeomne rctionsnohe
companies and the general public. atos

This annual review, which will be 10. Is there an appropriate mechanism for
conducted for the next three years, is a critical letting employees know the result of
element giving force to these principles and any follow-up into their reported

charges?adding integrity to this defense industry 1.I hr nogigpormo
initiative as a whole. Ethical accountability, as commuthee nctononepoyees, splln
a good-faith process, should not be affirmed cmuiaint mlyeseln
behind closed doors, The defense industry is out and re-emphasizing their

obligations under the code of conduct?confronted with a problem of public perception 12. What are the specifics of such a
-a loss of confidence in its integrity-that
must be addressed publicly if the results are to p. rogra comuictin
be both real and credible, to the government a. Writen- communication?
and public alike. It is in this spirit of public b n-noecmuiain
accountability that this, initiative has beenc.(rumetns
adlopted and thes e print iples have beend.Vsaai?
established. e. Others?
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13. Does the company have a procedure 16. Does the company participate in the
for voluntarily reporting violations of industry's "Best Practices Forum"?
federal procurement laws to 1 7. Are periodic reports on adherence to
appropriate governmental agencies? the principles made to the company's

14. Is implementation of the code's Board of Directors or to its audit or
provisions one of the standards by other appropriate committee?
which all levels of supervision are 18. Are the company's independent public
expected to be measured in their accountants or a similar independent
performance? organization required to comment to

15. Is there a program to monitor on a the Board of Directors or a committee
continuing basis adherence to the code thereof on the efficacy of the company's
of conduct and compliance with internal procedures for implementing
federal procurement laws? the company's code of conduct?

" .9
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APPENDIX B

Final Report and
Recommendations on

Voluntary Corporate Policies, Practices
and Procedures

Relating to Ethical Business Conduct

Prepared by
ETHICS RESOURCE CENTER, INC.
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EthNOc s
Resource
Ce nte Incorporated
1025 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036 (202) 223-3411

Admiral Thomas B. Hayward. UJSN, Ret.
Chairman of the Board

Honorable Griffin B. Bell February 18, 1986
Vice Chairman

Gary Edwards
Executive Director

The Hon. David Packard
Chairman
The President's Blue Ribbon Commission

on Defense Management
N 736 Jackson Place Northwest

Washington, DC 20503

Dear Mr. Packard:

I am pleased to transmit herewith the Ethics Resource
p. Center's Report and Recommendations on Voluntary Corporate

Policies, Practices and Procedures Relating to Ethical
Business Conduct. Our report is based on the experience of
the Center in advising defense contractors and other major
corporations on ethics in management and on the Center's
resource collection, updated by a survey performed on behalf
of the Center by the Opinion Research Corporation for the
Commission. Appended to our report is the survey instrument,
tabulation of data and analysis by the Opinion Research
Corporation.

On behalf of the Directors and staff of the Ethics Resource
Center, I wish to express our appreciation for the opportunity
to contribute to the work of the Commission. We hope that our
report will testify effectively to the importance of self-
governance in ensuring the highest level of ethical practices
in defense-related business.

Sincerely,

GE: LL
Enclosure

Ethics Resource Center, Incorporated is a nonprofit, nonsectarian, nonpartisan, tax-exempt educational corporation.



INTRODUCTION

At the request of the President's Blue delivered to the federal government. The
Ribbon Commission on Defense Management, standard of ethical business conduct seems to
the Ethics Resource Center, Inc. has prepared have becume regulatory compliance, rather
an analysis of formal efforts by defense than responsible decision making. In areas
contracting firms to ensure ethical conduct by where these are not coincidental or where
their employees and responsible policies and regulations do not dictate conduct, the
practices by the companies themselves. Based management conscience may fail. The sense of
on that analysis and on the Center's extensive moral agency and ethical responsibility may be
knowledge of and experience with major overridden by the "gamesmanship" attitude
companies within and outside the defense fostered by regulatory adversarialism.
industry, the Center offers recommendations to Whatever actions the present
the Commission regarding actions that might Administration or the Congress may take to
be taken by defense contractors for the purpose improve the effectiveness of federal regulations
of improving the level of ethical conduct by and oversight activities, serious attention must

• individuals and organizations involved in be paid to the inherent limitations and possible
providing products and services for national counterproductivity of an approach that is
defense. almost entirely a matter of external policing.

Present Situation and Need for Change Enhancing Regulatory Effectiveness

The falsification of timecards and test To complement its own regulatory
results, poor quality controls, defective pricing, activities, the federal government should
waste, fraud, and overall mismanagement of encourage private industry to develop and
defense contracts have incensed the general implement codes of conduct that exceed the
public, the Congress, and the Administration. A requirements of the law and the present
perception of pervasive misconduct on the part expectations of the public. Compliance with
of defense contractors has weakened public laws and regulations and their underlying
support for increased military and Department public policy objectives may be enhanced by
of Defense expenditures, thereby undercutting effectively communicated and enforced
the Administration's efforts to strengthen U.S. corporate standards of ethical business
defense capabilities, conduct. Such standards may serve to improve

The types of misconduct alleged are not compliance by removing ambiguity or
new. They have occurred under administrations vagueness with respect to acceptable conduct,
led by each party and in times of decreased, as by clarifying management's expectations and
well as increased, spending. They persist in overriding competing performance incentives,
spite of legislative and administrative efforts to and by encouraging employee
eradicate them. Indeed, intensive federal "whistleblowing."
regulation has not only increased costs and For instance, marketing is an area where
lead-time, but may have actually decreased the misconduct may arise because of the absence
sense of individual and corporate responsibility of clear standards of conduct. Management that
for the quality of products and services rewards marketing personnel for gathering
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competitors' intelligence, but provides no during the previous five years.
guidelines for acceptable conduct for obtaining More recently, companies have created
the information, may, in effect, encourage programs to assist in implementation,
unethical or illegal beha% ior. Not only may compliance monitoring, and enforcement of

*performance incentives thus encourage their standards of conduct. A recent survey of
employees to behave illegally or unethically, 279 major industrial and service companies by
but consultants may be similarly influenced Bentley College indicates the breadth of such
indirectly by employees who feel neither undertakings. Company efforts have included
obliged nor encouraged to inquire into their creation of ethics committees on boards of
activities. directors and at senior management level

Some misconduct arises, of course, not (14%), establishment of ombudsmen to receive
from the lack of clear standards of conduct but employee allegations of unethical conduct
from greed, personal or corporate. To discover (6%), and some discussion of the company
and deter such conduct requires specificity in standards and issues of ethics within training
the laws and regulations, vigilant monitoring of and development programs (35%).
compliance, and swift enforcement of penalties In order to inform its recommendations to
that are certain and appropriately severe. The the President's Commission, the Ethics
efficiency and effectiveness of federal Resource Center undertook research on the
monitoring of compliance may be greatly extent to which written standards of conduct,
enhanced where corporate policy and practice and substantive programs for education and
require self-policing, compliance monitoring, have been adopted by

Corporate self-pohc(ing will itself be most defense contractors.
credible and effective where employees can
report miscondlut anonymously, outside The Research Project
normal reporting channels, and where the At the request of the President's Blue
disposition of suc h reports is overseen by Ribbon Commission on Defense Management,
outside directors. in an effort to ensure such the Ethics Resource Center surveyed a
self-policing, companies may provide representative sampling of defense contracting
employees access to an ombudsman who is firms regarding:
independent from their supervisors or to a toll- the process by which corporate policies and
free phone line staffed by persons reporting procedures are established for ensuring
directly to internal audit, corporate counsel, or ethical conduct in dealings with the federal
the chief exec utive, government and with subcontractors,

Corporate efforts to ensure compliance suppliers, and others;
with laws, regulations, and high standards of the form and content of such corporate
ethical butsiness conduct have intensified in policies and procedures;
recent years. the means for communicating such policies

In 1979, an Ethics Resource Center survey and procedures to employees,
of the 500 largest industrial and the 1 50 largest subcontractors, suppliers, and others;
nonindustrial corporations revealed that 73 the internal system for monitoring and
percent of these firms had adopted written enforcing compliance with corporate
codes of ethics or standards of conduct.1I Half of policies and procedures; and
those documents were adopted for the first time the internal system for the adjudication of

allegations of misconduct and for the
'The terms, "code of ethics" and "standards determination of penalties.

of conduct" are used interchangeably
throughout this document. Consistent with its proposal to the
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President's Commission, the Ethics Resource In addition to the survey responses, the
Center retained the services of Opinion Center requested from the defense contractors
Research Corporation to assist in drafting the documents setting forth their corporate ethics
survey instrument, in a pretest of it, and in policies and procedures; information on
processing the final survey returns, methods of communicating standards,

The pretest instrument was mailed to five including materials used internally for training
defense contracting firms on November 15. All and development; and job descriptions,
five returned the pretest questionnaire by the committee charters, and other materials
27th. Based on these responses and on pertaining to the structure and functioning of
suggestions of Commission staff, the instrument compliance monitoring and enforcement
was revised. The final version of the activities.
questionnaire was sent to 91 defense Based on the survey results and on an
contractors on December 3. At the suggestion analysis of accompanying corporate
of the Commission staff, these were sent by documents, the Ethics Resource Center offers
overnight delivery to chief executives of the the following report and recommendations to

. defense contracting firms, who received them the President's Commission regarding voluntary
on December 4, for return to Opinion programs to ensure ethical conduct that have
Research Corporation by December 13. been or might usefully be adopted by defense
.Sixty-one (61) firms (67%) responded in time contractors.
for inclusion in the study.

".
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REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
VOLUNTARY CORPORATE ACTIONS

1. Corporate Policies and Procedures respondents to our current survey reveals that
Relating to Ethical Business Conduct many defense contractors have not developed

standards of conduct for activities that seem
Research sponsored by the Ethics particularly vulnerable to misconduct. For

Resource Center in 1979 determined that example, the following topics were addressed
among 650 of the largest U.S. corporations, by the standards of conduct of the
73 percent had developed written standards parenthetically indicated percentage of defense
of conduct or codes of ethics. Of these, 50 contractors:
percent had been first adopted during the General conduct (96%)
previous five years. Bentley College reported Kickbacks (89%)
in 1985 that it had surveyed 2 79 major Bribery (88%)
corporations and found virtually no change, Conflicts of interest (88%)
with 208 firms (74.6%) reporting written Gifts and entertainment for government
codes of conduct. officials (82 %)

Although defense contractors matched Accuracy of books and records (79%)
the general profile of American companies in Corporate political contributions (75%)
1 979, this is no longer the case. Our survey Protecting proprietary information (68%)
for the Commission found that, like American Abuse of insider information (61 %)
firms generally, 73 percent of respondent Disciplinary actions for violations of
defense contractors also had adopted codes standards of conduct (61 %)
by 1979; however, by the end of 1985, the Antitrust issues (57%)
figure for the defense industry had risen to 92 Personal expense reports (54%)
percent. Relations with subcontractors and suppliers

The widespread adoption of business (50%)
codes of ethics in the late 1 970s appears to Procedures for reporting alleged violations of
have been in response to publicized stories of standards of conduct (50%)
corporate misconduct, especially in connection Accuracy of timecards (46%)
with the Watergate scandal, illegal corporate Employee relations (45%)
political contributions, and overseas bribery Industry competition (41 %)
payments. That business interest in codes Accuracy of information included in
generally seems to have peaked by 1979 while proposals (34%)
continuing unabated among defense Hiring former Department of Defense or
contractors suggests a greater appreciation military personnel (34%)
among this group of the risks of unethical Procedures for adjudicating alleged
conduct and the value of explicit standards of violations of standards of conduct (.32%)
condluct. That significant problems of Cost allocation (30%)
misconduct continue to affect the defense Quality control (30%)
industry suggests that the standards may be Bidding practices (27%(
flawed or inadequately communicated and Billing practices (27%)
enforced. Our research seems to confirm this. Defective pricing (27%)

A content analysis of the codes of ethics of Materials substitution (27%)
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Contract negotiation practices (25%) areas for concern. Only one-half (50%) of the
Protection of whistleblowers (21 %) codes submitted by defense industry companies
Procedures for monitoring contract specify procedures for employees to follow for

compliance (20%) reporting alleged violations of standards of
Advertising practices (18%) conduct. Even among firms whose codes
Customer service (14%) provide proc-edures, many only direct
Primary contracting (13%) employees to report misconduct to their

immediate supervisors. Because there may be
.and Recommendation situations in which the conduct or complicity of

A ayithe supervisor is itself in question, alternative

Undoubtedly, many companies provide means for reporting misconduct must be
policies and guidelines for conduct that available and known by all employees.
address these topics in places other than the
corporate code of ethics. For other topics, RECOMMENDATION TWO: All

, such as defective pricing and accuracy of companies involved in defense-related business
, timecards, the only policy required may be to with the federal government should adopt and

prohibit or to prescribe the conduct or the effectively communicate to all employees
result. Even here, detailed procedures and procedures for reporting apparent misconduct
stipulations may be essential to ensure directly to senior management, or to
compliance with the policy, appropriate corporate officers and directors,

In some areas, where standards and whenever an employee believes that reporting
guidelines for ethical business conduct are to an immediate supervisor would be
essential to the integrity of defense contracting, inappropriate or ineffective.

5i the President's Commission should not assume
that what has not been addressed in company Directly related to inadequate procedures

- codes will have been treated adequately for reporting misconduct, and undermining
elsewhere in corporate policies. For example, many of the procedures that do exist, is a
based on the survey results, documents scarcity of policies (21 %) to ensure the
analysis, and interviews and discussions with protection of "whistleblowers," employees who
executives, managers, and employees of bring to light unethical practices of the firm or
several defense firms, we have found that clear the misconduct of other employees. The
standards of ethical business conduct are success of the defense industry's efforts to
especially needed with respect to contract restore public trust and confidence in the
negotiating practices and bidding practices, integrity of its practices will be directly
including the related activities involved in dependent on the seriousness with which
gathering competitors' intelligence, management endeavors to identify and

eliminate unethical conduct. That seriousness
will be properly called into question if

O"whistleblowers" are punished or left
companies involved in defense-related business unprotected.
with the federal government should adopt
written standards of ethical business conduct, RECOMMENDATION THREE: All
and these standards hould specifically address companies involved in defense-related

activities most vulnerable to mit onduct. business with the federal government should

adopt and effectively communicate to all
Content analysis of company codes and employees a written policy to protect

, related policy documents suggests two other "whistleblowers" from repercussions and to
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secure, to the evtent pos'4lhle, their should be communicated to them as such.
anon mit. Moreover, reliance on employees to "blow the

whistle" on unethical conduct presupposes that
II. Communication of Corporate they have been made familiar with standards of
Ethics Policies and Procedures ethical business conduct.

Diseremnation: Defense (ontra( tor', report RECOMMENDATION FOUR: All
, a .ariet\ or niethodc eing used to (ompanies involved in defense-related business

comrnLinl( ate orporate ethi, pol i( ie, to with the federal government should distribute
enlpoee,, Thee include twith the percentage the corporate standards of ethical business
of firmd, Lltiizing ea( h In tarenthe,es: conduct to all employees on at least an annual

Dtribution of C ritten (ode o ethics basis and to all new employees at the time they
standardts ot conlduct ~((1 ) are hired.

Informal dlcS'oi(n and guidance from
." u per ior, 890( / Training and Development: During the
Ne personneI orientation 85%) 1 980s companies have, in general, shifted from
Memoranda from ,enior management (85%) the development and dissemination of written
Group meetings and briefings (82%) standards of conduct to the education of~Spee( he, , enio)r exec utive,, (80'),0

. S(.-t %managers and employees regarding the
Art le,, in internall distributed company application (and limitations) of the standards in

.periodical h4 dealing with difficult business decisions and
Training and development programs (57%) ethical dilemmas. Much of this education is
Videotape program (57'%) going on within companies in their own
Employee handbook (51 %) training and development programs.
Posted notices 141 A survey of a cross-section of
Arti( les in externally distributed company manufacturing and service industries, defense

, 'periodicals (I11%)
ro l1and non-defense together, found that 35

andpercent of respondent firms provide "trainingAnalysis and Recommendation '2Bfor employees in the area of ethics. By

Significantly, although 93 percent of comparison, 49 percent of defense
respondent firms indicate that they rely on contractors claim to provide such training.
distribution of a written code of ethics or Half of the defense industry ethics training
standards of conduct to communicate to programs were developed in the past two
employees "company policies and years and over three-quarters (77%) of them
procedures relating to ethical business since 1980.
conduct," only 50 percent of the companies Analysis and Recommendation
that have written codes distribute the code to
all employees. In many firms, code Employees attending ethics training
distribution is limited to senior management. programs in the defense industry are most

Many employees may never need likely to be drawn from "all departments" of
standards or guidelines concerning gifts and the firm (83%). This suggests, and materials
gratuities, conflicts of interest, or some other provided by respondent defense firms
area of conduct addressed by company codes. confirm, that many of these programs are part
In other areas, ,u( h as the a(curacy of of new employee norientation. By contrast,
timecards or the protection of proprietary only 37 percent of firms with educational
information, employees at any level of the firm
may ha\,e ,ignifi(ant ethi(al responsibilities that 'Bentley College Survey, 1985.
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programs indicated that contracting and and "group meetings with subordinates" (80%)
procurement personnel would be specifically to ensure that subordinates understand
selected for such training, corporate policies and procedures relating to

Most firms did not comply with the request ethical issues. Managers rely less on "individual
to provide materials describing their training meetings with subordinates" (75%), "requiring
program. It is apparent from materials that were signature on written policy statements" (69%),
received, however, that the scope of subject "performance appraisals" (39%), and "requiring
matter covered and the depth of treatment vary completion of a written questionnaire" ( 3 1 %.
considerably. Some firms provided videotaped Monitoring and enforcing com)lian e in
messages by their chief executives addressing defense firms is usually the responsibility of
ethical business conduct generally or the corporate counsel (85%) andlot internal audit

* corporate code of ethics in particular. Other (77%).
firms indicated that external consultants Similarly, the-' offices are the most likely
directed training programs narrowly focused on to be responsible for investigation of an
such topics as protecting proprietary allegation of unethical conduct (89% and 79 %
information and filling out timecards respectively). For such investigations, over half
accurately. (52%) of respondent firms would also draw

The integration of discussions of ethics upon corporate security.
codes, issues, and dilemmas into corporate By contrast, the adjudication of allegations
training and development programs can afford of unethical conduct is likely to involve the

, employees the opportunity to understand how chief executive officer (49%) and personnel
the code of ethics applies to their own (41 %), as well as corporate counsel (64%).
responsibilities, and can encourage employees To monitor and enforce compliance,
to anticipate and properly resolve ethics issues defense contractors rely on a broad array of
and dilemmas on the job. procedures and practices at the corporate,

division, and department levels. Among the
RECOMMENDATION FIVE: All most frequently cited were:

companies involved in defense-related business Internal audits
with the federal government should make Annual certification
discussion of the corporate standards of ethical Compliance reviews
business conduct and of ethics issues and Spot checks
dilemmas representative of those facing the External audits
company and likely to face the employees a Interviews and questionnaires
part of all new employees'orientation, of Reviews by board of directors ethics
regular performance evaluations, and of committees
internal training and development programs. Reviews by corporate ethics offices orcontract review hoards
III. Monitoring and Enforcing Rors t omb ds

Corporate Ethics Policy Reports to ombudsmen

The development and communication of Analysis and Recommendation
ethics policies by defense contracting firms
must be accompanied by a sustained effort to Internal and external audits are beyond the
ensure that those policies are understood, that scope of this report. Annual certification and
compliance is monitored, and that alleged compliance reviews are usually connected with
violations are adjudicated. the audit functions and are not discussed here.

Managers in the defense industry are most Although there is some value to spot checks,
likely to rely on "informal discussion" (80%) neither the frequency nor effectiveness of these
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was evaIlated in this study. the committee wouid be interoffice mail (45%).
Board of directors ethics committees, Other options include "walk-in" contacts

corporate ethics offices and contract review (41 %), which, since most ethics committee
boards (at the corporate, division, and plant members are outside directors, would require
facility levels), and ombudsmen all represent off-site travel by an employee or directing
attempts to formalize and to improve the information or inquiries through one's
effectiveness of the compliance monitoring supervisor, which might have a chilling effect

7and enforcement of corporate standards of on employees' willingness to contact the ethics
ethical conduct. The use of these mechanisms committee.
by defense firms was examined in the Ethics Toll-free phone lines (18%) and outside
Resource Center's survey, postal box addresses (23%) are made available

Board of Directors Ethics Committee: to employees in a small number of firms.
There is more likely to be a board of directors RECOMMENDATION SIX: All companies
ethics committee in defense contracting firms inovdndens-ladbunsswtth
(36%) than in U.S. companies generallyferagornntsuletbiha

(14%.' ur srve shws tis o bea tend committee of outside directors to oversee
that is increasing, with 46 percent of the corporate policies, procedures, and practices
defense industry committees being pertaining to the monitoring and enforcement
established in !he last 10 years, 14 percent in ofcmlaewihteorrtesnddsf
1985 alone.ofcmlacwihtecroaesnddsf

the dfense ethical business conduct. The committee
Niney-on pecent(91% ofshould be required to report its findings to thefirms with ethics committees reported that there board of directors at least annually.

were no inside directors on the committee. In
many firms the ethics committee has the same Corporate Ethics Office:" A corporate ethics
membership, and may have the same charter office has been established in nearly one-fourth
and responsibilities, as the audit committee. (23%) of the respondent defense contracting
Reflecting this is the fact that internal audit is firms, with over one-third (36%) of these being
the office most likely (64%) to be required to created in 1985. The principal functions of the
report to the ethics committee. Corporate corporate ethics offices include:
counsel (59%) and the chief financial officer Communication of corporate ethics policies
(41 %) are also likely to be required to report to (86%)
the ethics committee. Educating employees about corporate ethics

The ethics committees report regularly, policies (86%)
with 45 percent reporting on a quarterly Receiving allegations of violations of
basis, 32 percent semiannually and 9 percent corporate ethics policies (86%)
annually. Five percent (5%) report monthly. Monitoring compliance with corporate ethics
Although all ethics committees report to the policies (79%)
full board of directors, 5 percent report also Investigating allegations of violations of
to the shareholders. None provides a report corporate ethics policies (71 %)
for the general public. Adjudicating allegations of violations of

Defense firms tend not to encourage corporate ethics policies (50%)
employees to contact the board of directors' Assessing penalties for violations of corporate
ethics committees directly, either for advice 4Dfndi h uvya asno
or to report questionable business conduct. In Dfndithsuvya"aeio
those companies with an ethics committee, the magentlvlropridvdulwhoverall responsibility for developing and/or
most likely means for an employee to contact imlenngcroaesnddsfetcl

'ibid. business conduct."
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ethics policies (36%) Ombudsman: Ombudsmen have been
established in 28 percent of defense

Although the corporate ethics office has contracting firms, and most of these arc of
significant responsibilities with respect to quite recent origin, 71 percent having come
corporate ethics policies, the office is poorly into being since 1980. By contrast,
staffed. There is no full-time professional staff ombudsmen are found in only 6 percent of
for 64 percent of the firms with ethics offices. U.S. businesses generally.
In 21 percent, there is only one full-time Although ombudsmen function most
professional. The number of professional staff frequently at the corporate level (71 %), over
available on a part-time or as-needed basis half (53%) operate at the divisional level, and
varies, but 42 percent report that fewer than (6%) at the plant facility level as well.
10 are available. The most common function of the

Sixty-four percent (64%) of the ethics ombudsman is to receive allegations ofIoffices report at least quarterly. Half of the violations of corporate ethics policies 188%).
ethics offices are required to report directly to Additionally, the ombudsman may be
a board of directors' ethics committee. involved in:

Employee access to the corporate ethics
* ~~office is most likely to be through interoffice Comnctnoforraeths

mailI (100%), through the employee's policies (47%)
supervisor (86%), and through walk-in Educating employees about corporate

*contact (86%). Toll-free "hot lines" (64%) and ethics policies (41 %)
outside postal box numbers (29%) are less Monitoring compliance with corporate
likely to be made available, ethics policies (41 %)

Investigating allegations of violations of
Contract Review Board: Contract review corporate ethics policies (1 2%)

boards are slightly more prevalent (30%) than Assessing penalties to violators of corporate
corporate ethics offices (23%) as a means for ethics policies (12%)
monitoring and enforcing compliance with

*corporate standards of ethical conduct. Only 18 percent of the defense firms with
Although contract review boards generally ombudsmen report that this is a full-time
operate at the corporate level (89%), there are position. In 53 percent of the firms, the
also hoards at the division (28%) and plant ombudsman's function requires less than
facility (67%) levels. one-quarter of his/her time.

Only 34 percent of the contract review None of the ombudsmen report to the
boards report regularly, and only 6 percent board of directors ethics committee and only

*report to a board of directors' ethics about half (5 1 %) report to senior corporate
committee. Thirty-nine percent ( 19%) of the management.
contract review boards report only "as Employee access to the ombudsman is
prompted by events" and are most likely to principally through "walk-in contact" (88%)

report to top management at the corporate or interoffice mail (82%). In nearly two-thirds
level. Seventeen percent (17%) report to (65%) of the firms surveyed, employees

*division management. contac t the ombudsman through their
accessible to employees, with "walk-in ombudsmen, 29 percent provide direct
contact" (72%) the most likely means, and access through a toll-free "hot line" and 18
toll-free "hot-lines" (67%) and outside postal percent through an outside postal box
box numbers (I11%) the least likely, number.
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Analysis and Recommendation CONCLUSION
The corporate ethics office, contract Many defense contracting firms have

review board, and ombudsman represent taken significant action to establish,
different means by which defense contractors communicate, monitor, and enforce policies
have tried to monitor compliance with and procedures to ensure a high level of
corporate standards of ethical business ethical business conduct. In each area, the
conduct. They share important common actions taken can be improved upon.
features, as well as having significant Corporate codes of ethics and standards

Coffrpores ehc.fiesaetems of conduct provide the broadest, most
broadyponteeid offhes hre andhes comprehensive statements of company policy

badil reonibiliofties fre concatin regarding ethical conduct. As such, they can
edthiolicies.pontractleiew oardsictke provide a conceptual framework forethis plices.Conrac reiewboads ake management and employees to understand
the narrower focus that the name suggests. the relationship between corporate and
Ombudsmen serve principally as an pbi oiy nadto opoiiigsm
alternative path for pointing out problems or formsc oiy condc adond manda ibting thers
raising allegations of misconduct. frso odc n adtn tes

None of these vehicles seems adequately co .mpany codes can also articulate the
stfe to monitor compliance with corporate principles on the basis of which business
etstafed ve hug ha sa ao decisions should be made in areas where

* eticspolcies evn toug tha isa mjor neither corporate procedures nor government
responsibility for each: regulations yet determine conduct.

The corporate ethics offices and the Standards of conduct can only be as
ombudsmen are poorly staffed functions, effective as they are applicable, either as
andrt fomudse ntmat neve bobrugh specific rules or as principles, to the conduct
tnomedatenin ofy ousievdetrs rof of employees. In this respect, all of the codesto he ttetio ofoutidedirctos o of examined can and should be improved.
a board of directors ethics committee. The effectiveness of corporate standards

Contract review boards and ombudsmen of conduct among defense contractors is
may be difficult for employees to contact further constrained by the limited distribution
anonymously because of the relatively the standards receive. This can and should be
few toll-free "hot-lines" and outside remedied immediately by distribution to all

,Jpostal box numbers. present employees and to all new hires in the
RECOMMENDATION SEVEN: All future.

companies involved in defense-related That codes of ethics, and the issues,
business with the federal government should ambiguities, and ethical dilemmas they
maintain and regularly publicize to address, are being brought into corporate
employees the availability of means for training and development programs is
employees to report apparent violations of encouraging. However, the relative novelty
corporate standards of ethical business of this approach and the wide variety in
conduct directly and anonymously to the format and content of the courses make it
board of directors committee that has difficult at present to assess the merits of these
oversight for corporate policies, procedures, educational activities. To the extent that they
and practices pertaining to the monitoring increase employees' understanding of how
and enforcement of compliance with those corporate ethics policies relate to their own

standards. responsibilities, they will serve the interestsIII: 56



of the public as well as those of the company. protect a company's interests, especially its
Finally, it is important to note that reputation for integrity.

corporate standards of ethical business These different objectives expand the need
conduct are not identical with laws and for compliance monitoring beyond the reach of
government regulations. Although they may most internal or external auditors. They require
develop out of common concerns and may an environment in which employees monitor
overlap in their attempts to govern employee the conduct and the decisions of one another
and corporate behavior, they have somewhat and feel free to call attention to bad judgments

*different objectives. Standards exist not only and to misconduct in order to preserve the
to constrain behavior but also to inform integrity and reputation of the firm. Defense
judgment. Business relies for efficiency and contractors, like companies in other industries,
effectiveness on discretionary decision are still experimenting with ways to foster and
making. Codes of ethics and standards of manage such an environment. Corporate ethics
conduct, in addition to mandating or offices, contract review boards, and
prohibiting certain conduct, should provide ombudsmen are part of the experimentation.
the principles and values on the basis of No recommendation can be made at this time
which such decisions are made. with respect to which one or more of these

Also, where laws and regulations are functions will prove most effective, but the
intended to protect the public's interest, objective of an open, self-policing environment
company codes and standards are meant to is as desirable as it will be difficult to achieve.
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ETHICS RESOURCE CENTER,
INCORPORATED
Washington. D.C.

April 16. 1986

The Hon. David Packard
Chairman
President's Blue Ribbon Commission

on Defense Management
Washington, D.C. 20503

Dear Sir:
The Ethics Resource Center was pleased to be able to provide recommendations earlier this year to the

President's Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management. At that time the Center reviewed current self-
governance policies and practices among defense contractors and recommended strengthening of corporate
codes of ethics and standards of conduct, as well as improvements in communication, education, and
compliance-monitoring activities.

This letter will expand on certain of the recommnendations in the Center's February 18 report to the
Commission and proffer additional recommendations for the Commission's consideration.

As the Commission recognizes in its Interim Report to the President, public confidence and trust in defense
contractors has been severely shaken: "Numerous reports of questionable practices have fostered a conviction,
widely shared by members of the public and by many in government, that defense contractors place profits
above legal and ethical responsibilities."

The Commission has acknowledged the important role of improved industry self-governance in rebuilding
public confidence. Appropriately, the Commission has focused its recommendations on corporate codes of
ethics: "To assure that their houses are in order, defense contractors must promulgate and vigilantly enforce
codes of ethics that address the unique problems and procedures incident to defense procurement. They must
also develop and implement internal controls to monitor these codes of ethics and sensitive aspects of contract
compliance."

The Ethics Resource Center strongly endorses this recommendation by the Commission. However, ltased on
extensive research on implementation and enforcement of corporate codes of ethics, the Center finds that codes
often are either not read or their application is not understood by all employees. The Center therefore strongly
reiterates its recommendations of February 18, that:

RECOMMENDATION FOUR: All companies invo/ved in defense-re/ated business with the federa/
government should distribute the corporate standards of ethical business conduct to al/ emp/oyees on at least

an annua/ basis and to all new emp/oyees at the time they are hired;

RECOMMENDA TION FIVE: All companies involved in defense-related business with the federal
government shou/d make discussion of the corporate standards of ethical business conduct, and of ethics
issues and di/emmas representative of those fac ing the company and likely to face the employee, a part of all
new employees' orientation, of regular performance evaluations, and of interna/ training and deve/opment
programs.

Effective self-governance is dependient upon an environment where all employees understand what is
expected and permitted and where (orpoirate (ommitnient to) the proper standards of business conduct is
unambiguous and is constantly. (onsistently reinfortt'd. Suc h an environment requires more than a policy
document such as a code of ethics. It requires frequent and effective communication regarding the standards and
their application, as well as their underlying prim iples, so that decisions and conduct in areas not explicitly
addressed by the code of ethics will. none'theless, be (onsistent with those principles.

* Integrating discussions of ethi s issues andl questions into existing company programs of orientation and of
training and development affords a relatively low- ost. re( urring opportunity for (communication about the code
and its application. Moreover, this continuing focus on ethical responsibilities can help to create an atmosphere
within a company where employees understand that it is acceptable, even expected, that they will raise and
participate in the resolution of questions regarding ethical practices.

Difficult ethics issues that confront a given company frequently confront other companies in the same
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I industry. Because some of these issues concern competitive practices, a company may be unwilling to take
corrective action without assurances that others in the industry will as well. An example of suh an issue is the
gathering of competitors' intelligence. Very few firms in the defense industry (or other industries, for that matter)
have promulgated standards of conduct to guide marketing and other personnel in this area.

Because of the absence of clear standards and because of the rewards and incentives to obtain competitors'
intelligence, many firms may be at risk that employees will engage in unethical or even illegal practices. Should
such practices of defense contractors come to public attention, the confidence and trust of the public and of the
government would be further eroded. In order quickly and effectively to address this and other industry-wide
issues, the Center offers the following additional recommendation:

4 RECOMMENDA TION EIGHT: Trade associations serving defense contractors should be called upon to
take the lead in drafting and implementing industry codes of ethics that would set minimum standards of
acceptable conduct and provide guidelines for all their defense contractor members. In order to avoid
restraint of trade accusations, industry-wide standards and enforcement mechanisms -should be reviewed not
only by the Department of Defense, but also by the Antitrust Division of the Department of justice.

Although there are some inherent difficulties and limitations in industry-wide self-regulation, if self-
regulatory activities are carefully circumscribed and monitored by the Department of Defense, they may provide
an effective means of ensuring proper conduct by companies within the defense industry. The Securities and
Exchange Commission has long recognized this, and it has leveraged its own effectivenes by mandating and
monitoring self-regulatory actions by companies in the financial field.

Finally, the Center has encountered widespread concern among defense contractors regarding alleged
unethical conduct of government officials and employees with whom the contractors deal. There seems to be
considerable skepticism that all military and civilian personnel of the federal government are aware of, or in
compliance with, the codes of ethics and standards of conduct that govern their own practices.

Without making a judgment on the validity of these concerns, the Ethics, Resource Center urges the
Commission to recommen, -hat the Department of Defense, the Armed Services, and the Congress review the
adequacy of standards of conduct that cover their own practices, as well as the effectiveness of communication
and educational programs to ensure that the standards are understood.

We hope that these observations and recommendations will be useful to the Commission in preparing its
final report to the President.

Sincerely,

GARY [EDWARDS

Executive Director
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APPENDIX C

Report on Survey of
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Internal Audit Processes
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-- PEAT Peat, Mawick, Mitchell & Co.
1990 K Street, N.W.

IM MARWICK Washington, D.C. 20006~202-223-9525

February 17, 1986

President's Blue Ribbon Commission
on Defense Management

736 Jackson Place, Northwest
Washington, D.C. 20006

Gentlemen:

Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. has completed its engagement to conduct a Survey
of Defense Contractors' Internal Audit Processes. Phases I, II, and III of the
engagement were completed as reported in our status report to you dated
December 20, 1985. The enclosed report completes our engagement and presents
the results of the survey. The report contains an executive summary, a narrative
evaluation of responses to the survey instrument, and a statistical summary of
replies received.

Considering the extremely high response rate, and the quality of responses
received, this was an extremely successful and meaningful survey. The companies
surveyed responded in a timely fashion, and top company executives supported the
survey. We were very pleased with the cooperation we received, and with the
concern which the companies demonstrated over providing complete and responsive

replies in this critical area of contract compliance monitoring.

We would be pleased to meet with Commission representatives to further discuss

the survey and its results, or to answer any questions which you may have about
the report. Peat Marwick is pleased to have had the opportunity to be of
service to the Commission in performing its important assignment.

Very truly yours,

EnclosureA ,

Enclsur
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' EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Military-industry contractual relationships in specific government-sensitive areas.
have undergone a significant change in recent Additionally, career paths for advancement are
years. In today's climate, optimum compliance desirable to enhance the professionalism of the
with government acquisition statutes and staff.
regulations is vital. Contractors' practices must The independence of the audit function
comply, and the internal audit function is a appears assured, with a caveat about potential
valuable tool in monitoring practices and excess audit response to management requests.
informing management of any needed The audit reports are addressed to sufficiently
corrective actions. high levels of management, and follow-up

To assess the extent of such internal audit procedures are appropriate to make the reports
actions, a survey was conducted by soliciting and the audit recommendations effective.
replies from contractors that were substantially However, responsibility for ensuring timely
engaged in defense contract work. About 85 responses from auditees should be assigned to
percent of the 250 business units surveyed a high management level, not to the internal

* responded. These respondents represented audit staffs.
about $90 billion of annual government sales, With respect to detected irregularities or
involving more than 1,375,000 employees and suspected violations of law, the replies reflect
reflecting almost 89 percent of the Department that these situations are generally handled in a
of Defense annual outlays for negotiated forthcoming manner. However, some 42

'. contracts in fiscal year (FY) 1985. respondents did not answer positively about
The survey replies reflected internal audits reporting these cases to the government

as being conducted at virtually all sites, with authorities.
less than 50 respondents reporting a formal The audit reports and working papers are
audit organization at their operating level. The reported as being available internally to all
majority of internal audits were performed by appropriate levels. The reports and working
professional staff that were assigned to the papers are also made available externally, but
corporate or group levels of management. In to a lesser degree with respect to government
addition, about 25,000 hours of annual effort agencies.

, were provided by external professionals. Therc The scope of internal audits has been
are indicators that more staffing is reouired and significantly altered to encompass many
that it may be desirable to place additional government-sensitive areas. This appears to be
internal audit staff at the operating levels. The a relatively recent change and there are
use of external auditors is usually acceptable, indications of further augmentation in FY 1986.
but care needs to be exercised to ensure that the Although recognizing this favorable evolution
reliance placed on such audits is compatible and change of attitude to cover areas sensitive
with the company's objective for contract to government contracting, additional and
compliance more rapid enhancements are needed on the

The internal audit staffs appear to be following matters:
professional and sufficiently objective and

independent to perform effectively. There are Comparison of wage rates with external
indications that more formal training is needed sources.
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Effectiveness of controls over the Enhancement of financial aspects of contract
authorization of work orders. administration.

Clear definition and delineation of sensitive More evidence of the written documentation
technical labor classifications, supporting communications and training

provided to employees.
Frequency of reviews of time-charging

practices. Need to consider establishing a hot line and
an ombudsman reporting procedure.

Use of budgets as a control device over the
actual charging of costs.

It is evident from the questionnaire replies
More emphasis on the review of make-or-buy that the internal audit function has been

procedures and decisions. expanding to cover government-sensitive areas.
Some additional efforts appear warranted, as

Accountability, safeguarding, and use of discussed above. Notwithstanding the very best
government property. efforts of defense contractors to fully comply

with contract requirements, perfection can
More reviews of the efficacy of the cost- never be achieved. Consequently, a set of

estimating systems. Criteria for Contract Compliance (CCC) is
suggested in Concluding Remarks in Section IV

Greater emphasis on a system approach, to of this report. The concept advanced is both
ensure segregation of unallowable costs. practicable and equitable; it protects the

government and the public to an optimum
More reviews of data supporting reports and degree, and offers fair treatment to the

claims submitted to the government, contractor.
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1. ACKGROUNDIfl

As one of its major tasks, the President's Beginning in the 1940s with Treasury
*Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Decision (TD) 5000, the government issued

Management inquired into the role played by cost principles to industry. Today, the Federal
defense contractors' internal audit processes as Acquisition Regulations (FAR) provide criteria
one means to ensure compliance with for recognizing costs that are allowable and
government acquisition statutes and those that are unallowable. The Cost
regulations. The Commission engaged Peat, Accounting Standards (CAS), promulgated
Marwick, Mitchell & Co. (Peat Marwick) to under P.L. 91-379, provide formal guidance as

*develop a questionnaire and conduct a survey to the measurement of costs and the
of a significant number of defense contractors, assignment of costs to final cost objectives, or
in order to learn what their past internal audit the allocation of costs to contracts. In addition,
practices have been and to appraise the extent these regulations provide for uniformity and
of changes they plan for the future. consistency in the manner that contractors

To place the results of this survey in a estimate, accumulate, and report costs incurred
proper perspective, it is essential to understand in the performance of government contracts.
the conditions and circumstances that form the Throughout these more than 40 years,
background of the seemingly high incidence of contractors' accounting practices were varied.
contractor noncompliance and much- Starting with little or no controls or consistency,
publicized fraud cases. In tracing Department external discipline was gradually introduced,
of Defense (DoD) industry-government primarily as a result of government surveillance
contractual relationships over the past many and Pi~e issuance of regulations. The policies,
years, there is no intent to justify or pass procedures, and systems of internal controls
judgments on either past or current practices. instituted by contractors during most of this
Instead, such history is presented solely to set period, however, were usually directed toward
the background for today's strong emphasis on the overall financial integrity of the company;
what is charac terized as fraud and white-collar that is, the primary concerns of the company
crime in the defense contract environment, dealt with preserving the assets, minimizing

In the late 1 930s, military contracts began liabilities, and earning a net profit for the
4using the cost of contract performance as a owners. Relatively little attention was given to

major factor in establishing a fair and the assignment or allocation of costs to projects
reasonable price. During World War 11, or contracts. Neither the internal audit
virtually all Army and Navy weaponry was function, where one existed, nor the annual
acquired by means of such cost-based financial audit performed by the company's
contracts, principally cost-plus-fixed fee and independent CPAs, provided much surveillance
fixed-price redleterminable contracts. This great over the cost distribution methodology
reliance on the cost of contract performance, employed within a company's projects and
which continues up to the present time, made contracts.
it essential that uniform rules and standards be Similarly, there was only a modest effort
set to provide the necessary benchmarks for exercised by contractors in ensuring that claims

establishing the composition of the "costs" of submitted to the government were free of errors

contract performance. and did not include any unallowable costs.
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In this kind ot environment, government The attitude seemed to be that "if the auditors
auditors and contracting officers often detected find it, they will disallow the cost." This same
errors in contractors' claims. Costs were attitude was reflected in other contractor prac-

*disallowed, overhead allocations were tices in such sensitive areas as employee time-
challenged, and cost disputes were not keeping procedures and the preparation of bids
uncommon. In a number of instances, the and proposals submitted to the government.
circumstances surrounding some of the In about 1 980, the government began to
contractor claims made it necessary to refer the tighten its surveillance and more actively
matter for investigation. All too often, these investigate and prosecute cases where
referrals were not investigated and even more wrongdoing was detected. This government
rarely were there any prosecutions. This effort was somewhat unexpected and
condition was highlighted in a 1981 GAO contractors soon found that it was no longer
report which stated that two-thirds of all fraud "business as usual." Where contractor
cases referred to the Department of justice management was not exercising due care in
(DOl) for criminal actions were declined. The charging and claiming costs under government
majority of the cases were declined because contracts, the instances were no longer settled

*DOI did not have adequate resources to pursue by negotiated financial restitution. As a result,
prosecution, not necessarily because there was many cases began to be investigated and
insufficient evidence to conclude that a fraud prosecuted, and companies were suspended
may have been committed. and debarred when, heretofore, the same or

As a result of the somewhat lax controls similar practices resulted only in financial
exercised by contractors and the lack of adjustments.

*government prosecution of suspected It is at this time, probably at the peak of a
wrongdoings, government auditors and dynamically changing environment, that the
contracting officers usually resolved 'the many survey of Defense Contractors' Internal Audit
costing problems through administrative Processes was conducted. Through this
proc edures,. These administrative procedures specially designed questionnaire, we intended
usually didl not obtain effective remedial actions to assess the role that the internal audit function
by c ontra( tors. The lac k of positive measures, has performed, and can perform, in ensuring
finan( ial or otherwise, did not provide that contractors are in compliance with
incentives for contractor corrective measures. government statutes and regulations.
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11. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

For purposes of this survey, the internal handbooks, manuals, and procedural
audit function has been defined to include any memorandums.
regular or special examination conducted by or A well-managed company provides for

* -~on behalf of a company's management to systems of internal controls in the
assess the extent of compliance with the organizational alignment of the many tasks and
company's established policies, procedures, functions that need to be performed to
and systems of internal controls. The effectively carry out the enunciated policies and
examinations may be conducted by fully procedures. A system of internal controls
dedicated employees, by company ad hoc comprises all coordinated methods and
groups, or by specially engaged external measures adopted to safeguard the company's
professional organizations. The term does not resources, to ensure the accuracy and reliability

%include routine operational activities performed of its accounting and cost data, to promote
in conjunction with day-to-day functions such operational efficiency, and to ensure adherence
as operating and accounting controls, technical to established management policies and
inspections, and other normal supervisory procedures. A satisfactory system of internal
efforts; nor does it include the regular annual controls includes a plan or organization that
financial audits performed by a company's provides for delegation of authority and
independent CPAs. segregation of functional responsibilities by

Fundamental to an effective internal auidit departments or individual employees.
function are operational policies and Additionally, the personnel assigned the
procedures, and an organization with adequate various responsibilities must have the necessary
checks and balances among the various qualifications to perform satisfactorily.
activities in order to effectively implement the A competent internal audit staff that
company's business objectives. The internal informs management whether company
audit function performs surveillance over such policies are being effectively implemented
systems and informs management of system provides an additional and a very significant
success or failure, internal control. Where such a staff is well-

SPolicies are statements that express trained in the many and varied requirements of
management's decisions for attaining a government acquisition rules and regulations,
company's business objectives. They include the internal audit function can be most
basic decisions promulgated at the highest level effectively used to ensure that the company's
of management; are usually supplemented by practices, procedures, and policies are in
top managers; and are further implemented and conformance with those government
reduced to operational policies at lower requirements.

'C-'management levels. This survey questionnaire was specifically
Procedures implement a company's designed to evaluate the extent that the internal

policies by prescribing directions for audit function actually performed in this
performing tasks or functions in terms of what somewhat more specialized area of government
to do; who will do it; how to do it; and when, contract operations. It was anticipated that the

1.where, and why it is done. These procedural replies to the questionnaire would also reflect
instructions are generally contained in changes that respondents were planning in
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The foregoing briefly outlines the entire ombudsman for referrals.
system and philosophy of management in a A system of adequate contract compliance
well-conceived organization. The extent of rests on the efficacy of all its component parts,
compliance with those statutory and regulatory i.e., issuance of needed policies, effective
requirements needed in the performance of procedures, sound organization,
government contracts depends on the communications to all needed levels, and
effectiveness and efficiency of the entire effective monitoring. Such a system can be
system. Internal audit is one means for portrayed by the following figure:
performing a critical function of the system;

Contract Compliance Framework

----------------------

VS.

Oraizto 
C m uicto

& Taiin
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Ill. CONDUCT OF SURVEY

The survey was conducted exclusively by called DCAA resident offices or DCAA sub-
written questionnaires which were mailed to offices.
selected contractor organizations that had These criteria produced a list of 250
performed an appreciable amount of contractor sites, and a questionnaire was
government contract work in recent years. mailed to each.
More than one segment was solicited within the A cutoff date of January 27, 1986, was set
same corporate entity, depending on the extent for survey responses, and we achieved a
of government contract work performed. In response of over 85 percent. We estimate that
some instances, because of the significant work the aggregate annual government contract work
performed company-wide, the corporate home load for the responding sites exceeded $90
office may have received a questionnaire billion, which is more than 70 percent of the FY
independent of, but in addition to, the several 1985 DoD annual negotiated procurement
business segments of the company. volume. The responses also reflect about 89

Each segment solicited was informed that percent of the FY 1985 DoD annual outlays for
full anonymity of the respondents would be negotiated contract work. Some of the
observed. Survey procedures embodied respondents may have included contract work
appropriate safeguards so that the replies could for NASA and other non-defense agencies, but
not be attributed to the respondents by Peat the extent is deemed minimal and does not
Marwick, the President's Blue Ribbon detract from the high percentage of DoD
Commission, or the law firm of Hogan & annual contract expenditures included in this
Hartson, which controlled the replies to ensure survey.
such nonattribution. The questionnaire was designed to achieve

The mailing list for the questionnaire was several objectives:
designed to obtain a sample size that could be
reasonably evaluated in the constricted time To learn the extent to which the internal audit
frame available for the survey. At the same function has been used in the past at these
time, it was essential to obtain information from major defense contractor sites.

*those business segments that made up a large If the internal audit function has been utilized
and significant portion of the work performed in the past, to determine whether it
by the private sector under negotiated contracts covered those policies, practices, and
with the Department of Defense. To achieve procedures that are peculiar, pertinent,
both these objectives, a list of government and sensitive to the performance of
contractors was obtained from the Defense government contracts.
Contract Audit Agency (DCAA). This list To the extent that internal audits were
contained all major defense contractors, so performed in the past or are planned for
designated by DCAA, excluding colleges, the future, to determine how effective
universities, and government-owned- those audits are likely to be, considering
contractor-operated (GOCO) plants. DCAA that the effectiveness of an internal audit

*designates major contractors as those function depends on:
contractor locations where DCAA maintains a management's motivation for its
cadre of auditors on a full-time basis. These are establishment;
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the extent of independence from internal contractors, to identify the extent to which
and external influences; the internal audit function plans to expand

the extent of responsibility and its FY 1986 scope of review in areas that
delegated authority; are government contract sensitive.

its status in the organization; and To learn the extent to which employees and
the sufficiency and professional level of internal auditors have been trained in

personnel resources made available to government statutes and regulations with
perform the assigned functions. which their employers are required to

-In light of the recent great emphasis on comply, such as FAR, CAS, and the Truth
disclosures of irregularities by government in Negotiations Act (P.L. 87-653).
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IV. ANALYSIS OF SURVEY REPLIES

In most instances, the responding business sector, e.g., primarily manufacturing
segments reported annual government sales operations, construction, research and
that were well over $50 million. Only 4 percent development, and services.
(9 respondents) reported lower annual volume, Although the analyses identified above
whereas 37 percent (80 respondents) reported might yield interesting results, they probably
sales in excess of $500 million for the year. would not really affect the primary purpose of
Similarly, the segments generally reported that the survey, which is to assess the role that
their government sales were more than 50 internal audits can play in ensuring contractor
percent of their total business in over 80 compliance with government statutes and
percent of the cases, with almost 29 percent regulations as they affect the procurement
showing that government activities constituted process. Admittedly, some of these
more than 95 percent of their total annual requirements are more rigid, and more
revenue. surveillance is required for contracts priced on

SThe survey results and all observations a cost basis than for firm fixed-price contracts.
'5'relate only to businesses that are substantially Nonetheless, the pricing of the latter types of

engaged in DoD contracts. The results are not contract is equally sensitive in many respects,
necessarily equally appropriate to smaller and disclosures of wrongdoing, prosecution of
government contractors. With respect to the fraud, implementation of defective pricing
internal audit function, it is more than likely adjustments, and overpricing of spare parts are
that the smaller companies have far less such not confined to cost-based contracts.
activity and many may have none at all. On the other hand, one might expect that

The questionnaire and the tabulation of the the degree of contractor attention, including the
replies were designed to assess the varying performance of internal audits, might vary

bdegrees of internal audit performance in a according to the annual volume of government
variety of groupings. For example, the replies work. The questionnaire replies were therefore
can reflect the differences, if any, at those tabulated to permit an analysis by six strata of
contractor sites where the preponderance of annual government volume. However, the first
government work is performed on a firm fixed- analysis of data was made considering only
price basis, as contrasted with locations three strata, i.e., under $200 million, $201 to
preponderantly engaged in cost-reimbursement $500 million, and over $500 million. The
contracts. The data can reflect practices where observations and conclusions drawn from this
both firm fixed-price and cost-type contracts are analysis did not vary to any significant degree

performed to a significant degree. nor in any substantive way from the analysis of
Similarly, analyses can be made of the the replies from the total sample. Consequently,

pracice atsits tat ae pedoinaelythe tabulated questionnaire results are given at
involved in government contract work, as the end of this section, while the section itself
contrasted with locations where a substantial addresses the total universe, relative to the
amount of ccmmercial work is also performed following subject matter:
along with the government work. Another 9Etn fItra uiig
potential analysis would be to compare the *Etn fItra uiig
responses from different segments of the private * Profile of the Internal Audit Staff.
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* Independence and Effectiveness of the these, too, generally reflect appropriate levels
Internal Audit Function. to ensure integrity of the audit function.

e, L fMany respondents (70 percent) stated that
,• Level of Performance in Government- they rely on their outside auditors and

Sensitive Areas: government auditors for audit coverage, either
Labor Management, fully or to supplement their own internal audits.
Material Management, Reliance such as this may be inappropriate
Estimating, because most external CPA audits do not
Cost Accounting Standards, normally incorporate coverage of areas that are
Costing and Reporting, so critical to government contract compliance.
Contract Administration, and These audits deal primarily with a company's
Employee Training financial reports, which reflect total operating

* Other: results, and with the status of assets and
Hot Line, liabilities at the financial reporting date.
Ombudsman. Government audits, on the other hand, are

9 Concluding Remarks. designed to assess the assignment of costs of
specific cost objectives. However, too much
reliance on government audits for compliance
could also place a company in jeopardy. This

EXTENT OF INTERNAL has become evident from investigations that

AUDITING have been initiated in recent years as a direct
result of referrals stemming from government

Some 155 respondents (72 percent) audit findings.
reported having a formal internal audit With regard to the size of the internal audit
function, whereas 60 units reported no such staff, 58 percent of the reporting units have
activity at their reporting level. However, with fewer than 10 auditors, and only 40
164 replies showing the function to be at a respondents have more than 25. Although an
higher management level (i.e., group or assessment of the sufficiency of qualified staff is
corporate), and approximately 25,000 hours subjective and cannot be made with a high
being applied by outside professionals, it may degree of precision, the internal audit staffing
reasonably be concluded that virtually all levels as reported appear to need enhancement
reporting segments reflect some degree of because of the following indicators:
auditing whi( h is in addition to the annual
finan(ia! audits performed by outside CPAs. It Fourteen segments with government annual
is noteworthy that less than 50 segments report volume of $201 to $400 million reported
formal internal audit groups at their operating internal audit staffs of three or fewer
levels: the remaining respondents are audited professionals.
by group-le,el or corporate-level audit staffs. Nineteen other segments in the same dollar

Organizationallv, the internal audit range reported internal audit staffing of 10
tur t,,,-n reports to a sufficiently high level in or fewer professionals.
the managemnt structure to ensure Eight segments in the $500 million volume
independence and obje(tivity, with 60 percent category have 10 or fewer internal
rporting to the ( hiet finan ial officer or higher auditors.
•board o (hre( fors,, audI committee, etc.), and Almost 05 percent of the units reporting state
an additional 1 percent reporting to the that their internal audit staffs do not
controller 'evel. While the remaining 24 complete a full cycle of all auditable areas
per ent report to a variety of other echelons, within a three-year period.
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When considering an overall volume of $90 part of recently developed training curriculums,
billion of annual government sales i.e., CAS, FAR, Truth in Negotiations Act, and
involving more than 1,375,000 fraud detection. Although formal training in
employees, the average size of internal these areas is apparently under way, the
audit staffing appears to need responses did reflect that considerably more
augmentation, emphasis is needed, probably on an expedited

As discussed later, the internal audit basis, if the staffs are to be fully effective in
organizations are now extending the scope monitoring the pertinent policies and practices.
of their reviews from traditional financial The survey showed that only 52 segments had
audits to audits which include provided training in all four sensitive areas
management and financial areas that are mentioned above. At the other end of the
particularly germane to government spectrum, 56 segments reported no such
contract compliance requirements. specialized training at all. Of the four areas, a

relatively lower incidence of training was
All of these indicators suggest a need for reported for the Truth in Negotiations Act,

staffing increases, either permanently or for a which is directly related to the efficacy and
two-to-three-year period, as necessary, to adequacy of a company's system for estimating
achieve a greater emphasis in government- costs. The need for greater training in this area
sensitive areas and better contract compliance is manifested by the apparent lack of audit
on a system-wide basis. Concomitant with staff coverage of estimating systems, which is
increases, there is a need to assess whether discussed in a later section of this report. A
internal audit personnel should be assigned summary observation of training needs is that
locally to the operating segments in instances all four areas--CAS, FAR, Truth in Negotiations
where all internal audits are now being Act, and fraud detect ion-requ ire greater
performed by personnel from the group or coverage, with particular emphasis on cost-

*corporate headquarters offices. estimating systems.
To round out the professionalism of the

internal audit staff, companies should provide
PROFILE OF THE INTERNAL attractive career paths for internal auditors. Part
AUDIT STAFF of such a program would be a defined tour of

duty, with career opportunities in the
The questionnaire replies portray a management structure of the organization. The

satisfactory level of professional background for survey responses suggest that such a career path
the internal audit staff. For example, 85 percent has generally not been established.
of the respondents indicated that the internal
audit staff had accounting expertise.
Knowledge of electronic data processing INDEPENDENCE AND
represented another noteworthy internal audit EFFECTIVENESS OF THE
skill. Additionally, 87 percent of theIN E AL UDTF CIO
respondents reported that internal auditors were INE AL UDTF CIO
required to comply with the standards for the The basis for designing and establishing
professional practice of internal auditing as audit programs, as reported in response to a
issued by the Institute of Internal Auditors. series of survey questions, appears good, in that

With regard to specialized formal training the scope and scheduling of the audits are
of the professional staff, there are indicators that established by the audit group or by a higher
areas which are highly critical to compliance level of management. This procedure provides
with government statutes and regulations are an optimum degree of independence and
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objectivity. Decisions relative to what will be generally handled in a forthcoming manner,
audited, and how and when audits are to be pursued fully. and timely, and ultimately
performed, are largely divorced from the reported to appropriate levels of authority for
functional activities that are subject to audits, disposition. One significant exception was
with one potential exception. Almost all replies noted. In 39 responses, where violations were
indicated that the scope of audits is responsive reported to in-house counsel and/or external
to "management requests," and such reaction is counsel, there was no indication that the
both proper and laudable. However, the violations were reported to any government
internal audit group must safeguard against the authority. These 39 replies did suggest that
potential of applying all available internal audit even after examining internal referrals which
resources to management requests, thus proved to be violations, they would not be
negating the independence and objectivity of reported to government authorities.
the function because of its inability to audit Additionally, we noted three instances where
other areas that may have critical need of reports were made neither to counsel(s) nor to
surveillance, government authorities. It is conceivable that

Internal audits were reported to be these responses did not intend to portray a
management oriented as well as financial, and failure to report such instances; however, to the
the audit reports are addressed to sufficiently extent that companies do follow such a policy,
high levels of management for appropriate there is an urgent need for them to reconsider
action. Additionally, -iuditees are required to their position.
respond in a timely m inner to reported findings Regarding the availability of the final
and recommendations. To further enhance the internal audit reports and supporting working
effectiveness of the audit reports, most survey papers, survey responses reflected appropriate
responses reflected that disagreements with access to all levels within the company. As
audit reports are resolved at a management might be expected, both reports and working
level sufficiently high to promote an papers were generally available to outside CPA
independent and objective decision on the firms. A surprising percentage of replies
merits of any dispute. reflected availability to DCAA as well-67

Follow-up actions on audit reports are also percent for audit reports and 45 percent for
generally prescribed, but, in responding to this working papers. The reports and working
question, many units indicated that the internal papers were also reported as available to other
audit group was, assigned tol low-up government agencies, but to a much more
responsibilities. Such assignment is satisfactory limited extent.
for assessing the extent of remedial action
taken by functional managers. However, the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE IN
procedures should also provide for polik ing the GOVERNMENT-SENSITIVE
corrective actions. This policy should be-ARA
implemented by a level of authority above the AR S
functional manager, e.g., c hief executive The primary thrust of the survey was to
officer, chief financial officer, chief operating assess the role of the internal audit function as
official. At such levels, the follow-up a tool in achieving contractor compliance with
procedurc_ are likely to be more effective in government regulations and statutes. A
getting timely action on matters requiring complete and comprehensive set of policies

%attention. and procedures and an organizational structure
%With regard to detected irregularities and that optimizes the checks and balances, thus

suspected violation5 of laws, the summary providing an effective system of internal
replies indiicated that these situations are control, are essential to achieving contract
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compliance. The internal audit function provide an adequate mechanism to monitor
represents a monitoring device that informs and control compliance with federal
management how effectively the entire system statutory, regulatory, and contract
is functioning. Accordingly, the survey requirements.
questionnaire was designed to obtain the extent Nevertheless, lthe Companyl is committed to
of auditing of specific practices (policies and developing and institutionalizing an internal
procedures) that are government contract audit function for all aspects of contract
oriented. Many of these areas usually require compliance. This is an audit responsibility far
more penetrating evaluations, performed more outside the traditional role of a corporate
frequently, than those that are essential to internal audit department, and (the Companyl
determine acceptability of the more traditional has not yet determined which organization
audit areas dealing with revenue, expenses, entity should fulfill this function.
assets, and liabilities. The responses in thisAntecopysaed
regard relate to Section IV of the questionnaire,Antecopysaed
and cover questions 30 through 1 36. The reporting unit has a DCAA residency and

As a summary observation, there is is under AFPRO administrative cognizance.
evidncethatmajr deens conracors ave It has successfully passed Air Force Contract

evidenced thaiterajo ade fn onator a ve Management Division Contract Operational
a e ac e texiten al auprdi g fu coneag to oa Review audits. For these reasons, no formal

apprciale eten in rovdingcovrageforInternal Audit reviews on the matters ad-
government-sensitive areas. The survey dressed in this section were considered to be
responses show that many of these areas have necessary or cost-effective in the past.
been covered in recent audits, and audit plansDuig98,teCmayrandotse
clearly evidence a further augmentation for IFYDuig18,teCmayrandotse
1986. This change of attitude can be reflected legal and public accounting firms to conduct
best by the following two excerpts from an independent and comprehensive compli-

* ance review on the reporting unit and other
contractors' statements regarding internal audit units engaged in business with the govern-
coverage. merit. This review encompassedthfuc

One company reported: tional areas covered in this section. While no
major deficiencies were found, the compl i-

The focus of most internal audit generally is ance review report did make several recoin-
business systems and functions. As a result of mendations on improving policies and pro-
this historical role and the department's cedures. A corrective action plan, embracing
limited expertise in areas relating exclusively these recommendations, is under way. The
to government contracting, such as Company Internal Audit Group is planning
government cost accounting standards or reviews during 1986 at the reporting unit as
subcontract administration, the Internal Audit indicated in the following pages to assure the
Department has performed relatively few recommendations are implemented and all
audits that are contract specific or otherwise functional areas continue to perform in a sat-
relate specifically to a DoD program. isfactory manner.

The Company] has recognized that in order Although the total internal audit effort
to respond folly to the management control shows signs of appreciable change from the
weaknesses recently identified both from traditional financial audit to one that
outside and within the Company, it mustenopssthgvrmn-esiveaa,
expand the role and technical expertise of itsenopssthgvrmn-enivera,
Internal Audit Department to include greater there are indicators that more empihasis may be
oversight of contract and program related needed to attain an acceptable level of
controls. The Company believes that the new compliance with government requirements.
internal audit initiatives detailed below, in Observations are provided in each major ,urvey
conjunction with other initiatives . .. will grouping.
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LABOR MANAGEMENT coverage of labor cost distribution was reported
as being significantly higher than that of any
other audit area. Moreover, at least a 10

Validity of the Payroll (Questions percent increase in audit coverage was reported
30-36) as planned for 1986. However, to make a value

The responses in this area generally assessment of coverage in the area, the number
reflected adequate coverage. However, only and quality of audits would need to be known.
minor increases are planned in some significant The need to repeatedly conduct examinations
areas such as controls over compensatory time, would suggest that a frequency of three times
overtime authorizations, and fringe benefit per year would be minimum for effective audit
payments. Particularly noteworthy is the fact coverage. On such a basis, only 30 to 40
that coverage of timekeeping and attendance percent of the respondents had performed three
areas was appreciably higher than that of other or more tests during the last fiscal year. While
areas, and that these areas are expected to the planned FY 1986 program showed greater
receive even greater attention in FY 1986. emphasis, it is doubtful that even half of the

business segments will achieve three or more
scheduled audits during the next year.

Payroll Preparation and Payment Within the overall labor cost distribution
(Questions 37-49) function, certain sensitive areas did not seem to

The comments made in the prior section receive sufficient audit attention. These areas
regarding adequacy of coverage are equally included, for example, the effectiveness of

apprprite ere.Thee i inicatd ephais, controls over the authorization of work orders,
both past and for the future, on sensitive and the clear definition and delineation of work
functions dealing with control of time cards, order authorizations. These have proven to be
required approvals, appropriateness of charges, problem areas in the past, particularly with
etc. With respect to comparing the company's respect to contract project versus ]R&D and
wage scales with external sources, the coverage B&P projects versus indirect technical labor
seems inadequate and there is no planned charged to overhead accounts. With regard to
increase indicated. These comparisons relate to the latter, i.e., indirect labor categories, the
the reasonableness of pay rates, and failure to guidance and controls to identify the work
conduct them periodically may cause problems classified as "downtime," or non-productive
in light of thc recent emphasis placed by the work, need considerable attention.
government on conducting formal reviews of Conversely, there are indications of
contractors' compensation systems. increased activity in conducting surprise floor

checks of time-charging practices and in

Labor Cost Distribution (Questions conducting employee interviews. This
60-65) increased activity is desirable, and even

essential, in light of the government's strong
This is a highly sensitive area. It deals with emphasis on the labor cost distribution area.

procedures an I controls over direct charging of
work as well as charging of labor throughLaoCstonrl(Qeins6-9
intermediate cost objective, such as allocations LaoCstonrl(Qeins6-9
from a variety of overhead account The use of various management controls

classifications, or from allocations of can be very effective to:

*(IR&D) and Bid and Proposal (B&P) projects. 0 validate incurred labor costs as charged to
Not surprisingly, the internal audit various account classifications, and
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0 provide indicators for possible errors or management with the means to ensure that
* *unauthorized practices. proposals furnished to the government reflect

cost data that are accurate, complete, and
1'Well-managed companies will periodically current by reviewing the efficacy of the cost-

check actual labor costs with budgets for both estimating function as a system. This approach
- ~'program and cost center charges. Similar can also be used to provide company officials

checks should be made in other labor-charging with reasonable assurance for signing the
areas, e.g., IR&D and B&P costs. Certificate of Current Cost and Pricing Data

.%The survey replies suggest a need for more required by the Public Law.
internal audit coverage in these sensitive areas
of labor cost controls. Although some Cost Accounting Standards (CAS)
respondents indicated increased activity in this (Questions 104-109)
area for FY 1986, almost half of the reporting The survey replies indicated an acceptable
segments did not show any planned auditleeofadtithsra.Whrgrdo
activity of labor cost controls. On the other clevlifaudit winthi CArea 40,wih re r s 

hand 88perent f te rplis shwedplaned identification of unallowable costs, a higheraudits in FY 1986 that are designed to detect lvlo uishsbe efre n h
labor cost mischarging, thus reflecting pevlfasuges as urth per re durn FYh986

reconiton f th imortnce f te aea.Other recent actions, both statutory and
* regulatory, have increased the number of cost

* .Material Management (Questions items that are unallowable. In addition,
7144)sanctions and penalties are being added for

Generally speaking, the replies in this area those instances where unallowable costs are
reflected adequate audit coverage, with some included in contractors' cost representations to
modest increases planned for FY 1986. the government. Consequently, companies
However, we noted that certain sensitive areas need to modify existing practices to ensure that
need more audit emphasis. The following areas all unallowable costs are clearly defined and
fall into this category: communicated to all appropriate employee

0 Reiewof mke-r-by prcties.levels. The system should also~ provide for
* Revewofaiiy make-uyrig pacticeseo identifying and segregating unallowable costs,

gcouenntbltyursfeadig andousetof as incurred, so that such costs will be excluded
govenmet-funised popety.from cost representations made to the

government. Finally, internal audit staffing
Reviews of Estimating Practices should be increased to ensure, on an ongoing
(Questions 92, 97-103) basis, that the system is functioning as designed.

The respondents reflected an appreciable AcuayoCstnadRe rig
level of audit interest in compliance with the Acuracyiof C11 tin and Reorin
Truth in Negotiations Act (P.1. 87-653), but did (Qetos102)
not show a comparable level of activity in Generally, the replies to questions in this

.1reviewing the estimating system and practices. category reflected a need for more surveillance.
-p ~This would suggest that audits are being made Contractors should consider some

to identify individual potential defective pricing enhancement of the audit surveillance over the
situations rather than assess the estimating following sensitive areas:
practices that are usually the root cause of
defective pricing. Many companies use the 0Clear definition and delineation of criteria
internal audit function as a way of providing for costing technical labor, e.g.,

I-so
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contracts, IR&D and B&P projects, and function, they can make information available
overhead accounts. concerning the overall effectiveness of the

0 Audit review of the documentation and company's management system and controls.
data supporting reports and related The questionnaire responses in both these areas
certifications on claims submitted to the show very little recognition of the merits of
government for progress payments, either an ombudsman (20 percent) or a hotline
billings on public vouchers, hourly rate (29 percent).
billings, and overhead representations. Both of these activities can enhance the

effectiveness of the internal audit function

Contract Administration (Questions because they provide independent leads that
123-1 28) can be examined by auditors. In substance, the

internal auditors' scope of review can be
In the area of contract financial enlarged to cover areas that need special

management, the reported level of audit coverage, as disclosed by responsible leads
activities also reflected a need for stemming from the ombudsman or hotline
enhancement. Although some audits have been communication facility.
reported for this function in the past, the audit
plans for FY 1986 show little or no
enhancement. Yet this area of management, if
neglected, can be financially harmful to a CONCLUDING REMARKS
company.

The survey portrays an increasing

Employee Training awareness on the part of major defense
contractors that compliance with statutory and

Adequate surveillance of management's regulatory requirements needs to be practiced
communication to employees is reflected by the to a much greater extent than was true in the

*responses to questions in this area. However, it past. Contract compliance is critical and vital
appears that insufficient attention is being given for those engaged in government work; to

to formal documentation of training activities, perform the required surveillance overI
*This, in turn, suggests that the audit evaluation contractors' practices, the internal audit

of actual practices may be weakened by function is playing an ever-increasing role. In
deficiencies in the written evidence available, fact, internal audit is now regarded by most
For example, files should be examined to major government contractors as an essential
ascertain that employees have provided written monitoring device. Consequently, the scope of

*acknowledgement of their understanding of the internal audit function has been
such important matters as the code of ethical significantly broadened to embrace those areas
practices, military security regulations, and that are sensitive to government contracting.

*timekeeping and labor-charging practices. The survey results also suggest the need for
enhancement of the function to more speedily

O bdmnand Hot Line emphasize certain aspects of the current plans
Ombusmanand programs.

The role of these two activities is closely As described earlier in this report, the
related to the internal audit function. Where internal audit function cannot achieve optimum
properly maintained by an organization, they contract compliance on its own. Its
provide an objective and independent avenue effectiveness is dependent on a sound, ;I

*for information flow and are therefore part of a comprehensive system of policies, procedures,
monitoring system. Like the internal audit organization, and communication, all of which
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are consistent with government statutory and -an organization that produces an
regulatory requirements. optimum degree of checks and

A typical example ndl a vital factor in balances;
achieving contract compliance is a company -a trained cadre of professionals to
statement of ethical practices that are expected monitor all the above; and
of all employees . This company Code of Ethics -an ombudsman and/or hotline
should be issued as a formal document, clearly procedure to augment the internal
stating the company's policies and providing audit function.
sanctions for violations. The implementation, in 0 Prompt remedy of disclosed breaches.
the form of procedures, should assign * Prompt examination of all reported
organizational responsibilities for conducting problem areas.
examinations, hearings, etc., for detecting 0 Speedy, comprehensive, and vigorous
violations, and the methods for imposing pursuit, within the company, of
sanctions. These formal documents need to be suspected violations.
disseminated to all personnel, including the 0 Sanctions against violators, appropriate to
newly employed. Moreover, there is a need for the irregularity.
periodic ac knowlIedgements by all personnel of 0 Financial restitution and appropriate
their understanding of the Code of Ethics. The disclosures, made to the appropriate
internal auditor would then periodically government officials.
validate the above process, including the
evidence that the practices are in place and in In such an environment, the company will
compliance with written policies and have made an optimum effort to be in
procedures. compliance with requirements. Although it is

Notwithstanding all efforts to use internal recognized that violators of law or regulations
auditors more extensively and effectively, along cannot be given blanket immunity, it appears
with a continuing effort to keep the related that the government's reaction could be along
policies, procedures, and organizational the following lines:
structure Current, 'full" or "perfect" compliance
can never be achieved. Therefore, the measure 0 An examination could be conducted of the
of a contractor's compliance should consider actions taken by the contractor to
appropriate c riteria. In short, the following evaluate whether:

Vcould he deemed acceptable criteria for -they are appropriate to the
contract compliance: circumstances;

-the financial restitution offered is
40 The extent to which top management sufficient;

commitment to contract compliance is -the sanctions are sufticient;
artic ulated and practiced. -additional prosecution is appropriate;

9 The effic acv of the organization's ongoing and
efforts as demonstrated by: -the remedial actions taken are

%-written policies that are c urrent, sufficient to minimize further
complete, and clear; similar exposures, thus

-procedures that are comprehensive safeguarding the government's
and comprehensible at all need-to- interests in future operations.
know levels; 0 Based on the above evaluations, the

-policies and procedures that are in government could conclude that the
- ~.compliance with government contractor has performed in an optimum

requirements; manner to achieve contract compliance
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and: -the entire incident can be treated as a
-suspension or debarment actions are normal matter in the conduct of an

not needed to preclude similar ongoing business, not warranting
actions in the future; any UnLJSL5a[ problems,

-further investigation by the investigations, or disclosures
government is not warranted; outside the normal channels.

-if warranted, permit the contractor to
conduct the investigation and report All the above is not to gainsay that where
back to the government; the i olations by individuals warrant

-disclosures or releases to the media prosecution by government authorities, an
are not appropriate because the investigation will be conducted and appropriate
actions are those of a prudent additional sanctions will be levied by the
contractor; and government.
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TABULATED QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

The following pages contain the tabulated accurate display of how often the companies
results of all questionnaires returned. All that are affected in each of these areas perform
questions that required the respondents to circle internal audits.
one or more of the listed answers have been The results of questions 6, 7, 9, and 13
tabulated with both an actual response count provide the mean or average response (when a
and percentage of each response. The total response was provided). The minimum and
counts vary slightly from question to question maximum responses to question 7 are also
because some respondents chose not to answer provided.
some questions. Questions 27 through 136 All questions have been weighted for the
each have two response tabulations. The first questionnaires being tabulated that represent
tabulation describes the level of current audit more than one operating segment involved with
coverage, and the second tabulation describes DoD acquisitions. For example, if a company
the planned audit coverage for FY 1986. The returned one questionnaire that represented five
"not applicable" responses for questions 27 operating segments, that questionnaire is
through 1 36 have not been included in the tabulated as if five duplicate questionnaires
percentage tabulations to provide a more were returned.
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Survey of Defense Contractors' Internal Audit Processes

QUESTION 1--What is the type o QUESTION 4--What are the total annual
business entitt ot t hich the reporting unit is a government sales of the reporting unit?
part? Count %

Count % $11-$25 Million 1.0 0.5
Corporation 215.0 99.5 $26-$50 Million 8.0 3.7
Partnership 1.0 0.5 $51-$100 Million 18.0 8.4
Proprietorship 0.0 0.0 $101-$200 Million 44.0 20.5

t 1 $201-$500 Million 63.0 29.3.Total 216.0 100.0
Over $500 Million 80.0 37.2
No Sales 1.0 0.5

QUESTION 2-- What is your predominant Total 215.0 100.0

type ot got ernment sales in the reporting unit?
C oUnt

Manutacturing 132.0 61.1 QUESTION 5- What percentage of total
Research and Development 35.t0 16.2 sales of the reporting unit is government sales?
Construction 6.0 2.8 Count %
Services 28.0 13.0 Less Than 10% 7.0 3.3
Other 15.0 6.9 10%-50% 33.0 15.4

T. 51%-80% 55.0 25.7
Total 216.0 100.0. 81%-95% 58.0 27.1

Over 95% 61.0 28.5

QUESTION 3-What are the total annual Total 214.0 100.0

sales of the reporting unit? (Government and
Commerciah

Count s QUESTION 6-- What is the percentage of
$11-$25 Million 0.0 0.0 government sa/es by contract type?
$26-$50 Million 3.0 1.4 Average %
$51-$1 00 Million 11.0 5.1 Cost-Type 36.6
$101-$200 Million 41.0 19.1 Fixed-Pri(e In(enti, 19.6
$201-$500 Million 56.0 26.0 Firm Fixed Pri( e 40.8
Over $500 Million 103.0 47.9 Hourly, Time and Matenl 2.2
No Sales 1.0 0.5 Others 0.8

Total 215.0 100.0 Total 100.0

8
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QUESTION 7-What is the approximate QUESTION 12-How many professional
number of employees who usually charge? personnel are there in the internal audit

Av~erage Minimum Maximum organization at your reporting unit?
Direct 5,444 0 55,000 Count %
Indirect 2,430 0 29,785 Zero 5.0 3.3

1-3 32.0 21.1

QUESTION 8-Do you maintain a formal 41-2 24.0 15.8
*internal audit organization stafted by fully 25-50 13.0 8.68

dedicated employees? Over50 27.0 18.8
Count %___ ___

Yes 155.0 72.1 Total1 152.0 100.0
N o 60.0 27.9

Total 215.0 100.0 QUESTION 1 3-In percentages, what are
the primary professional backgrounds of the

QUESTION 9-If internal audits are internal auisaf
performed by specially engaged outsideAvrg%
auditors or consultants, approximately how Accounting 81 .1
many hours are they engaged per year? Engineering 4.0
Average Minimum Maximum Total 1ehd nlss0.9

272 0 4,000 25,168 Electronic Data Processing 1.
.r.Other 3.1

QUESTION 10- Where a formal Total 100.0
organization within the company performs
internal audits, at what organizational level are QUESTION 14-At your reporting unit,
they assigned? (Circle all appropriate values.) what is the fixed term of duty for internal

Count % auditors?
Corporate 140.0 90.3 Count %
Group 24.0 15.5 None 87.0 71.9
Division or Segment 45.0 29.0 Less Than 1 Year 1 .0 0.8
Other 5.0 3.2 1 to 2 Years 2.0 1.7

Total Respondents 155.0 100.0 More Than 2 Years 31.0 26.6
Total Responses 214.0 Not Applicable 32.0 -

Total 153.0 100.0

QUESTION 11I-To whom does the audit
* -group report? QUESTION 15--Are internal auditors

Count % required to receive formal training (classroom
Audit Committee 24.0 15.5 or self-study) on Federal Acquisition Regulation
Board of Directors 1 .0 0.6 (FAR) and Department of Defense FAR

*Chief Operating Officer 7.0 4.5 Supplement?
Chief Financial Officer 69.0 44.5 Count %
Controller 24.0 15.5 Yes 78.0 52.0
Other 30.0 19.4 No 72.0 48.0

Total1 155.0 100.0 Total1 150.0 100.0
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QUESTION 1 &-Are internal auditors QUESTION 20-Is the internal audit staff
required to receive formal training (classroom required to comply with the standards for the
or self-study) on Cost Accounting Standards? professional practice of internal auditing issued

Count % by the Institute of Internal Auditors?
Yes 83.0 55.0 Count %
No 68.0 45.0 Yes 162.0 86.6

Toal15.010. No 25.0 13.4
Total 187.0 100.0

QUESTION 17-Are internal auditors
required to receive formal training (classroom QUESTION 21 -How are areas of internal
or self-study) on P. L. 87-653 "Truth in audit coverage established? (Circle all
Negotiations Act'? appropriate responses.)

Count % Count %
Yes 60.0 40.3 Audit Cycle Criteria 169.0 90.4
No 89.0 59.7 Indicate Prob. Areas 183.0 97.9

-Coord. W/Outside Aud. 160.0 85.6
Total 149.0 100.0 Sensitive Areas 168.0 89.9

Management Requests 186.0 99.5
Gov't Audit Focus 133.0 71.1

QUESTION 18-Are internal auditors Pre-est. Mgt. Plan 95.0 50.8
required to receive formal training (classroom Dollar Materiality 128.0 68.4
or self-study) on detection of fraud? Follow-Up Prior Find 172.0 92.0

Count % Pot. Cost Savings 113.0 60.4
Yes 81.0 53.6 Cons. W/Audit Committee 95.0 50.8
No 70.0 46.4 Obj. Risk Analysis 112.0 59.9

Total 151.0 100.0 Ote250 1.
Total Respondents 187.0 100.0
Total Responses 1739.0

QUESTION 1 9-lf you do not maintain a
formal internal audit organization, what are the
most significant reasons for not having such an QUESTION 22- Who finally determines
organization at your reporting unit? (Circle all the scope of the audit examinations?
appropriate responses.) Count %

Count % Internal Audit Group 44.0 23.5
Corporate Group Level 58.0 92.1 Chief Financial Officer 35.0 18.7
Outside Auditor 30.0 47.6 Chief Operating Officer 2.0 1.1
Gov't Auditors 15.0 23.8 Chief Executive Officer 9.0 4.8
Business Segment Too Small1 4.0 6.3 Outside Auditor 0.0 0.0

*Other 9.0 14.3 Corp. Int. Audit Staff 68.0 36.4
-Audit Committee 15.0 8.0

Total Respondents 63.0 100.0 Other 14.0 7.5
Total Responses 116.0 _ __

Total 187.0 100.0
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QUESTION 23--Who finally determines QUESTION 25-What cycle does the
the time schedule for each review? scope and schedule of review include to

Count % completely cover all designated areas?
Internal Audit Group 76.0 40.6 Count %

,, Chief Financial Officer 14.0 7.5 A One-Year Cycle 9.0 4.8
Chief Operating Officer 2.0 1.1 A Cycle of 1-3 Years 57.0 30.6
Chief Executive Officer 2.0 1.1 A Cycle of 3-5 Years 64.0 34.4
Outside Auditor 0.0 0.0 No Designated Period 56.0 30.1
Corp. Int. Audit Staff 75.0 40.1 T

Audit Committee 9.0 4.8
Other 9.0 4.8

Total 187.0 100.0 QUESTION 26-How may the primary

coverage of internal audits be generally
- :characterized?

QUESTION 24--When is the audit plan Count %
*. time schedule for each review coordinated with Financial Aud', Only 8.0 4.3

interested organizational elements? Mgt. Audits Only 1.0 0.5
Count % Both Fin. and Mgt. Audit 177.0 95.2

Before the Fiscal Year 22.0 11.8 186.0 100.0

Prior Specific Audit 156.0 83.9
Not At All 8.0 4.3

Total 186.0 100.0

QUESTION 27-What is the extent of the internal audit coverage in the validation of fixed
assets, including the cost of internally manufactured assets and the provisions for depreciation?

%. PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 6.0 2.9 Yes 128.0 64.0
1-2 During Last FY 125.0 61.3 No 72.0 36.0
0 Lst Yr->l Lst 3 FY 44.0 21.6 N/A 3.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 29.0 14.2 T

Not Applicable 3.0 - Total 203.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 28- What is the extent of the internal audit coverage in verifying the treatment of
leases capitalized during the year by review and/or confirmation of lease terms?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

"."" >3 During Last FY 6.0 3.3 Yes 103.0 57.9
1-2 During Last FY 99.0 55.0 No 75.0 42.1
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 28.0 15.6 N/A 26.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 47.0 26.1".-Total 204.0 100.0
A .Not Applicable 27.0 -

Total 207.0 100.0
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QUESTION 29-What is the extent of the internal audit coverage in verifying the classification
treatment or leases accounted for as operating leases, by review and/or confirmation of lease terms?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 6.0 3.1 Yes 109.0 56.8
1-2 During Last FY 108.0 56.3 No 83.0 43.2
0 Lst Yr->I Lst 3 FY 30.0 15.6 N/A 12.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 48.0 25.0
Not Applicable 14.0 -T

Total 206.0 100.0

QUESTION 30-How often is a review conducted of procedures for determining personnel
requirements, including budgeting and manloading schedules and controls?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
% Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 16.0 8.9 Yes 70.0 38.9
1-2 During Last FY 55.0 30.6 No 110.0 61.1
0 Lst Yr->I Lst3 FY 11.0 6.1 N/A 22.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 98.0 54.4

Not Applicable 26.0 - Total 202.0 100.0

Total 206.0 100.0

QUESTION 31-How often are reviews conducted of the policies and procedures for hiring,
assigning and dismissing individuals?
'i PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %
>3 During Last FY 3.0 1.5 Yes 79.0 40.5
1-2 During Last FY 62.0 31.6 No 116.0 59.5
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 40.0 20.4 N/A 9.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 91.0 46.4
Not Applicable 11.0 - Total 204.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 32-How often are reviews conducted of the policies and procedures for
establishing job categories and pay rates?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 16.0 8.7 Yes 73.0 39.2
1-2 During Last FY 37.0 20.0 No 112.0 60.2
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 34.0 18.4 N/A 19.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 98.0 52.3
Not Applicable 22.0 - Total 204.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0
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QUESTION 33-How often are reviews conducted of the policies and procedures for
establishing attendance and timekeeping records?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 58.0 28.4 Yes 165.0 82.5
1-2 During Last FY 91.0 44.6 No 35.0 17.5
0 Lst Yr->I Lst 3 FY 38.0 18.6 N/A 4.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 17.0 8.3
Not Applicable 3.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 34-How often are reviews conducted of the policies and procedures for
authorizing and controlling overtime and multi-shift operations?
• ' . PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 30.0 14.9 Yes 141.0 70.9
1-2 During Last FY 79.0 39.3 No 58.0 29.1
0 Lst Yr->I Lst 3 FY 52.0 25.8 N/A 5.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 40.0 19.9
NotApplicable 6.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 35-How often are reviews conducted of the policies and procedures for
authorizing and controlling compensatory time?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 20.0 13.1 Yes 71.0 45.8
1-2 During Last FY 37.0 24.2 No 84.0 54.2
0 Lst Yr-> I Lst 3 FY 29.0 19.0 N/A 49.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 67.0 43.8
Not Applicable 54.0 - Total 204.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 36-How often are reviews conducted of the policies and procedures for payroll
allowances-fringe benefits?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %
>3 During Last FY 10.0 5.1 Yes 101.0 51.8
1-2 During Last FY 76.0 39.0 No 94.0 48.2
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 46.0 23.6 N/A 9.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 63.0 32.3 T

Not Applicable 12.0 - Total 204.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0
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QUESTION 37-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the following
payroll prepara:ion area-accuracy of basic records?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
ount Count %

>3 During Last FY 49.0 23.7 Yes 176.0 86.3
1-2 During Last FY 104.0 50.2 No 28.0 13.7
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 39.0 18.8 N/A 0.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 15.0 7.2

Not Applicable 0.0 - Total 204.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 38-How often nave reviews been made of the internal controls in the following
payroll preparation area-reconciliations of attendance records with time tickets?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

" Count o Count %

>3 During Last FY 45.0 26.5 Yes 139.0 83.2
1-2 During Last FY 81.0 47.7 No 28.0 16.7
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 22.0 12.9 N/A 35.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 22.0 12.9 T

Not Applicable 37.0 - Total 202.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 39-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the following
payroll preparation area-acceptable method for adjusting time records?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 53.0 25.7 Yes 176.0 86.7
1-2 During Last FY 103.0 50.0 No 27.0 13.3
0 Lst Yr-> I Lst 3 FY 39.0 18.9 N/A 1.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 11.0 5.3 T

Not Applicable 1.0 - Total 204.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 40-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the following
payroll preparation area-supervisory approvals for adjusting time records?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 55.0 26.7 Yes 179.0 88.2
1-2 During Last FY 104.0 50.5 No 24.0 11.8
0 Lst Yr-> I Lst 3 FY 37.0 18.0 N/A 1.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 10.0 4.9

Not Applicable 1.0 - Total 204.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0
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QUESTION 41-How often have reviews been nade of the internal controls in the following
payroll preparation area-pay rates supported by written authorization?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count

>3 During Last FY 31.0 15.0 Yes 160.0 78.4
1-2 During Last FY 102.0 49.3 No 44.0 21.6
0 Lst Yr-> I Lst 3 FY 48.0 23.2 N/A 0.0 0.0
0 During Last 3 FY 26.0 12.6
Not Applicable 0.0 0.0

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 42-How often have reviews been made ot the internal controls in the following
payroll preparation area-testing of pay rates to union agreements where applicable?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count %, Count %

>3 During Last FY 4.0 2.7 Yes 98.0 67.1
1-2 During Last FY 76.0 51.3 No 48.0 32.9
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 35.0 23.7 N/A 55.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 33.0 22.3 Total 201.0 100.0
Not Applicable 58.0 -

Total 206.0 100.0

QUESTION 43-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the following
payroll preparation area-testing of pay ratesisalaries to comparable area survey data?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %
>3 During Last FY 18.0 10.5 Yes 58.0 33.1
1-2 During Last FY 31.0 18.2 No 117.0 66.9
0 LstYr-> I Lst 3 FY 21.0 12.4 N/A 28.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 100.0 58.9
Not Applicable 37.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 44-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the following
payroll preparation area-controls to prevent overpayments?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count 0 Count %
>3 During Last FY 27.0 13.0 Yes 159.0 77.9
1-2 During Last FY 104.0 50.2 No 45.0 22.1
0 Lst Yr-> I Lst 3 FY 54.0 26.1 N/A 0.0 0.0
0 During Last 3 FY 22.0 10.6
Not Applicable 0.0 0.0Toa20. 100

Total 207.0 100.0
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QUESTION 45-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the following
payroll preparation area-disposition of unclaimed checks?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count ( ount

>3 During Last FY 17.0 8.3 Yes 149.0 74.1
1-2 During Last FY 95.0 46.6 No 52.0 25.9
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 49.0 24.0 N/A 3.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 43.0 21.1 Total 204.0 100.0

Not Applicable 3.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 46-How often have reviews been made of the following payroll preparation area
-payroll records in agreement with personnel records?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 25.0 12.2 Yes 155.0 77.1
1-2 During Last FY 108.0 52.7 No 46.0 22.9
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 50.0 24.4 N/A 3.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 22.0 10.7 T

Not Applicable 2.0 -T4

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 47-How often have reviews been made in the following payroll preparation area
-reconciliation of payroll with labor cost distribution?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count %, Count %
>3 During Last FY 40.0 19.4 Yes 165.0 81.3
1-2 During Last FY 98.0 47.5 No 38.0 18.7
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 48.0 23.3 N/A 1.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 20.0 9.7
Not Applicable 1.0 -

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 48-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the following
payroll preparation area-verifying payroll and related accounts accrued based on ultimate amounts
paid?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count 0/. Count %

. >3 During Last FY 28.0 13.7 Yes 150.0 74.6
1-2 During Last FY 97.0 47.3 No 51.0 25.4
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 44.0 21.5 N/A 2.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 36.0 17.6
Not Applicable 2.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0
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QUESTION 49-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the following
payroll preparation area-witnessing payroll payments on a surprise basis?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 16.0 8.2 Yes 104.0 54.2
1-2 During Last FY 57.0 29.1 No 88.0 45.8
0OLst Yr->1I Lst 3FY 52.0 26.5 N/A 11.0
o During Last 3 FY 71.0 36.2 Ttl203.0 100.0
Not Applicable 11 .0 -Toa

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 50-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the labor cost
distribution area-the clock/time cards are adequately controlled?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count ,

>3 During Last FY 81.0 39.7 Yes 184.0 92.5
1-2 During Last FY 87.0 42.7 No 15.0 7.5
o Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 29.0 14.2 N/A 3.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 7.0 3.4Toa20. 100
* Not Applicable 3.0 -Toa20. 100

Total1 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 51-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the labor cost
distribution area-the clock/time cards are maintained on current basis?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count

*>3 During Last FY 83.0 40.7 Yes 187.0 93.5
1-2 During Last FY 89.0 43.6 No 13.0 6.5
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 27.0 13.2 N/A 2.0 -

0ODuring Last 3FY 5.0 2.5Toa20. 100
Not Applicable 3.0 -Tol20. 100

4Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 52-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the labor cost
distribution area-the clock/time cards are signed by each employee?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 79.0 39.1 Yes 186.0 93.9
1-2 During Last FY 89.0 44.1 No 12.0 6.1
0Qist Yr-> I Lst 3FY 27.0 13.4 N/A 4.0 -

o During Last 3 FY 7.0 3.5Toa20. 100
Not Applicable 4.0 -Toa20. 100

Total 206.0 100.0
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QUESTION 53-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the labor cost
distribution area-the time cards are prepared only in ink?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

S.S.* Count % Count %

2>3 During Last FY 81.0 40.3 Yes 189.0 95.9
1-2 During Last FY 86.0 42.8 No 8.0 4.1
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 25.0 12.4 N/A 5.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 9.0 4.5

Not Applicable 6.0 - Total 202.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 54-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the labor cost
distribution area-the clock/time cards are approved by the responsible supervisor?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 82.0 39.8 Yes 190.0 94.5
1-2 During Last FY 88.0 42.7 No 11.0 5.5
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 27.0 13.1 N/A 1.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 9.0 4.4 T

Not Applicable 1.0 Total 202.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 55-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the labor cost
distribution area-all changes made have documented reasons for the change (no "white outs")?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 79.0 "1.5 Yes 187.0 94.0
1-2 During Last FY 82.0 40.0 No 12.0 6.0
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 29.0 14.1 N/A 3.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 15.0 7.3 T

Not Applicable 2.0 - Total 202.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 56-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the labor cost
distribution area-all changes are signed or initialed by employee and by responsible supervisor?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 79.0 38.7 Yes 188.0 94.5
1-2 During Last FY 88.0 43.1 No 11.0 5.5
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 27.0 13.2 N/A 2.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 10.0 4.9 201.0 100.0

Not Applicable 2.0 - Total

Total 206.0 100.0
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QUESTION 57-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the labor cost
distribution area-individuals have advice and knowledge of job or account authorization on which
they are working?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %
>3 During Last FY 81.0 39.7 Yes 182.0 90.5
1-2 During Last FY 92.0 45.1 No 19.0 9.5
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 21.0 10.3 N/A 1.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 10.0 4.9
Not Applicable 3.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 58-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the labor cost
distribution area-all work orders are issued in writing?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 60.0 31.1 Yes 152.0 80.4
1-2 During Last FY 79.0 40.9 No 37.0 19.6
0 Lst Yr->- 1 Lst 3 FY 22.0 11.4 N/A 13.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 32.0 16.6 T

Not Applicable 14.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 59-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the labor cost
distribution area-all work orders are adequately controlled?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 56.0 29.3 Yes 140.0 74.9
1-2 During Last FY 71.0 37.2 No 47.0 25.1
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 23.0 12.0 N/A 14.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 41.0 21.5
Not Applicable 15.0 -T

Total 206.0 100.0

QUESTION 60-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the labor cost
distribution area-all overhead cost authorizations are clearly defined?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 56.0 28.6 Yes 168.0 86.2
, 1-2 During Last FY 86.0 43.9 No 27.0 13.8

0 Lst Yr-> I Lst 3 FY 21.0 10.7 N/A 7.0 -
* 0 During Last 3 FY 33.0 16.8

Not Applicable 11.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

II
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QUESTION 61-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the labor cost
distribution area-accounting provision is made for employee "downtime"?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count 1

>3 During Last FY 55.0 29.4 Yes 150.0 81.5
1-2 During Last FY 74.0 39.6 No 34.0 18.5
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 20.0 10.7 N/A 18.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 38.0 20.3 Total 202.0 100.0
Not Applicable 20.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 62-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the labor cost
distribution area- "downtime" charges are separately identified?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count

>3 During Last FY 55.0 29.4 Yes 150.0 82.0
1-2 During Last FY 70.0 37.4 No 33.0 18.0
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 18.0 9.6 N/A 19.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 44.0 23.5 Total 202.0 I00.0
Not Applicable 20.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 63-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the labor cost
distribution area-cost authorizations conform with company policy in regard to direct and indirect
labor categories?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Cour % Count

>3 During Last FY 74.0 36.8 Yes 178.0 89.9
1-2 During Last FY 79.0 39.3 No 20.0 10.1
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 19.0 9.4 N/A 4.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 29.0 14.4 Total 202.0 100.0
Not Applicable 6.0 -T2

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 64-How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the labor cost
distribution area-periodic surprise physical floor checks are made of timekeeping and cost
assignment practices?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count a,

>3 During Last FY 92.0 45.1 Yes 175.0 87.5
1-2 During Last FY 72.0 35.3 No 25.0 12.5
0 Lst Yr-> I Lst 3 FY 10.0 4.9 N/A 2.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 30.0 14.7 Total 202.0 100.0
Not Applicable 3.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.C
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QUESTION 65--How often have reviews been made of the internal controls in the labor cost
distribution area-interviews of selected employees are undertaken?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 80.0 40.6 Yes 176.0 91.2
1-2 During Last FY 78.0 39.6 No 17.0 8.8
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 13.0 6.6 N/A 9.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 26.0 13.2
Not Applicable 10.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 66-How often have reviews of labor costs been made and compared with various
controls, such as, actual vs. budgets by cost center?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 43.0 21.4 Yes 122.0 61.6
1-2 During Last FY 59.0 29.4 No 76.0 38.4
0 Lst Yr-> I Lst 3 FY 18.0 8.9 N/A 4.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 81.0 40.3
Not Applicable 5.0 -T

Total 206.0 100.0

QUESTION 67-How often have reviews of labor costs been made and compared with various
controls, such as, individual indirect charges vs. budget amounts?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 40.0 20.4 Yes 115.0 59.3
1-2 During Last FY 54.0 27.6 No 79.0 40.7
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 14.0 7.1 N/A 8.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 88.0 44.9 Total 202.0 100.0
Not Applicable 10.0 -T

Total 206.0 100.0

QUESTION 68-How often have reviews of labor costs been made and compared with various
controls, such as, Independent Research and Development (IR&D) and Bid and Proposal (B&P)
actuals vs. budgets?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 44.0 22.3 Yes 130.0 66.3
1-2 During Last FY 70.0 35.5 No 66.0 33.7
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 11.0 5.6 N/A 7.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 72.0 36.5
Not Applicable 10.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0
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QUESTION 69-How often have reviews of labor costs been made and compared with various
controls, such as, audits designed to detect labor cost mischarging?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %
>3 During Last FY 83.0 41.1 Yes 177.0 88.5
1-2 During Last FY 81.0 40.1 No 23.0 11.5
0 Lst Yr-> I Lst 3 FY 7.0 3.5 N/A 3.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 31.0 15.3
Not Applicable 4.0 -T

Total 206.0 100.0

QUESTION 70-How often have reviews been made of compensation plans requiring actuarial
computations, including data submitted to actuaries and assumptions made?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %
>3 During Last FY 19.0 13.1 Yes 86.0 61.9
1-2 During Last FY 56.0 38.6 No 53.0 38.1
0 Lst Yr-> I Lst 3 FY 7.0 4.8 N/A 64.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 63.0 43.4
Not Applicable 61.0 -T

Total 206.0 100.0

QUESTION 71 -How often have reviews been made of "make or buy" practices?
PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %
>3 During Last FY 21.0 11.2 Yes 96.0 51.3
1-2 During Last FY 56.0 29.9 No 91.0 48.7
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 27.0 14.4 N/A 17.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 83.0 44.4
Not Applicable 20.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0
r.1

QUESTION 72-How often have reviews been made of the determination of material
requirements?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %
>3 During Last FY 27.0 14.0 Yes 115.0 60.2
1-2 During Last FY 80.0 41.7 No 75.0 39.3
0 Lst Yr-> I Lst 3 FY 27.0 14.0 N/A 14.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 58.0 30.2 Total 204.0 100.0
Not Applicable 15.0 -

r Total 207.0 100.0
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QUESTION 73-How often have reviews been made of the requisitioning procedures and
authorities?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 33.0 16.1 Yes 171.0 85.5
1-2 During Last FY 123.0 60.0 No 29.0 14.5
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 30.0 14.6 N/A 4.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 19.0 9.3 Total 204.0 100.0
Not Applicable 2.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 74-How often are reviews made of adequacy of the purchasing policies and
procedures with regard to the current nature and adequacy of bidder's lists?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 24.0 12.1 Yes 142.0 72.8
1-2 During Last FY 107.0 53.8 No 53.0 27.2
0 Lst Yr-> Lst 3 FY 33.0 16.6 N/A 8.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 35.0 17.6 Total 203.0 100.0
Not Applicable 8.0 -

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 75-How often are reviews made of adequacy of the purchasing policies and
procedures with regard to the adequacy of the number of solicitations?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %
>3 During Last FY 31.0 15.3 Yes 160.0 80.8
1-2 During Last FY 112.0 55.2 No 38.0 19.2
0 Lst Yr-> Lst 3 FY 39.0 19.2 N/A 5.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 21.0 10.3 Total 203.0 100.0
Not Applicable 4.0 -

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 76--How often are reviews made of adequacy of the purchasing policies and
procedures with regard to the evaluation of bids?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 33.0 16.3 Yes 162.0 81.8
1-2 During Last FY 111.0 55.0 No 36.0 18.2
0 Lst Yr-> Lst 3 FY 40.0 19.8 N/A 5.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 18.0 8.9 Total 203.0 100.0
Not Applicable 5.0 -

Total 207.0 100.0
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QUESTION 77-How often are reviews made of adequacy of the purchasing policies and
procedures with regard to the treatment of bids by affiliates or subsidiaries?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 20.0 11.8 Yes 115.0 68.9
1-2 During Last FY 74.0 43.5 No 53.0 31.5
0 Lst Yr-> Lst 3 FY 32.0 18.8 N/A 34.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 44.0 25.9 Total 202.0 100.0
Not Applicable 37.0 -

S Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 78-How often are reviews made of adequacy of the purchasing policies and
procedures with regard to the evaluation or audit of subcontracts?

PLAN NED FOR FISCAL YErAR 1986

Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 54.0 27.1 Yes 144.0 73.5
1-2 During Last FY 74.0 37.2 No 52.0 26.5
0 Lst Yr-> Lst 3 FY 25.0 12.6 N/A 7.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 46.0 23.1 Total 203.0 100.0
Not Applicable 7.0 -

.-A

Total 206.0 100.0

QUESTION 79-How often are reviews made of adequacy of the purchasing policies and

procedures with regard to the proper coding of purchase orders to identify the cost objectives to be
charged (direct, indirect, inventory, government-owned)?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 37.0 18.4 Yes 160.0 80.8
1-2 During Last FY 108.0 53.7 No 38.0 19.2
0 Lst Yr->l Lst 3 FY 29.0 14.4 N/A 5.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 27.0 13.4 Total 203.0 100.0
Not Applicable 6.0 -

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 80-How often are reviews made of adequacy of the purchasing policies and
procedures with regard to the compliance with written policies explaining what types of activities are
prohibited?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 37.0 18.3 Yes 161.0 81.3
1-2 During Last FY 108.0 53.5 No 37.0 18.7

0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 31.0 15.3 N/A 5.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 26.0 12.9 Total 203.0 100.0
Not Applicable 5.0 T

Total 207.0 100.0
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QUESTION 81-How often are reviews made of adequacy of the purchasing policies and
procedures with regard to any indications of improprieties in the procurement function, e.g., "bid
matching" on awards to subsidiaries and other divisions, lowest bidder always being the same, any
evidence of other than arm's length transactions?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %
>3 During Last FY 31.0 15.1 Yes 156.0 78.0
1-2 During Last FY 100.0 48.8 No 44.0 22.0
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 38.0 18.5 N/A 3.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 36.0 17.6
Not Applicable 2.0 - Total 203.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 82-How frequently are examinations made to determine that there are criteria and
procedures for returning or reworking defective materials?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 8.0 4.1 Yes 129.0 67.2
1-2 During Last FY 104.0 53.3 No 63.0 32.8
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 32.0 16.4 N/A 10.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 51.0 26.2
Not Applicable 12.0 -

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 83-How frequently are examinations made to determine that all government-
owned materials are separately stored, physically safeguarded, and independently accounted for?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 27.0 13.8 Yes 129.0 67.9
1-2 During Last FY 94.0 48.2 No 61.0 32.1
0 Lst Yr->I Lst 3 FY 25.0 12.8 N/A 11.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 49.0 25.1 Total 201.0 100.0

* Not Applicable 12.0 -

Total 207.0 100.0
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QUESTION 84-How frequently are examinations made to determine that materials are
properly priced consistent with the company's inventory pricing policies?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %
>3 During Last FY 23.0 12.7 Yes 132.0 74.2
1-2 During Last FY 92.0 50.8 No 46.0 25.8
0 Lst Yr->I Lst 3 FY 20.0 11.0 N/A 23.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 46.0 25.4
Not Applicable 26.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 85-How frequently are examinations made to determine that transfers between
cost objectives (e.g., contracts, projects, indirect expense accounts) are properly controlled and
priced?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 28.0 14.3 Yes 151.0 78.6
1-2 During Last FY 95.0 48.5 No 41.0 21.4

" 0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 23.0 11.7 N/A 9.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 50.0 25.5 Total 201.0 100.0

" Not Applicable 11.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 86-How frequently are examinations made to determine that procedures for scrap,
spoilage, and obsolescence are adequate and actually practiced?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 20.0 10.7 Yes 125.0 68.3
1-2 During Last FY 95.0 50.8 No 58.0 31.7
0 Lst Yr->I Lst 3 FY 42.0 22.5 N/A 18.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 30.0 16.0

Not Applicable 20.0 - Total 201.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0
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QUESTION 87-How frequently are examinations made to determine that the policies and
procedures for costing intracompany transfers are consistent with government regulations?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 21.0 11.1 Yes 123.0 67.2
1-2 During Last FY 71.0 37.6 No 60.0 32.8
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst3 FY 23.0 12.2 N/A 18.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 74.0 39.1 Total 201.0 100.0
Not Applicable 18.0 -

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 88-How frequently are examinations made to determine that where standard costs
are used, variances are recorded properly and periodically adjusted in conformance with Cost
Accounting Standard (CAS) 407 (use of standard cost for direct material and direct labor)?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %
>3 During Last FY 9.0 10.8 Yes 53.0 60.9
1-2 During Last FY 27.0 32.5 No 34.0 39.1
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 10.0 12.0 N/A 116.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 37.0 44.6
Not Applicable 120.0 -T

Total 203.0 100.0

QUESTION 89-How frequently are examinations made to determine that where catalog
pricing is used for government contract work, the pertinent Federal Acquisition Regulation criteria are
met?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %
>3 During Last FY 29.0 23.6 Yes 65.0 50.9
1-2 During Last FY 35.0 28.5 No 55.0 41.1
0 Lst Yr->I Lst 3 FY 8.0 6.4 N/A 82.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 51.0 41.5 T

Not Applicable 81.0 - Total 202.0 100.0

Total 204.0 100.0
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QUESTION 90-How frequently are examinations made to determine that all government-
related contract clauses are "flowed down" to subcontracts when appropriate?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 49.0 25.0 Yes 116.0 60.1
1-2 During Last FY 49.0 25.0 No 77.0 39.9
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 30.0 15.3 N/A 11.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 68.0 34.7
Not Applicable 11.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 91-How frequently are examinations made to determine that audits of
subcontractors are made, or arranged to be made, when required?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 51.0 26.0 Yes 134.0 69.1
1-2 During Last FY 72.0 36.7 No 60.0 30.9
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 9.0 4.6 N/A 9.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 64.0 32.7

Not Applicable 11.0 - Total 203.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 92-How often are reviews made for compliance with public law 87-653 as
amended (the Truth in Negotiations Act, 10 U.S.C. Section 2306 (F))?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
* Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 51.0 26.2 Yes 140.0 72.9
1-2 During Last FY 51.0 26.2 No 52.0 27.1
0 Lst Yr->l Lst 3 FY 25.0 12.7 N/A 11.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 68.0 34.9 T

Not Applicable 12.0 - Total 203.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 93-How often have reviews been made of the various levels of controls to assure
that materials comply with all specifications on incoming material inspections?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 30.0 15.6 Yes 126.0 66.7
1-2 During Last FY 77.0 40.1 No 63.0 33.3
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 34.0 17.7 N/A 14.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 51.0 26.6
Not Applicable 15.0 - Total 203.0 100.0

-,Total 207.0 100.0
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QUESTION 94-How often have reviews been made of the various levels of controls to assure
that materials comply with all specifications on production line inspections?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 27.0 15.5 Yes 96.0 56.1
1-2 During Last FY 60.0 34.5 No 75.0 43.9
0 Lst Yr->l Lst 3 FY 8.0 4.6 N/A 32.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 79.0 45.4
Not Applicable 33.0 -

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 95-How ofken have reviews been made of the various levels of controls to assure

-_ that materials comply with all specifications on final shipments to assure that contract specifications
have been met and that there are no material substitutions?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 25.0 14.1 Yes 85.0 48.8
1- 2 During Last FY 51.0 28.8 No 89.0 51.2
0 Lst Yr->I Lst 3 FY 4.0 2.3 N/A 29.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 97.0 54.8
Not Applicable 30.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 96-How often have reviews been made of the various levels of controls to assure
that materials comply with all specifications on products made by subcontractors?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %
>3 During Last FY 23.0 12.3 Yes 99.0 53.2
1-2 During Last FY 55.0 29.4 No 87.0 46.8
0 Lst Yr->l Lst 3 FY 16.0 8.6 N/A 17.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 93.0 49.7 Total 203.0 100.0
Not Applicable 19.0 -T

Total 206.0 100.0
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QUESTION 97-How often have reviews been made of the effectiveness of the estimating
manual or other volume of instructions that establishes policies and procedures for developing and
submitting cost and pricing data for government contracts?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 25.0 12.5 Yes 118.0 59.9
1-2 During Last FY 72.0 36.2 No 79.0 40.1
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 20.0 10.1 N/A 8.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 82.0 41.2 T

Not Applicable 8.0 - Total 205.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 98-How often have reviews been made to determine that al essential skill mixes
of the company's organization are contributing to the bid proposals?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count " Count %

>3 During Last FY 24.0 12.2 Yes 107.0 54.9
1-2 During Last FY 57.0 28.9 No 88.0 45.1
0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 14.0 7.1 N/A 9.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 102.0 51.8 T

Not Applicable 10.0 - Total 204.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 99-How often are reviews made to determine that the respective independent roles
and responsibilities of individuals on the proposal team are clearly defined?

*PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 25.0 12.6 Yes 101.0 52.1
1-2 During Last FY 55.0 27.8 No 93.0 47.9
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 12.0 6.1 N/A 10.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 106.0 53.5
Not Applicable 9.0 -Total 204.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0
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QUESTION 100-How often are reviews made to determine that the contribution of each
component member is supervised and reviewed by a responsible individual in the respective
functional organizations, i.e., engineering, accounting?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 29.0 14.6 Yes 98.0 49.7
1-2 During Last FY 41.0 20.6 No 99.0 50.3
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst3 FY 16.0 8.0 N/A 7.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 113.0 56.8 Total 204.0 100.0
Not Applicable 8.0

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 101-How often are reviews made to determine that there are controls to assure that
all factual data reasonably available are used in the proposal with regard to the data's currency,
accuracy, and completeness?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %/

>3 During Last FY 36.0 17.9 Yes 112.0 56.3
1-2 During Last FY 51.0 25.4 No 87.0 43.7
0 Lst Yr->l Lst 3 FY 15.0 7.5 N/A 5.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 99.0 49.2 Total 204.0 100.0
Not Applicable 6.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 102-How often are reviews made to determine that there are adequate procedures
and clearly defined responsibilities for the various component organizations to update all data at the
time of agreement of contract price with the government?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

(ount % Count %

>3 During Last FY 25.0 12.4 Yes 117.0 58.8
1-2 During Last FY 60.0 29.9 No 82.0 41.2
0 Lst Yr->I Lst 3 FY 23.0 11.4 N/A 5.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 93.0 46.3 Total 204.0 100.0
Not Applicable 6.0 -

Total 207.0 100.0
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QUESTION 103-How often are reviews made to determine that there is adequate written
evidence of negotiation results leading to the pricing of each negotiated government contract?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count Count

>3 During Last FY 28.0 14.4 Yes 113.0 58.5
1-2 During Last FY 54.0 27.7 No 80.0 41.5
0 Lst Yr->l Lst 3 FY 15.0 7.7 N/A 11.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 98.0 50.3

Not Applicable 12.0 -Total 204.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 104-How often have reviews been made of the accumulation of indire( t costs to
assure confornance with pertinent Cost Accounting Standards?

PLANNED FOR FISCAl YEAR 1986

Count ( ount

>3 During Last FY 33.0 16.3 Yes 158.0 78.2
1-2 During Last FY 95.0 47.0 No 44.0 21.8
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 22.0 10.9 N/A 3.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 52.0 25.7 T 5

Not Applicable 5.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 1 05-How often have the allocation bases been reviewed for contorntnce with
Cost Accounting Standards?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count Count
>3 During Last FY 27.0 13.4 Yes 153.0 7.9
1-2 During Last FY 86.0 42.8 No 46.0 23.1
0 Lst Yr-->I Lst 3 FY 20.0 10.0 N/A 5.0 -
( During Last 3 FY 68.0 33.8 T

Not Applicable 6.0 -2

Total 207.0 100.0
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QUESTION 106-How often have reviews been made of the procedures in effect to assure that
unallowable indirect costs under Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Part 31 are separately
maintained and not included in any representations to the government, in accordance with Cost
Accounting Standard 405 (accounting for unallowable costs)?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %
>3 During Last FY 42.0 20.6 Yes 170.0 84.2
1-2 During Last FY 107.0 52.5 No 32.0 15.8
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 11.0 5.4 N/A 2.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 44.0 21.6
Not Applicable 3.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 107-How often are reviews made of the latest Cost Accounting Standard disclosure
statement to test adequacy and compliance?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 26.0 13.1 Yes 147.0 75.0
1-2 During Last FY 86.0 43.4 No 49.0 25.0
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 24.0 12.1 N/A 8.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 62.0 31.3
Not Applicable 9.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 108-With regard to the "imputed cost of money invested in facilities," how often
have examinations been made of the company's informal records and representations to the
government to assure conformance with Cost Accounting Standard 414 (cost of money as an element
of the cost of facilities capital)?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 15.0 8.0 Yes 98.0 52.7
1-2 During Last FY 71.0 38.0 No 88.0 47.3
0 Lst Yr->I Lst 3 FY 16.0 8.6 N/A 18.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 85.0 45.5 Total 204.0 100.0
Not Applicable 20.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0
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QUESTION 109- With regard to the "imputed cost of money invested in facilities," how often
have examinations been made of the company's informal records and representations to the
government to assure conformance with Cost Accounting Standard 417 (cost of money as an element
of the cost of capital under construction)?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 11.0 6.5 Yes 81.0 48.2
1-2 During Last FY 60.0 35.7 No 87.0 51.8
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 9.0 5.4 N/A 36.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 88.0 52.4

Not Applicable 39.0 - Total 204.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 110-How often have reviews been made to establish that clearly defined
instructions delineate the charges appropriate to the following classes of technical labor-cost
objectives (contracts)?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 43.0 21.3 Yes 165.0 82.1
1-2 During Last FY 93.0 46.0 No 36.0 17.9
0 Lst Yr->I Lst 3 FY 20.0 9.9 N/A 3.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 46.0 22.8

Not Applicable 5.0 - Total 204.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 111-How often have reviews been made to establish that clearly defined
instructions delineate the charges appropriate to the following classes of technical labor-
Independent Research and Development (IR&D) and Bid and Proposal (B&P)?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 36.0 18.2 Yes 162.0 82.2
1-2 During Last FY 89.0 44.9 No 35.0 17.8
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 19.0 9.6 N/A 7.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 54.0 27.3

Not Applicable 9.0 - Total 204.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0
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QUESTION 112-How often have reviews been made to establish that clearly defined
instructions delineate the charges appropriate to the following classes of technical labor-indirect
(overhead or G&A) accounts?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 44.0 21.9 Yes 175.0 87.9
1-2 During Last FY 96.0 47.8 No 24.0 12.1
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 24.0 11.9 N/A 4.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 37.0 18.4
Not Applicable 6.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 113-How often have reviews been made to determine compliance with
instructions on charging of technical labor?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 54.0 26.9 Yes 170.0 85.0
1-2 During Last FY 89.0 44.3 No 30.0 15.0
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 20.0 9.9 N/A 2.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 38.0 18.9
Not Applicable 5.0 -T

Total 206.0 100.0

QUESTION 114-How often have reviews been made to assure that adjustments or cost
transfers between final cost objectives are clearly explained, documented, and approved by a
responsible company official?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 44.0 21.7 Yes 164.0 81.2
1-2 During Last FY 91.0 44.8 No 38.0 18.8
0 Lst Yr->I Lst 3 FY 31.0 15.3 N/A 2.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 37.0 18.2
Not Applicable 4.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0
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QUESTION 115-How often have reviews been made to test estimates of progress or of ultimate
contract costs used in the determination of percentage complete?

- PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 35.0 18.3 Yes 136.0 71.6
1-2 During Last FY 81.0 42.4 No 54.0 28.4
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 30.0 15.7 N/A 14.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 45.0 23.6

Not Applicable 16.0 - Total 204.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 116-How often have tests been made of the support for cost estimates and
% revisions to cost estimates?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

% >3 During Last FY 39.0 19.2 Yes 142.0 70.6
1-2 During Last FY 87.0 42.9 No 59.0 29.4
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 22.0 10.8 N/A 3.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 55.0 27.1 Total 204.0 100.0
Not Applicable 4.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 117-How often are examinations made to determine the integrity of automated
cost and financial application systems?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 37.0 18.3 Yes 164.0 82.0
1-2 During Last FY 105.0 52.0 No 36.0 18.0
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 23.0 11.4 N/A 4.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 37.0 18.3 Total 204.0 100.0
Not Applicable 5.0 -

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 11 8-If the percentage of completion method is used for recognizing revenue under
government contracts, how often are reviews made of criteria necessary for applying this method?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %
>3 During Last FY 21.0 13.5 Yes 92.0 59.0
1-2 During Last FY 50.0 32.0 No 64.0 41.0
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 19.0 12.2 N/A 48.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 66.0 42.3

Not Applicable 50.0 -T

Total 206.0 100.0
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QUESTION 119-How often are tests made to assure validity of progress payment requests
submitted to the government?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
* Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 39.0 19.5 Yes 129.0 65.5
1-2 During Last FY 63.0 31.5 No 68.0 34.5
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 39.0 19.5 N/A 6.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 59.0 29.5 Total 203,0 100.0
Not Applicable 7.0 -

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 120-How often are tests made to assure validity of public vouchers for

reimbursements under government cost-type contracts?
PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 38.0 19.5 Yes 116.0 60.4

1-2 During Last FY 62.0 31.8 No 76.0 39.6

0 Lst Yr->I Lst3 FY 31.0 15.9 N/A 12.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 64.0 32.8 Total 204.0 100.0

Not Applicable 10.0 -T

Total 205.0 100.0

QUESTION 121-How often are tests made to assure validity of the certificate required for

various representations to the government (e.g., overhead, catalog pricing, cost and pricing data)?
PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 30.0 14.8 Yes 109.0 54.8

1-2 During Last FY 66.0 32.5 No 90.0 45.2

0 Lst Yr->l Lst 3 FY 17.0 8.4 N/A 3.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 90.0 44.3 Total 202.0 100.0

Not Applicable 4.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 122-How often are tests made to assure validity of billings of employee rates on

hourly rate and time and material contracts are in conformance with contract classifications?
PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 24.0 13.4 Yes 95.0 53.7

1-2 During Last FY 49.0 27.4 No 82.0 46.3

0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 26.0 14.5 N/A 25.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 80.0 44.7 Total 202.0 100.0

Not Applicable 26.0 -

Total 205.0 100.0
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QUESTION 123-How often are reviews made to assure adequate financial management
control with regard to Limitations of Cost (LOC) clause in cost-type contracts?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 28.0 14,9 Yes 97.0 51.1
1-2 During Last FY 51.0 27.1 No 93.0 48.9
0 Lst Yr->I Lst3 FY 19.0 10.1 N/A 14.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 90.0 47,9 T

Not Applicable 17.0 - Total 204.0 100.0

Total 205.0 100.0

QUESTION 124-How often are reviews made to as.,tre adequate financial management
control with regard to the non-incurrence of costs before official contract authorization is received?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %
>3 During Last FY 53.0 26.6 Yes 125.0 63.1
1-2 During Last FY 56.0 28.1 No 73.0 36.9

* 0 Lst Yr-> 1 Lst 3 FY 24.0 12.1 N/A 6.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 66.0 33.2 204.0 100.0

Not Applicable 8.0 - Total

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 125-How often are reviews made to assure adequate financial management
control with regard to contractual ceilings on overhead recovery?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 31.0 17.0 Yes 102.0 56.7
1-2 During Last FY 55.0 30.2 No 78.0 43.3
0 Lst Yr->I Lst 3 FY 13.0 7.1 N/A 23.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 83.0 45.6 T

Not Applicable 24.0 - Total 203.0 100.0

Total 206.0 100.0

QUESTION 126-How often are reviews made to assure adequate financial management
control with regard to advance agreements which limit recoveries for specified costs such as travel,

SIndependent Research and Development (IR&D), and Bid and Proposal (B&P)?
PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %
>3 During Last FY 34.0 17.9 Yes 116.0 61.1
1-2 During Last FY 64.0 33.7 No 74.0 38.9
0 Lst Yr->l Lst 3 FY 8.0 4.2 N/A 13.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 84.0 44.2 Total 203.0 100.0

' .** Not Applicable 17.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0
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QUESTION 127-How often are reviews made to assure adequate financial management
control with regard to ceiling prices on contracts?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 41.0 21.1 Yes 117.0 60.6
1-2 During Last FY 68.0 35.1 No 76.0 39.4
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 20.0 10.3 N/A 9.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 65.0 33.5
Not Applicable 11.0 -T

Total 205.0 100.0

QUESTION 128-How often are reviews made to assure adequate financial management
control with regard to the triggering of an Economic Price Adjustment (EPA) clause?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % (ount

>3 During Last FY 26.0 14.9 Yes 81.0 46.6
1-2 During Last FY 41.0 23.6 No 93.0 53.4
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 17.0 19.8 N/A 29.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 90.0 51.7
Not Applicable 33.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 129-How often have reviews been made to determine that company employees
are informed of their responsibilities with respect to accuracy of time cards?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count o

>3 During Last FY 80.0 39.4 Yes 170.0 85.0
1-2 During Last FY 75.0 36.9 No 30.0 15.0
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 14.0 6.9 N/A 4.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 34.0 16.7
Not Applicable 4.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 130-How often have reviews been made to determine that company employees
are informed of their responsibilities with respect to ethical practices required in the conduct of their
functions?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %
>3 During Last FY 46.0 22.5 Yes 169.0 83.7
1-2 During Last FY 99.0 48.5 No 33.0 16.3
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 15.0 7.4 N/A 2.0 -
0 During Last 3 FY 44.0 21.6
Not Applicable 3.0 - T2 1

Total 207.0 100.0
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QUESTION 131-How often have reviews been made to determine that company employees
, . are informed of their responsibilities with respect to laws and regulations relating to their duties, e.g.,

anti-kickback, price fixing, bribery?
% PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

' , Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 47.0 23.2 Yes 163.0 80.7

1-2 During Last FY 89.0 43.8 No 39.0 19.3

0 Lst Yr->l Lst 3 FY 18.0 8.9 N/A 2.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 49.0 24.1
Not Applicable 2.0 Total 204.0 100.0

Total 205.0 100.0

QUESTION 132-How often have reviews been made to determine that company employees

are informed of their responsibilities with respect to certifications required in representations made to

the government?
PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 52.0 25.6 Yes 139.0 69.2
1-2 During Last FY 62.0 30.5 No 62.0 30.8

0 Lst Yr->I Lst 3 FY 10.0 4,9 N/A 3.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 79.0 38.9 T

Not Applicable 4.0 -Total 204.0 100.0

Total 207.0 100,0

QUESTION 133-How often have reviews been made to determine that company emptoyees

are informed of their responsibilities with respect to the need for complying with military security
regulations?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 26.0 13.6 Yes 122.0 62.9

1-2 During Last FY 75.0 39.3 No 72.0 37.1
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst 3 FY 12.0 6.3 N/A 10.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 78.0 40.8
Not Applicable 16.0 -

Total 207.0 100.0

• \QUESTION 134-How often have tests been made to determine that training sessions are held

to maintain the appropriate level of employee awareness of the sensitive items mentioned in

questions 129 through 133?
PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

=-',- Count % Count %

>3 During Last FY 24.0 11.9 Yes 130.0 67.7

1-2 During Last FY 82.0 40.8 No 62.0 32.3

0 Lst Yr->l Lst 3 FY 10.0 5.0 N/A 11.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 85.0 42.3T2
Not Applicable 6.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0
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QUESTION 135-How often have tests been made to determine that new employees are
indoctrinated in these areas?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count Count

>3 During Last FY 28.0 13.8 Yes 142.0 71.0
1-2 During Last FY 81.0 39.9 No 58.0 29.0
0 Lst Yr->I Lst 3 FY 12.0 5.9 N/A 4.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 82.0 40.4 Total 204.0 100.0
Not Applicable 4.0 -T

Total 207.0 100.0

QUESTION 136-How ofter have tests been made to determine that written evidence is
available to reflect su( h training?

PLANNED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986
Count % Count

>3 During Last FY 18.0 9.5 Yes 125 0 66.8
1-2 During Last FY 52.0 27.5 No 62.0 33.2
0 Lst Yr->1 Lst iFY 13.0 6.9 N/A 17.0 -

0 During Last 3 FY 106.0 56.1
Not Applicable 17.0 -T

Total 206.0 100.0

QUESTION 137- To what organizational QUESTION 139-Are time limits and
leve1s) are regulr audit reports directed? follow-up procedures established tor responses
(Circle all that appl. ) to audit findings and recommendations?

(runt % Count %

Chief Executive Officer 74.0 36.1 Yes 199.0 96.6
Chief Financial Officer 152.0 7 .1 No 4.0 1.9
Chief Operating Officer 100.0 48.8 Other 3.0 1.5
All Levels Req'ng Act. 162.0 79.0 Total 206.0 100.0
Other 63.0 30.7

Total Respondents 205.0 100.0
Total Responses 551.0 QUESTION 140-Who has the

responsibility for follow-up on replies to

internal audit reports?

QUESTION 138-Are auditees permitted
to respond to internal audit findings and Count %
recommendations? The Audit Group 157.0 76.6

Chief Financial Officer 15.0 7.3
Count Chief Executive Officer 4.0 2.0

Yes 195.0 94.7 Other 29.0 14.1
No 0.0 0.0 None 0.0 0.0
Other 11.0 5.3 T

TotaT 205.0 100.0
Total1 206.0 100.0
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*QUESTION 141 -Who acts as mediator QUESTION 144-External to the
and decision maker if disagreement occurs company, to whom are working papers and
between the audit report and the responsible other documentary support made available
entity? when requested? (Circle all that are

appropriate.)
Count %

Above Ch. Exec. Officer 31.0 15.3 Count %
Chief Executive Officer 42.0 20.7 Co.'s Outside CPAs 184.0 89.8
Chief Financial Officer 67.0 33.0 DCAA 93.0 45.4
None 5.0 2.5 IRS 29.0 14.1
Other 58.0 28.6 SEC 11.0 5.4

Toal20.0 10. Others 35.0 17.1
Ttl230100 None 10.0 4.9

Total Respondents 205.0 100.0

QUESTION 142- To whom are the auditToaRepns36.
reports and supporting working papers and
documents made available internally? (Circle
all that are appropriate.) QUESTION 145-If an irregularity is

detected by internal auditors, to whom is the
Count % finding disclosed? (Circle all that are

Audit Committee 94.0 46.1 appropriate.)
All Levels of Management 63.0 30.9
All Super. Levels & Up 25.0 12.3 Count %/
In-house Counsel 119.0 58.3 Employees 39.0 19.0
Corp. Int. Audit Staff 146.0 71.6 The Resp. Supervisor 105.0 51.2
Other 74.0 36.3 Higher Level Mgt. 164.0 80.0

Total Respondents 204.0 100.0 I-os~usl160 6.
TtlRsoss510Ext. Investigation 29.0 14.1
Totl esones52.0Audit Committee 76.0 37.1

Other 64.0 31.2

QUESTION 143- To which of the Total Respondens 205.010.
following external groups are audit reportsToaRepns61.
available when requested? (Circle all that are
appropriate.)

Count %

Co.'s Outside CPAs 194.0 94.6
DCAA 137.0 66.8
IRS 42.0 20.5

qSEC 14.0 6.8
Others 38.0 18.5
None 2.0 1.0

0Total Respondents 205.0 100.0
*Total Responses 427.0
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QUESTION 146- To whom is the QUESTION 148-Does the company have
responsiblity for investigating suspected an officially appointed ombudsman?

. irregularities or violations of last normally
assigned? Count %

Yes 41.0 20.1
Count % No 163.0 79.9

Internal Audit Staff 15.0 74 Total 204.0 100.0
Corp. Investigators & Auditors 84.0 41.2
Corp. Internal Auditors 24.0 11.8
In-house Counsel 50.0 24.5
External Counsel 0.0 0.0 QUESTION 149-Does the company have
Other 31.0 15.2 a hot line for use by employees in reporting

Total 204.0 100.0 suspected improprieties?

Count %
Yes 58.0 28.6
No 145.0 71.4

QUESTION 147-After examining the Total 203.0 100.0
facts of a violation, whom does the company

advise? (Circle all that are appropriate.)
Count % QUESTION 150-If the answer to question

In-house Counsel 164.0 80.0 149 is yes, are the allegations received over the

External Counsel 59.0 28.8 hot line explored and investigated by any of the
Government Agency 138.0 67.3 following? (Circle all that are appropriate.)
Other Authorities 54.0 26.3
Other 70.0 34.1 Count %

*.. None of the Above 3.0 1.5 Internal Audit 50.0 79.4
", " T eAd Hoc Committee 19.0 30.2

Total Respondents 205.0 100.0 In-house Counsel 51.0 81.0
TtlRsoss 480Ombudsman 21 .0 33.3

Other 35.0 55.6

Total Respondents 63.0 100.0
Total Responses 176.0

r.
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ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.

711 LOU ISIANA

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002
-~~,(7),3) 2.37 -2 32,3

February 25, 1986

To The President's Blue Ribbon Commission
On Defense Management

We have completed our study of Government auditing and other oversight of

defense contractors. Pursuant to our agreement dated December 16, 1985, the study
consisted principally of field visits to 15 major defense contractors throughout
the United States and interviews with several Government representatives. Each of
the contractor and Government representatives with whom we met was helpful and we
are appreciative of their cooperation and the courtesies extended to us.

The accompanying report sets forth our findings and recommendations. During
*the course of our work, we talked with many knowledgeable individuals and reviewed

supporting documentation they made available to us. The recommendations contained
in this report represent largely a composite of the principal recommendations and

* observations offered by the individual contractors and Government representatives
with whom we visited. We evaluated all recommendations received, together with

* the related supporting data, and have included only those recommendations we
consider to be reasonable and likely, if properly implemented, to improve the
overall efficiency and effectiveness of the Government's auditing and other
oversight of defense contractors.

We appreciate this opportunity to be of assistance to the President's Blue
Ribbon Commission on Defense Management and would be pleased to meet with the

Commission or its staff to further discuss our findings and recommendations.

Very truly yours,
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION be the principal reasons for this lack of
coordination:

This report presents the results of a study of
government auditing and other oversight of An apparent reluctance by individual audit or
defense contractors. The study is based oversight organizations to place reliance
principally on information obtained during field upon each other's work;
visits to 1 5 major defense contractors and An apparent unwillingness of organizations
nterviews with several government to share information;

representatives. Lack of centralized oversight coordination;
The results of the study indicate that Inadequate advance planning by the

duplication in the oversight process is agencies or organizations involved;
extensive. Changes are clearly required to Inconsistencies between agencies and
enhance efficiency and reduce costs to both organizations with respect to
contractors and the government. While the interpretations of contractual or other
contractors expressed concern about this, each requirements and results of audits and
acknowledged the need for a reasonable level reviews; and
of auditing and other oversight in the Lack of a clear definition of each agency's or
procurement process and accepts that as a organization's audit or oversight
condition of doing business with the responsiLiJities.
government.

2. Deterioration of the Contracting
RESULTS OF CONTRACTOR Officer's Authority
FIELD VISITS Deterioration of the contracting officer's

authority as the government's team leader
The major causes of duplicative, together with an apparent increase in the

overlapping, or inefficient government auditing Defense Contract Audit Agency's (DCAA's)
and other oversight noted during our study are: authority appears to be a principal cause of the

duplication and inefficiency in the audit and

*1. Lack of Coordinated Government oversight process. The contractors attribute
Approach to Oversight much of this problem to Department of Defense

(DoD) Directive 7640.2, which limits the
The most serious issue we noted is ain contracting officer's authority to independently

apparent Iick of coordination and resolve DCAA audit recommendations and
communication among, and occasionally requires that deviations from those
within, responsible government agencies or recommendations be justified by the
organizations. This problem is so pervasive that contracting officer. Contractors see
it underlies, and may be a principal cause of, administrative contracting officers (ACOs) as
the other auditing and oversight problems reluctant to take a position contrary to DCAA
identified by this study. The following appear to because of concern about being subjected to
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criticism. The net effect of this situation is a that spanned a two year period from the date

procurement environment fraught with the proposal was submitted to negotiation of
indecision, delays, and unnecessary and costly the final price. Situations such as these also
disputes. create problems for contractors in their dealings

3. The "Blanket" Approach to Audits contractors to a greater risk of inadvertent
and Oversight defective pricing.

S.The government appears unwilling in 5. Expanding Scope of DCAA Activities
many cases to give adequate consideration to:
(1 ) a contractor's past performance; (2) DCAA's increasing involvement in
favorable results of prior and ongoing reviews nonfinancial areas such as operational auditing
of the contractor's operations and systems; and and compensation and insurance reviews
(3) cost/benefit analyses in determining the appears to be contributing to overlap and
nature, timing, and extent of its audit or other duplication in the oversight process. The
oversight activities. In effect, the government contractors noted that inefficiencies and
seems to use very standardized or "blanket" increased costs resulting from this duplication
approaches to many audit or oversight of effort are compounded by what they
functions. The same procedures, tests, and perceive to be a lack of technical competence
reviews are performed year after year at each as well as a poor definition of objectives by
contractor location apparently without regard DCAA personnel when performing work in
to the internal controls that are in place or the nonfinancial areas. On the other hand, a DCAA
magnitude of the potential costs and benefits representative indicated that as long as DCAA
involved. It seems that the same work is is responsible for evaluating the
performed irrespective of risk or the results of "reasonableness" of costs charged to the
prior reviews, government, it is justified in reviewing and

evaluating those aspects of a contractor's

4. Multiple Proposals and Other operations that may have a bearing on the
Delays in the Negotiation Process reasonableness of its costs. In so doing, DCAA

will seek the technical advice and assistance of
The often lengthy time period that elapses other members of the procurement team as it

*between submission of a proposal and final deems appropriate. He noted, however, that
agreement on price appears to be a significant there is a difference of opinion within DCAA as
factor contributing to duplicative or inefficient to its appropriate level of involvement in
auditing and other oversight. In many cases, operational auditing.
months may go by, during which time the
government may change quantities or 6. Post-award Audits
specifications, quotes may go "stale," labor
rates may change, etc. These changes generally Several contractors noted that the number
require that the contractor submit an updated and intensity of post-award audits conducted by
proposal, and each updated proposal starts a the government has increased over the last two
new audit cycle in which the unchanged as years and they see no relief in sight. Since the
well as the revised data are audited. The principal objective of these audits is to identify
contractors surveyed indicated that the average instances of defective pricing, contractors are
proposal is updated three times. One compelled to devote significant resources to
contractor cited a proposal that was updated 1 5 supporting the organizations performing these
times and another cited a recent procurement reviews to minimize misunderstandings and
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erroneous conclusions which may lead to for all contractors (responsibility for which was
serious, though unwarranted, problems recently given to DCAA) and for coordination
including suspension, debarment, and possibly of all auditing and other oversight activities at
criminal prosecution. In short, post-award contractor locations. Further study is required to
audits are a time-consuming and costly exercise determine how best to implement this
for most contractors and these p,,blems are recommendation and the following should be
compounded by the introduction of duplication among the points considered:

" and inefficiency into the process.
0 The Inspector General (IG) and the military

PRINCIPAL LAWS AND investigative services have certain oversight

REGULATIONS responsibilities that clearly require their
independence from the contracting officer.

The principal laws and regulations While this independence should not be

governing the audit and oversight process compromised, these organizations should be

overlap in some respects as they relate to the required to coordinate their activities with
respect to individual contractors to the

designated functions and responsibilities of the maximum extent possible. Consideration
primary agencies and organizations involved in should therefore be given to establiohing a

the process; however, those laws and formal mechanism within Do[ for

regulations do not appear to be a primary cause falan thi do.

_J of duplication and inefficiency. In fact, the f DCAA's role in relation to the contracting
F d e ra F A c q u is itio nm e g lt io (DF A R ) a ndsc ri e I rC r e i e e xi s ti n to eg at o ns t ha t
Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) and the officer should be more clearly defined.

poDiie Fad spple n (d FA res r c r i beig n Irrespective of existing regulations that
policies and procedures for coordinating and provide for DCAA to serve the contracting
controlling DoD's activities in connection with officer in an advisory capacity, our study
field pricing support and monitoring indicates that DCAA has, in practice,

contractors' costs, both of which are asm a r c has c tice
subjct o ths stdy. assumed a role which has contributed toa

particularly relevant to the sdiminution of the contracting officer's
The problem appears to be that DoD is not authority and his or her willingness to make
following its own regulations, or at least these independent decisions contrary to the

regulations are not operating effectively, recommendations of DCAA. In this

connection, the appropriateness of DoD
RECOMMENDATIONS AND Directive 7640.2 should be reevaluated.
COMMENTS * Although we believe the principal laws and

regulations mandating the activities of the
In view of our findings as summarized major oversight organizations are not a

above, the following recommendations and primary cause of duplication and
comments are offered for the Commission's inefficiency, they may be a contributing
consideration: factor. For example, DCAA's charter to

I . The contracting officer's position as review a contractor's "general business
leader of the government's team in all dealings practices and procedures" as provided for in
with the contractor should be reaffirmed. Strong DoD Directive 5105.36 creates ample
leadership at the AC() and corporate opportunity for DCAA's activities to overlap

- l.: administrative contracting officer (CACO) level those of the [efense Contract Administration

is essential. Accordingly, the contract ing Services )DCAS), or one of the other
officer should be responsible for, among other oversight agencies. (n the other hand

things, the determination of final overhead rates DCAS' responsibility for determining
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"allowability of costs" appears to overlap The mechanics of this proposed process
DCAA's assigned responsibilities. DoD require further study.
should consider clarifying the responsibilities
of DCAA and the various contract 2. Based on the results of this study, it
administration organizations, particularly appears that the requirements of DFARS
with respect to matters such as operational Subparts 15.8 and 42.70 with respect to the
auditing and compensation and insurance conduct and coordination of DoD activities
reviews, which were frequently noted areas related to field pricing support and monitoring
of concern to contractors. In this regard, FAR contractors' costs are not being followed, or at
42.302 specifically cites reviews of least they are not operating effectively. These
contractors' compensation structures and requirements do, however, address many of the
insurance plans as contract administration concerns expressed by the contractors
functions; however, DCAA perceives the surveyed. For example, they require DoD to
need to delve into these areas to determine give appropriate consideration to (a) the
the reasonableness of compensation and contractor's past performance; (b) effectiveness

', insurance costs. This apparent conflict needs of the contractor's existing system of internal
to be resolved. One solution may be to administrative and accounting controls; and (c)
assign sole responsibility for all matters cost/benefit analyses in determining the nature,
related to compensation and insurance, timing, and extent of audit or other review
including reasonableness of the related costs, activities. DoD should assess the adequacy of
to a single DoD organization. its compliance with the provisions of DFARS

. Closely related to and perhaps inseparable Subparts 15.8 and 42.70 and take corrective
from the need to clarify individual agency action as necessary.
auditing and oversight responsibilities is the The policies, procedures, and practices of
need to evaluate the day-to-day working all auditing and other oversight agencies with
relationships between auditing and other respect to planning, organizing, and controlling
oversight organizations with particular their activities should be reevaluated. This
emphasis on (1) the degree of reliance each reevaluation must give due consideration to the
places, or should place, on the work of the individual goals and charters of each of the
others; and (2) the extent to which the agencies as well as the usefulness of their
agencies share information. Several prescribed auditing and other oversight
contractors cited the need for greater procedures. For example, the IG and the
cooperation between government agencies General Accounting Office (GAO) have
in these respects as being essential to different missions than do DCAA and DCAS.
reducing duplication and inefficiency in the The principal purpose of this reevaluation
oversight process. Problems in these areas would be to identify ways of improving the
could be at least partially alleviated by effectiveness of these organizations in
requiring the establishment of a formal data achieving their objectives while minimizing the
base of contractor information under the cost to the government and disruption to the
control of either the local ACO or the CACO contractor's operations. The latter problem,
who, in connection with his or her while of obvious concern to contractors,
responsibilities for coordinating all auditing represents a substantial hidden cost to the
and other oversight activities with respect to government inasmuch as contractors have
a contractor, would control the maintenance reportedly increased their staffs and incurred
and distribution of all contractor related substantial amounts of other expenses in
information and its distribution to the response to intensified oversight activities.
respective audit or other oversight agencies. These higher costs, in part, have been or will be
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passed on to the government through higher government on contractors' internal control
contract prices. Further, duplicative and systems where past history and other factors
inefficient auditing and other oversight activity indicate such reliance is warranted.
adds little, if anything, to the quality of the
products being procured by the government, 4. DoD should reevaluate policies and
and may actually divert contractor attention practices with respect to postaward audits to
from such critical matters, ensure that (a) duplication between agencies

3. DoD should reevaluate the negotiation and organizations in the performance of these
process to identify waso euigteeasd audits is eliminated or minimized; (b)

time between submission of contractors'aprritcosdainisgvnocs/
proposals and final agreement on contract benefit analyses in determining the nature,
price. Delays in this process contribute to timing, and extent of such reviews; (c)
duplicative and inefficient auditing and other appropriate consideration is given to the
oversight because contractors are required to contractor's past performance and results of
update their proposals on multiple occasions prior and ongoing audits and reviews; and (d)

f.. ~~~and each update starts a new audit cycle inpotwrreisaecmltdonaiey
w which the unchanged as well as the changed basis, say within one year after contract award.
data are audited. The following are some 5. The general relationship between
suggestions to expedite contract negotiations: cnrcosadtegvrmn ed ob

* The government should better define improved for the benefit of the procurement
contract requirements before issuing a process. While this situation will be difficult to
request for proposal. This is particularly true resolve, the following general
with respect to quantities which, if not well recommendations may prove helpful:
defined, may change several times and * Individual contractor and government
necessitate multiple subcontractor quotes personnel should strive for a relationship
which have to be obtained by the contractor characterized by a "healthy skepticism"
and then audited or reviewed by the rather than animosity and antagonism.
government. * Every effort should be made by both

* Government audits and reviews of updated contractors and the government to improve
proposals should be limited solely to the their communication and reduce the level of
revised data submitted by contractors. "1gamesmanship" in their dealings with each
Reauditing unchanged data is duplicative, other.
inefficient, and generally unnecessary. 0 The government must be careful not to foster

0 Responsibility for the price analysis of a the perspective among contractors that it
contractor's proposal should be centralized believes every contractor intentionally
in one organization or agency. The engages in cost mischarging, defective
individual(s) performing the analysis should pricing, and other such practices.
be part of the government negotiation team 0 The government needs to closely monitor the
so that his or her insight can be brought scope of its audits and other oversight
directly to bear during the negotiation activities to ensure that the work is properly
process. planned, its personnel are technically

0 The government's audits and reviews of both competent for their assigned tasks, and
initial and updated proposals should be (luplication and inefficiency are minimized.
properly planned and coordinated to avoid
duplication of effort between agencies. 6. There should be a moratorium on the
Greater reliance should be placed by the issuance of new lproc urement laws arid
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regulations affecting defense contractors for a suggesting that the proposed system be an exact
period of perhaps two ycarS until the prudence replica of that concept. !nstead, we recommend
and effectiveness of present and proposed rules that DoD, or preferably a joint task force
and regulations can be fully evaluated, comprised of DoD and industry personnel, take

a "fresh look" at possible methods of
7. The basic framework of the entire categorizing or "qualifying" contractors.

auditing and oversight process should be We recognize this recommendation will be
reevaluated with a view toward establishing a difficult to implement. Major challenges to
system by which contractors are classified implementation will relate to the definition,
according to specified and measurable criteria application, and monitoring of compliance
for the purpose of determining the extent to with the qualification criteria. The initial
which they wvill be subject to government classification of contractors will be particularly
oversight. Under this system, the government difficult. Moreover, many of the matters
would adjust the scope of its oversight activities discussed elsewhere in this report will impact
for individual contractors to respond to the on the feasibility of the recommendation.
level of risk identified. While conceptually this However, given the extensive overlap,

*recommendation i-s reminiscent of the now duplication, and inefficiency present in the
defunct Contractor Weighted Average Share in auditing and oversight process today, this
Cost Risk CWAS concept, we are not fundamental change is worthy of consideration.
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II. OBJECTIVE AND CONDUCT OF THE STUDY

STUDY OBJECTIVE and oversight processes to identify areas, if any,
of potential duplication or overlap.

The objective of this study was to assist the
President's Blue Ribbon Commission on
Defense Management in determining whether
and to what extent government auditing and Sixteen contractors were invited to
other oversight of defense contractors is participate in the study, one of which declined.
operating effectively or is duplicative or The contractors were selected judgmentally
inefficient. In particular, the Commission and represent companies performing
requested our conclusions concerning the substantial work for the Army, Navy, Air Force,
appropriateness of the overall design of current Marines, and Defense Logistics Agency. The
government auditing and other oversight chairman or president of the parent company of
efforts, and the prudence, utility, and necessity each contractor received a letter from the
of any duplication identified. chairman of the Commission soliciting the

'-A contractor's participation in the study. Upon
the contractor's agreement to participate,

CONDUCT OF THE STUDY designated contractor personnel were
contacted by a representative of Arthur

Overview Andersen & Co., the purpose of the study was
further explained, and a field visit was

The study was divided into two basic scheduled. We requested that each contractor
projects which were performed concurrently. be prepared to discuss the nature and extent of
The principal project consisted of (1) evaluating their government auditing and other oversight
information obtained during field visits to a activities (luring at least the prior 18 months
limited number of defense contractors located and their recommendations for improving the
throughout the United States, and (2) interviews, oversight process.
with Department of Defense (DoD) personnel As a condition precedent to contractor
representing the contract administration participation in the survey, and pursuant to our
function, including the Defense Contract agreement with the Commission, individual
Administration Services (DCAS), the Defense contractor responses will be kept confidential.
Contract Audit Agency (DCAA), and the Accordingly, neither the Commission nor its
Inspector General (IG). The second project staff have been informed of those individual
consisted of a review of the principal laws and responses and this report is written so as to
regulations mandating government auditing preserve that confidentiality.

9.
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*: III. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INTRODUCTION the government. They feel the current auditing
and oversight activities add little value to the

Tindins sndecomendationde es niore d i t procurement process and, in fact, unnecessarily
findings and recommendations summarized in add to the cost of procurement. The principal

Section I. Because the principal objective of the problem areas we noted are des ribed below,

study was to determine whether and to what together with some specific exampbles of

extent current government auditing and other duplication, overlap, and inefficiency cited by

oversight processes are operating efficiently, the contractors participating in the study.

the results of our contractor field visits are

presented first and are followed by a discussion Lack of a Coordinated Government
of the principal laws and regulations governing Approach to Oversight
those processes. Finally, the recommendations The most serious issue we noted is the
resulting from the study are presented for the The mst seiof issue ndCommission's consideration, apparent lack of coordination and

communication among, and occasionally
within, responsible government agencies or

RESULTS OF CONTRACTOR organizations. This problem appears to be so

FIELD VISITS pervasive that it underlies, and may be a
principal cause of, many of the other auditing

Overview and oversight problems cited by the contractors

Our study indicates that all of the 15 rand discussed later in this report. The following

contractors surveyed have been subject to are some of the exanples cited by contractors

duplicative, overlapping, and inefficient as indicative of poor coordination and
activities, communication in the government's conduct ofgovernment auditing and oversight itaacitaivvesihtacivtis

The amount of duplication and overlap varies

from contractor to contractor. While most DCAS and DCAA periodically review
matters of concern relate to DCAA, DCAS, and the contractor's data processing systems. The
the procuring agencies, several instances were reviews are performed separately and appear
noted of apparent dupli(ation and inefficiency to the contractor not to be coordinated.
involving the IG and the General Accounting Further, the contractor has noted what
Office (GAO). Changes are clearly required to appears to be outright animosity between the
enhance efficiency and reduce costs to both two agencies. The contractor estimates that
contractors and the government. 70 to 80 percent of the information requested

Each contractor surveyed acknowledged during these reviews is duplicative.
the need for a reasonable level of auditing and Representatives of both agencies request
oversight in the procurement process and copies of the same data and the contractor
accepts that as a (ondition of doing business believes the volume of information it is
with the government. However, the required to provide is usually more than
overwhelming consensus of the contractors was could ever be assimilated by the auditor.
that the conduct of the process must le
improved for the sake of both contractors and The contractor also noted that separate
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cost review-, were recently performed by both that the cost of responding to all of these
D( A and a "should-cost team" from one of requests has exceeded $1,000,000. In the
the pro( uring agencies and that the same process, the contractor's staff issigned to
reords were reviewed by both groups. The respond to spare parts investigations grew
(ontra(t i percc ives these re, iews as from 24 people in January 1985 to 43 people
indicative of poor comm nication and lack in (ctober 1985.
ot (oord.. ation among agencies, partic. ularly
,inc' the proc uring organization is The (ontractor also identified 11
preumablv the ultimate user of the separate reviews of its personnel and
information, administration functions over a two year

period by at least nine different agencies or
The I )efen,,e Logi,,tI(t, Ageno. , I[)LA) organizations. Vhe timing of these reviews

require, the ( ontrat tor's spare parts was largely overlapping and the
proposal,, to be evaluated Oin a "line-iteml' organizations performing the reviews
ba,,t, to erIsure ' Unit pri( e integritv." [)(AA frequently requestr'd the same data.
has taken e,(eption to the use of this
te( hnicuC. Con,,equently, the contra tor had Both the Defense Investigative Service
to alter it, estinating techniclue, and i,, now (DIS) and the National Security Agency (NSA)
required to prepare and support its spare perform security audits at the contractor's
parts, proposal, in two different ways solely to plants. If DIS begins its audit shortly after
sati,,t the confli(ting requirements of these NSA has completed its work, DIS accepts the
tv) agent Ie,,. result,, of the NSA review. In contrast, NSA
the-"refuses to rely oil the work of DIS and

The ( intrac tor noted that even though reaudits the (ontra.tor, even if DIS has just
the administrative ()ntracting ofti. er (AC( )) recently ( ompleted its work.
rev((e ,s It', pur( haing ,yst(,n on a quarterly
basi,,, DCAA re(entlv performed a Further, the contractor noted that the
( )nlprehen,,ive review of the ( ontra( tor',, )efense C(intract Administrative Services

pur( hasing ,vtem. During the seven month Management Area and the Small Business
period DCAA required to (omplete its Administration both nerform , "small
review, the quarter, review,, by the AC() Business/Minority Business Compliance
(ntinued. lust prior to our field % i,,it, the Review" every year at every plant even
(o)ntra( t)r wa,, notified that ,till another though the pro( edures at each plant are the
agen v wvili review it, pur( haing ,y,,terl. ,ame. [he ( ontractor ( onsiders these reviews
The ( ontra( t()r hel''this latter review wa,, to be I ineffi( icrt from both its own and the
Creqiesie'd by the AC) but D(AA',, review government's per,,)ective, as well as at least

v,&, (lone independentlv without partially (up)li( atiVe of the work performed
* . o(()Ordination through the A( () and, by the l)efense (ontra( t Administrative

(rneqLeItlv, was ,it least partially Servi( es Region ()( ASR) during its annual
dupli( ative and ineffi( ient. review of the ( ontra( tor',, pro( urei(ent

',,tm .
£ The ( ontram to)r ha, re(eived g(vernment

reque',t, for data related to over 1 MO,() ,pare ( )ne fi the military ,ervio(', performed a
p ,arts sn((, the begirnnlog of 198. 1 he "',houl(-( o,,t review" that (overed several
re(Luests have (one from ,evcra ageno ies o )r as,)e( ts of th(' contra(tor, operations,
organi/atiorn, and many i)f the requ('st,( v nM iing ( o)mps(,ation, data processing,
been dtUplic ai tIVC. I he o otnra( tor (,,,IItmI, and plant rearrangnm'nt. With respect to
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compensation, the review duplicated a An apparent unwillingness of
compensation review performed less than a organizations to share information;
year earlier by DCASR. In the data processing Lack of centralized oversight coordination

. area, the review duplicated work performed (see comments below regarding the role
*,-: in other DCASR reviews, including several of the contracting officer);

studies of equipment cost and utili7ation. Inadequate advance planning by the
agencies or organizations involved;

One contractor has been visited by more Inconsistencies between agencies and
than 20 fact finding and "should-cost review" organizations with respect to
teams in connection with one program interpretations of contractual or other
during an 18 month period. In total, these requirements and results of audits and
reviews involved over 200 visitors to the reviews; and
contractor's plant for an average of five days Lack of a clear definition of each agency's
at a time. In total, during this same 18 month or organization's audit or oversight
period, government personnel involved in responsibilities.
auditing and other oversight activity,
excluding the 200 resident government audit Deterioration of the Contracting

-, personnel, spent over 70,000 man-days at Officer's Authority
the contractor's plant.

Deterioration of the contracting officer's
The buying organization and a prime authority as the government's team leader

contractor conducted a joint contractor together with an apparent increase in DCAA's
operations review (COR) at the contractor's authority appears to be a principal cause of the
plant. The COR duplicated a "pre-COR" duplication and inefficiency in the audit and
previously conducted independently by the oversight process. There is a perception among
prime contractor, as well as product control contractors that DCAA is marching to its own
center reviews conducted on an ongoing drummer, who may or may not be playing the
basis by the plant ACO. The contractor same tune as the rest of the government. The
observed that neither the buying organization contractors believe that the principal cause of
nor the prime contractor was interested in the this problem is DoD Directive 7640.2, dated
results of the ACO's reviews. Further, it December 29, 1982, which limits the
appeared to the contractor that the ACO was contracting officer's authority to independently

J really the subject of the review, yet the resolve DCAA audit recommendations and
contractor was required to provide requires that deviations from those
substantial personnel support which was very recommendations be justified by the

", . 'disruptive to its operations. contracting officer. Contractors believe that the
practical, though perhaps not intended, result

Thee examples summarize representative of Directive 7640.2, has been a change in the
problems attributed by contrac tors to the lack of role of DCAA auditor from adviser to decision
coordination betwe('en gvernment agencies maker and negotiator. In this latter role,
and o)rgaini/ations vinlved in the audit and contractors see DCAA as generally inflexible
oer,,ight pro( ' I he prin ipal reasons ior thi, and ACOs as reluctant to take a position
la( k )t ( (r(lin.itiin ap )ear to be: contrary to DCAA because of concern about

being sublje(ted to criticism. The net effect of
An appicri n rILU( tr1( V I) iridi vidual audil this situation is a )rocurement environment

i. ; ,ar 'r' '" , I/at ens, to pla( f raught with inde( ision, delays, and
re. c. in i ,e ',( h d)thvr'-. "()rk Unne(essary and (ostly dispte,,s.
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A DCAS representative also saw the lead to the lack of coordination and efficiency
changing role of the contracting officer vis-a-vis in the audit and oversight process experienced
DCAA as a problem. He noted that, at times, by the contractors we surveyed.
contracting officers simply find it easier to "go
along" with DCAA than to challenge the The "Blanket" Approach to Audits and
auditor's position. This is precisely the

perception that many contractors have of the Oversight
contracting officer in today's environment. The government appears unwilling in

This same individual noted that DCAA is a many cases to give adequate consideration to:
vital member of the contracting officer's team; (11 a contractor's past performance; (2) results
however, DCAA's changing role is eroding the of prior and ongoing reviews of the contractor's
effectiveness of that team. He cited as an operations and systems; and (3) c ost/benefit
example DCAA's recently acquired authority to analyses in determining the nature, timing, and
determine final overhead rat's for all extent of its audit or othcr oversight ac tivities.
contractors. He considers this change to t)e In effect, the government seems to use very
counterproductive because it takes authority standardized or "blanket" approaches to many
away from the team, which he believes can do audit or oversight functions. The same
a more effective job than DCAA can do alone, procedures, tests, and reviews are performed

In contrast, while acknowledging that the year after year at each contractor lo(ation,
contracting officer's authority has indeed apparently without regard to the internal
deteriorated over the past few vears, a DCAA controls that are in place or the magnitude of
representative noted that the shift in power was the potential costs and benefits involved. It
principally from the AC() at the plant level to seems that the same work is performed
higher level management in the government irrespective of risk or the results of prior
procurement organization and not to DCAA. reviews. Some contractors believe that once
He stated that ACOs are now more accountable issues such as spare parts pricing or quality
to the management of their own organization control are identified as problems at one or a
and, accordingly, they have to do a better job few contractors, the government tends to
than they did in the past of justifying their overreact and other contractors are subjected to
decisions. Thus, in his view, it is now more intensified and repetitive reviews that are
difficult for the ACO to simply accept the unwarranted in their circumstances. The
contractor's position on a parti(ular matter just following are some of the examples (ited l)v the
because it is the easiest thing to do. contractors we surveyed:

This same individual stated that DCAA
should be under no (onstraint as to what it (an With respect to major program
say or challenge. He noted that DCAA's proposals, each year's program "buy" is
purpose is not to support the AC()'s looked at as if it were a new program. The
procurement objectives, but rather to protect government audits or reviews ea(h of the
the taxpayers' dollars. Accordingly, he sees contractor's proposals from "ground zero"
DCAA as having to be "independent" from both rather than focusing solely on program
contractors and contracting officers. If the two changes between years. The contractor
opposing government views presented above considers this process to be duplicative
are truly representative of the philosophies of and inefficient because its estimating and

[ DCAA and the government's procurement procurement systems are under ( onstant
organizations, it is not difficult to see how review by the government throughout the
internal disagreements, "turf battles," and lack year and comparable histori( al data are
of communication can occur, and how this can readily available.
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Both DCAS and DCAA perform Multiple Proposals and Other Delays in
complete audits of the contractor's quality the Negotiation Process
control, government property, and cost
schedule control systems each year. The The often lengthy time period that elapses
Scontractor feels the government is between submission of a proposal and final

unwilling to adjust its audit scopes in agreement on price appears to be a significant
consideration of prior favorable audit factor contributing to duplicative or inefficient

, •results and, consequently, the government auditing and oversight. In many cases, months
audits systems that have been operating may go by during which time the government
effectively for several years in the same may change quantities or specifications, quotes
manner and with the same intensity that it may go "stale," labor rates may change, etc.
audits new systems. The contractor These changes generally require that the
perceives this as costly and inefficient to contractor submit an updated proposal and
the government and clearly disruptive to its each updated proposal seems to start a new
own operations. audit cycle in which the unchanged as well as

the revised data are audited. The contractors
During an 18 month period, the surveyed indicated that the average proposal is

contractor estimates that it spent updated three times. One contractor cited a
approximately 9,600 man-hours proposal that was updated 15 times and
responding to 120 DCAA audit reports another cited a recent procurement that
which, when settled, had no cost impact., spanned a two year period from the date the
The (ontractor considers this indicative of proposal was submitted to negotiation of the
the DCAA's failure to give adequate final price.
attention to cost/benefit considerations in Revising, resubmitting, and auditing the

planning and performing its work. same basic proposal three, four, or more times

The contractor noted that when spare is inefficient and costly to the government and

parts pricing became a "hot topic," the the contractor. It also creates problems for the

DCAA, GAO, and IG each conducted contractor in its dealings with vendors and

separate reviews of its basic ordering subcontractors and exposes the contractor to a

agreement for spares. The contractor greater risk of inadvertent defective pricing.

considers the reviews to be clearly One contractor commented that it had, in

. duplicative and questions why they were effect, been told by subcontractors asked to

performed since it had no history of spare submit proposals, "When you and the

parts overpricing. government get serious, we'll get serious."
Contractors believe the number of required

A government task force reviewing changes to proposals could be minimized, and
spare parts pricing required the contractor the lag time between proposal submission and
to call a three hour meeting with agreement on price reduced, if the government
approximately 20 government and better defined the product or service in the
contractor personnel present to discuss original specifications and contract documents.
potential questions involving less than In addition, other inefficiencies and problems
$ 30,000. The contra(tor -onsidered this exist which contribute to costly and disruptive
disruptive, a waste of its own and the delays in the negotiation process. The following
government's time, and a matter that (ould are two examples:
easily have been handled by letter or
telephone, particularly in light of the The contra(tor loes business with
amounts involved, many subcontractors. Approximately 20 of
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these suhcontrat tor,, are also (ompetitors operations that may have a bearing on the
of the o )ntrac tor and thus (() not permit reasonableness of its costs. In so doing, DCAA
the prine (ontrator to audit their will seek the technical advice and assistance of
p proposals (i.e.. they (onsider their cost and other members of the procurement team as it
p pri( ing data to he proprietary). Although deems appropriate. However, he noted that
the A(() i,, well aware Ot this sitUation, the there is a difference of opinion within DCAA as
contrac.t or is ( (MtinUalhI required to go to its appropriate level of involvement in

' through a series of time-. on,uning steps operational auditing. In this regard, he
before the A() requests [)CAA to perform described a proposed approach under which
the audits. DCAA would conduct "probe" reviews to

identify areas where a full-scale operational
The (contrat or's proposals are audit would be cost beneficial. The contractor

reviewed by a DCAS pri. ing analvt who would then be responsible for completing the
provides an analysis to the pro( uring audit and submitting the results to DCAA and
agency for use in negotiation. The the ACO as a condition for receiving future
procuring agency's pricing analyst must contracts. The following are examples of

* * then "get up to speed" on the details of the situations in which the apparent expansion of
proposal and, even after supposedly doing DCAA's activities into nonfinancial areas has
so, is generally unable to make contributed to duplication and inefficiency:
independent negotiation decisions without
extensive telephone consultations with the DCAS and DCAA both evaluate items
DCAS pricing analyst who reviewed the such as production rates, yield factors, and
proposal initially. The contractor perceives learning curve assumptions supporting the
this review process as duplicative and contractor's pricing proposals. The
costly and believes that either DCAS or the contractor believes that DCAS has
procuring agency, but not both, should be demonstrated greater expertise in these
responsible for price analysis of proposals. judgmental and operational areas and that

DCAA's review of these items is of no

Expanding Scope of DCAA Activities value to the contractor or the government.
EpdgSpThis same contractor noted that it had

DCAA's in( reasing involvement in recently installed "state of the art"
nonfinancial areas such as operational auditing computer systems in certain nonfinancial

V. and compensation and insurance reviews areas of its operations. Nevertheless,
appears to be contributing to overlap and shortly thereafter, DCAA performed

Si. duplication in the oversight process. The reviews of those systems to see if potential
contractors noted that inefficiencies and cost savings were available. No
increased costs resulting from this duplication meaningful suggestions or benefits were
of effort are (ompounded by what they derived from the review and, given the
perceive to be a lac k of technic al competence advanced technology of the systems, the
as well as a poor definition of objectives by contractor considered the entire process a
DCAA personnel when performing work in waste of its time as well as the
nonfinancial areas. On the other hand, a DCAA government's.
representati,,e indi( ated that as long as DCAA
is responsible for evaluating the DCAA has started performing audits of
reasonablenes" ot (osts ( harged to :;ie the contractor's procedures related to

governmfnt, it is justified in reviewing and maintenance and calibration of test
evaluating those aspe(,ts of a ontra( tor', equipment and the repair, rework, and
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study is not intended to in( lde a regarding ontra( ts and subc ontrats to all
comprehensive analvsis of the legislati\e and )epartment of Defense (omponents

regulatory history of the c(ontracting pro( ess. responsi)le for pro( urement and (ontra(t

Instead, our objective is to highlight the administral ion. Ihese servi(( will be

principal laws and regulations, whi( h provided in ((onne(tion with negotiation,

significantly and directly affect the administrati)n, and settlement of (()ntra( ts

government's auditing and other oversight o and uN ontra ts.
2. Provie c ontract ,i auit ,,ervic( e, to other

defense contractors on a dav-to-dav basis, aid G. rovernm(nt agun i 
, 
a appropriate.

to identify areas in which those laws andG

regulations may contribute to overlap and Dire(tive 5 105.36 also describes DCAA's
duplication. We approach this task first from responsibilities and functions and provides, in

the perspective of the functions and part, that the Director of DCAA shall:

responsibilities of the primary agen pes and

organizations involved in the audit andI 1. ()rganite, direct, an(d manage the
oversight process. We then focus on several key DCAA and all resour( es assigned to the
provisions of the Federal Acquisition Regulation DCAA.
(FAR) that seem particularly relevant to the 2. Assist in achieving the obiective of

issues addressed in this studV. Finally we offer prudent (ontra(ting by providing DoD

some observations on the relationship of those offi( ials responsible for pro( urement and

laws and regulations to the overlap and contract administration with financial

duplication in the process as described by the information and advice on proposed or
existing (ontracts and contractors, as

contractors we surveyed. appropriate.

.3. Audit, examine and/or review

Government Auditing and Other contractors' and subcontractors' accounts,

Oversight Agencies records, documents, and other evidence;
systems of internal control; accounting,

The principal organizations responsible for costing, and general business practices and
DoD auditing and oversight activities include procedures; to the extent and in whatever

DCAA, DCAS, DoD-IG, and GAO. Eah of manner is considered necessary to permit

these organizations was established at a protper performance of the other functions

different time and assigned certain described in 4 through 12 below.
:r..,4. Examine reimbursement vouchers

responsibilities and functions. The following is rEeie retyrmcntracrs
a re isuso'o h s fn to s received directly from contractors .. .
Sa brief discussion of those functions. S. Provide advice and recommendations to

Defs Cprocurement and contract administration
SDefense Contract Audit Agency personnel on:

DCAA is a separate agency of DoD under a. A( ceptability of (osis incurred uniter

the direction, authority, and control of the redeterminable, incentive, and similar type
Assisant ontrac ts.
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller). It t tr

was established by DoD Directive 5 1 0. es6,timat of in( urret a

dated lune 9, 1965. That [)irective was renrimates of (st to be in( Urr( a,

replaced on June 8, 1978, by a new l)ire( tive, (. Adequa(y of finan ial or a(counting
also identified as 515). 10, whi( h describes the ispects oif (onlra(t provisioins.

DCAA's mission as follows: d. Adequa( v of (onlra( tors' a (ounting

and tInaman al management ,vstens,
1. Perform all ne( e sarv ( ontract audit for acleCua( v of (ontra( tors estimating

the Department of )efense andl proivide pro (,dlure,,, and adeua( vr of property

a(cunting and finan( ial advisorv servi( (, ontrls.
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0. Assist respon-sile p~ro( tireilleit Or DO[) 011)MIII 11,111nt ~.iI pRIC de LipOrI,
conltra'ct adlninistration ao. ti\ itie'. in) their within their rest)(, It\(e tieldl5 of

sl~jve of ileI)Ljt haingpro(Urenentrespnsiilit\ , tothe ire( lor, D( AA to

7.DeIart i t [)reoerts tonio so the Governmen rsoiblte n u ( [tnst attilie i
re ws i ~ lt.anaIeren le e . ring Uihries an AgniLo, . t h igitaiii
ifl\on~I\ifl(itr torkes til~a ston o r ui ) Pol, rnititii andi s( ottlii(i OhI itr
tinawng jan d eoning patokns, )'ili adi istrati ( Ah( "0th ae hsd o
pr oere or pra ther. appriioprr oetiiate onoet hl RI/ it SCr on 01s

re0.%Estats ads anain,.o liin (iirs a nnl\" n%, hth egtitin

a' dIappropriate at rnajor pro( Uing and
( ontrao.t administration oftti( es.
1t. Rev iew% General A(. (OUnting ( )ttiu Defense Contract Administration Services

reports and proposed responses theretoDASjpatothDeeeLosti
% hich involve signio tiant ( ontra( I or D'Si ato h ees oitI

contractor a( ti\ tlies foir the jtIirl)OSe Oit Agen v (I [)LA, whic h was estal ishedI bv Dot)
assuring the ' al i(fit\ (i appropriate Dire t lye 5i15.22 (lated] janUary 5) 11)77. That
txwrtinent tact( s ( ontaineil therein. [Dire( tive wAas replaL e(I Oii 11.nilC 8, 1 978, h\ a

II.In an ad\ isiirv ( apac it\ , attendl and new DI rec tive also dent tied ( a', 5 105. 22. T his
tiarti ipate, as appripriate, it) ( ontraL t Directive, with atta( hmetilts, is 2 I pages long
negoitiatioin and oither mieetings Jinj vi i( [I andI (les( rilbes numnerous funct ions to he
contra( t ((1st miatters. ididit repoirts, iir performied by tile Diretor, DL.A. DOCAS is no
related financ al miatters are Under spe( te(a lk nientionedI i tthe Dircreif\ e hutl
onsideratii n, in t.torniateit] prio (l to uIS bV a [)CAS

1 2. Providle assistan( e. as, reIUested, inI the reliresentat i\e (lu ring the (I Orse ot this StLiKIV
developm~ent of prik, urem-ent pliies andl

suflnilariies [)CAS' ni ission as t ilow\s:regulIat io(ns
I . Performn su Ii other fUnc tiiins as the

Assistant Seo retarv of Detense ji oitrtnller) To assure ( nt ra( tor ( ompIl iat.te with i. ost,
mnay tront timie toi time pres, rihe. dlelivers , tV( 1htli( 11l, (IliaIlitv, atI (ither

termis of the ( ont ra(.1
With respectI to DC AA's relationship to To a( ( ept pn mie ts Oin behal ItOf the

other components of [)D, Dire( tive 5105or. 30government: aiid
providles that: Ti) pay the ( oirtraL toir.

IIn the perfornian( ( ot his1 tLin( tuon. the AS itiljio. atedI I) the first ut the aIt(\ev
[Dire( ti, D( AA. hall: points, ( (mntra(: t adIniiiistratiiii is, a niatiur

a. \Maintain apipropiriate liaison w~ith rsosbh O (A.[XAi oehr\ t t
oither iiorflhinents oh the [ )of ), oither plneres entaililt iv oIliAS. AS(), e Ihe ,,ti t
agent es,, iii the I \C( Ltitiv Bran( h, and fie )I re es etratie ititi es ( )(I raS( Is atIIbu
( erierail A(i (Milling I )ttiu v fiir the ire ~imsaek 4i 0 ailiinseii iotr too atal)it 0
e-x( hanige ot iniirnition and priigrinis inllrxnaes4 ltne iirLtriLiiii
tie tielil ot &,isqnod responsibilities. where that 1111001 Ilimu isprtorniell p~rinipl by

l)y M-ike toll Use 0! Vstdhished the tiulitarv' serviL es, for examiple. Air IhOr( c
he Ilities. Plant Representative ()tti es ( At PR() Nas

lIii inijitirs idclwrtnwiuits anid other F'laint Representative (fi es (NA\'1 1 ( );and
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Army Plant Representative Offices (ARPRO). Administration, the National Aeronautics
These organizations are referred to collectively and Space Administration, the Small
in this report as ACOs. Business Administration, and the Veterans'

Directive 5105.22 describes contract Administration;
administration as including: 2. To provide leadership and coordination

and recommend policies for activities
.. ln laacutilization and designed (a) to promote economy,

dis.pslnt caraine tris efficiency, and effectiveness in the
admispslontra cto in gvemntrnis e administration of, and (b) to prevent and

property, financial analysis, review of dtc ru n bs n uhporm
contractor management systems, price and and operations; and
cost analysis (excluding examination of3. To provide a means for keeping the
contractor's financial records), Othead of the establishment and the Congress

*convenience termination settlements, small fully and currently informed about
* ~business and economic utilization, problems and deficiencies relating to the

negotiation of contract changes pursuant to admnsration ofd she presitogrm and
.'. -. ~.the changes clause, determination of pratios and crete ecsitond

allowability of cost, and such other pors fcretv cin
functions as are delegated. The 1983 Defense Authorization Act

Contract administration duties are also (Public Law 97-252) provided for establishment
enumerated in Subpart 42.3 of the FAR. In of the DoD-IC. By design, the DoD-IC is

'C.. toal, he AR nd te DD FR Supleent independent from the agency it monitors. In
(DFARS) describe more than 70 functions that anlddin thoe dutte ad I reposibilitiesd
are the responsibility of the cognizant contract icue nteAt h o-Ci moee
administration office (CAO) or that may be under Public Law 97-252 Title XI of the United
performed by the CAG if authorized by the States Code, Section I111 7(c) to:

procuring organization.
1. Be the principal adviser to the Secretary
of Defense for matters relating to the

SInspector General prevention and detection of fraud, waste

Public Law 95-452, "Inspector General Act and abuse in the programs and operations
of 1978" (the Act) established Offices of of the department;

Inspcto Geera (OG) wthi 12fedral2. Initiate, conduct, and supervise such
Insvi ctor agenes.ra (GI )awthn 12beyo dteral op audits and investigations in the

civiianagenies Fo reaonsbeynd te sopeDepartment of Defense (including military
of this study, an GIG for DoD was initially not departments) that the Inspector General
established. The purpose of the GIG as stated in considers appropriate;
the Act is as follows: 3. Provide policy direction for audits and

investigations relating to fraud, waste and
1. To conduct and supervise audits and abuse, and program effectiveness;

Ninvestigations relating to programs and 4. Investigate fraud, waste and abuse
J:?operations of the Department of uncovered as a result of other contract and
-* 'Agriculture, the Department of Commerce, internal audits, as the Inspector General

the Department of Housing and Urban considers appropriate;
*Development, the Department of Interior, 5. Develop policy, monitor and evaluate
~. -. the Department of Labor, the Department program performance, and provide
<%of Transportation, the Community Services guidance with respec t to all department

%Administration, the Environmental activities relating to crim-inal investigation
%V.,Protection Agency, the General Services program,,;
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6. Monitor and evaluate the adherence of 4. Make an investigation and report
* department auditors to internal audit, ordered by either House of Congress or a

contract audit, and internal review committee of Congress having jurisdiction
principles, policies and procedures; over revenue, appropriations, or
7. Develop polic,, evaluate program expenditures; and
performance, and monitor actions taken 5. Give a committee of Congress having
by all components of the department in jurisdiction over revenue, appropriations,
response to contract audits, internal or expenditures the help and information
audits, internal rexew reports, and audits the committee requests.
conducted by the Comptroller General of
the United States: Federal Acquisition Regulation
8. Request assistance as needed from
other audit, inspection, and investigative The two procedural statutes underlying
units of the Department of Defense federal contracting activity are the Armed
(including military departments); and Services Procurement Act of 1947 and the
9. Give particular regard to the activities of Federal Property and Administrative Services
the internal audit inspection andthineigav aunitispo the tary Act of 1949. The statutes contain detailedin v e stig a tiv e u n its o f th e m ilita ry r q i e e t o w r i g o o t a t u
department with a view toward avoiding requirements for awarding of contracts butduplication and ensuring effective provide little guidance regarding contract

coordination and cooperation. administration.
The principal source of guidance with

respect to contract administration is the FAR.
General Accounting Office The FAR, together with agency supplemental

The GAO was created by the Budget & regulations, replaced the Federal Procurement

Accounting Act of 1921. It is under the control Regulation System, the Defense Acquisition

of the Comptroller General, a constitutional Regulation, and the NASA Procurement

appointment made by the President, and serves Regulation for all solicitations issued after

as an agent of Congress. The GAO is an April 1, 1984. It is the primary regulation for

independent organization. use by all federal executive agencies in their

Title 31 of the United States Code, Section acquisition of supplies and services with

712, describes the Comptroller General's appropriated funds.

responsibilities with respect to investigating the The following paragraphs highlight several

. use of public money as follows: key provisions of the FAR that are particularly
relevant to the matters encompassed by our

1, Investigate all matters related to the study. The thrust of the discussion is upon
receipt, disbursement, and use of public contract administration as described in FAR Part
money; 42. However, we note that FAR Part 15, which
2. Estimate the cost to the United States deals with contracting by negotiation, contains
Government of (omplving with each guidance with respect to proposal analysis; FAR
restriction on expenditures of a spe( ific Part 31 addresses cost allowability; and FAR
appropriation in a general appropriation 52.214-26, 52.215-1 and 52.215-2 contain the
law and report each estimate to Congress clauses granting the government the right to
with recommendations the Comptroller audit or examine contractors' records. While
General considers desirable;
3. Analyze expenditures of each executive questions regarding cost allowability and
agency the Comptroller General believes government access to records may impair the

will help Congress decide whether public efficiency of the oversight process, DFARS
money has been used and expended 15.805-5 is particularly pertinent to this study,
economically and efficiently; as it deals with coordination of the
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government's field pricing support activities. contractors and relying uponl their
DFARS 1 5. 805-5(c)( 1 )(70)(A) states, in appraisals of the effectiveness of

part, that, 'The Plant Rep/ACO is the team contractors' policies, procedures,
manager for all PCO requests for field pric ing controls, and practices. Such audit
support." DFARS 1 5.805-5(d) and (e) reviews or audits may consist of desk
acknowledge the importance of coordination reviews, test checks of a limited number

and he eedfor ontactaudtorsto onsderof transactions, or examinations in
and he eedfor ontactaudtorsto onsderdepth, at the discretion of the auditor.

their past experiences with a contractor, as well The contract auditor is responsible for
as the effectiveness of the contractor's submission of information and advice,
procedures and controls, in determining the based on his analysis of the contractor's
scopes of their audits. Specifically, they provide books and accounting records or other
as follows: related data, as to the acceptability of

the contractor's incurred and estimated
(d) The efforts of all field pricing costs.

support team members are
complementary, advisory and also offer Turning now to contract administration,

~ "an xcelen chckandbalnceof heFAR Part 42 prescribes general policies and
various analyses imperative to the PCO's procedures for performing contract
final pricing decision. Therefore, it is administration functions and related audit
essential that there be close services. As noted above in connection with
understanding, cooperation and our discussion of DCAS' responsibilities,

'communication to ensure the exchange Subpart 42.3 of the FAR and DFARS identifies
of information of mutual interest during more than 70 functions comprising contract
the period of analysis. While they shall administration. Also described elsewhere in
review the data concurrently when Part 42 are general policies and procedures for
possible, each shall render his services performing those contract administration
within his own area of responsibility. For functions and related audit services. FAR 42.1
example, on quantitative factors (such as daswt neaec otatamnsrto
labor hours), the auditor may find it daswt neaec otatamnsrto
necessary to compare proposed hours and audit services. FAR 42. 100 describes the
with hours actually expended on the scope of that subpart as follows:
same or similar products in the past as Ti upr rsrbsplce n
contrctor. o ths informaton the cnprocedures for obtaining and providing
cotrct rend thsifa. io T he cnca interagency contract administration and
sfepeialit ayn aals anlye thnrpose audit services in order to (a) provide

ncilith bayasisof hianolee ofe specialized assistance through field
q hours ontebsso i nweg foffices located at or near contractors'

such things as shop practices, industrial establishments, (b) avoid or el im inate
engineering, time and motion factors, oelpigaddpiaino
and the contractor's plant organization goverangteft and ulctoion of r
and capabilities. The interchange of thisgoenntforad(Ipvieme
information will not only prevent consistent treatment of contractors.

* duplication but will assure adequate and
complementary analysis. In connection with the providing of

&(e) The terms "audit review" and interagency services, FAR 42. 101 (b) prescribes
"audit" refer to examinations by contract the following policy:
auditors of contractors' statements of
actual or estimated costs to the extent Multiple reviews, inspections, and
deemed appropriate by the auditors in examinations of a contractor or
the light of their experience with subcontractor by several agencies
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involving the same practices, DFARS 42.7002 goes on to provide that:
* operations, or functions shall be

eliminated to the maximum practicable A formal program of government
extent through the use of cross-servicing monitoring of contractor policies,
arrangements. procedures, and practices to control costs

should be conducted at:
With respect to procedures for (a) All major contractor

implementing this policy, FAR 42.102(d) and locations where--
(e) provide as follows: (1) Sales to the government

are expected to exceed $50 million
(d Contract administration and during the contractor's next fiscal

audit services will be performed using year on other than firm-fixed price
the procedures of the servicing agency and fixed-price-with-escalation
unless formal agreements between contracts;

. agencies provide otherwise. (2) The government's share of
(e) Both the requesting and indirect costs for such sales is at

servicing activities are responsible for least 50 percent of the total of such
prudent use of the services provided indirect costs; and
under either formal or informal (3) A contract administration
interagency cross-servicing office has been established at the
arrangements. When it is appropriate, location.
servicing activities shall counsel (b) Other critical locations with
requesting agencies or contracting significant government business
offices concerning the desirability and where specifically directed by the
practicality of relaxing or waiving HCA...
controls and surveillance that may not
be necessary to ensure satisfactory DFARS 42.7003 provides for a member of
contract performance. the contract administration office (CAO)

cognizant of a contractor location meeting the
Thus, the FAR requires the government to above requirements to be designated as the

plan and conduct its contract administration Cost Monitoring Coordinator (CMC). The CMC
and related audit activities in a manner that will may be the ACO or any other staff member
avoid or at least minimize overlap, duplication, whose normal function entails evaluation of
and inefficiency. The DFARS gives further contractor performance.
recognition to the importance of coordination DFARS 42.7004 describes the
and efficiency in the contract administration responsibilities of the CMC. For the sake of
function. DFARS Subpart 42.70 deals with the brevity, each of those responsibilities is not
government's monitoring of contractors' costs, specifically cited here. However,
a subject that is particularly relevant to the subparagraphs (b)(1), (b)(3), and (c) are of
issues addressed in this study. DFARS 42.7000 particular interest to this study. These
describes the scope of that subpart as follows: subparagraphs provide as follows:

This subpart sets forth guidelines for (b) The CMC shall be responsible for: P
monitoring the policies, procedures, (1) Preparing and maintaining
and practices used by (ontra(tors to an annual consolidated written plan
control direct and indirect (osts related and schedule for reviewing contractor
to government business. These operations from coordinated long-
procedures are intended to eliminate range plans established by each team
duplication in monitoring contractors' member including the DCAA auditor.
costs. This (omposite plan and schedule
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il oI ,t nioiiitorir. performing that part of reviews and sot(h
itqs iiM,iliilifie int hVIntt full\ analysis whit h requires cittess to the
III~I Iroentvd onid that thlteW tI II al tontractlors tinlantl( d and a(t ((Mnting

Ild I m tt5-I( 111,1 t\t-filt. ( It \ .irut( t reui rds support ing p~ropos~e( osts or
t )I I.ai t,itl()!hl will ot Ilte ( M( ) are pricing data. ]his does not pre( lode the
Uotd \til ith t (ilii)11o ation Iit ettort or Program Manager, P3C( ), Plant Rep'ACi )

, 1k or their techni( al repiresentatives froni
miliutil tilt, ( n requesting afly tdata fronm, or reviewing

m ' i i to il'-111 1 the( M \( I th ret ords of, the( ( intrac tor (SLC 11 as C-S(iS/(*
I ( I\(It ,If ~...........data, l ists of labor opieration,,, pro( ess

11 )11 liii -fqIil hi\ hii I I lho~ e sheets, etc.) nec.essary to the (it harge of

iti' I ,I ' I !ilc (~Int it ( wi o tetit Inn ini the anilitir's servic.es whenever soch 1
('5% iI - I It I l ! ;, , t t i, i H(t r ,expitrtise is needed'(, parti( idarly regardling

I w~l!I,, '-~ht I. h iiiutn ( )I %,Irk the ( ontrac tor's financial management
isini I t n i i tir'iiIlt It he st~i.c. reports, books,, an(I records.

1)~ t. oh Ls rd ot- k- or tI hI 1 ,fII DEARS 42. 7000(a) sets forth pro( cdures
I ii i ,I ,i( itI i ( i t rni ,iti for selecting c ontrac tor op~eratiotns for review

W iiieI i \\iik. aindi c\teiit that and provides, in pertinent part, as follows:
p(III Iri,11l( I iti H1( ls.w base been

pre\s iiout', lernnin,tei. l1C flain s11old It is not possible to review all
strc-tilt, iprtantv ofj ritit Iiating ('lements of a c ontrad or's entire operationK: )fltpoietial firiilii ,iiiil iroii(It ai iiiais of eac:h year. Therefore, the (IMC, together
Lallimt. tlii'ni to the aitt'eitionl oI the with the auditor, is to select for rev'iew

uuontrait tu r ait an eairl% stage so that those operations that have the greatest
lir(' ('ntis e ,o titon ( in he taken. Reviewsv potential for chbarging government
retftiirt'i hi\ ths tiitleo anid thll tontractIs with signific ant amounts (it

ont rat tiiiit ott i er 111,1 bCs Ir Ii dhued ini t he u nacceptabhle er ists 1(o selec t these co st-
plarl.risk areas on a sound and oirderly basis, anl

overview most first he obtained (if the
thhota diitainp~esaebgnigo each government tiscal year,

deq ibe is ollws n DFRS 2.70-5:theCMCshould arrange for a joint
meigbetween CAO, DCAA, and tother

W AAaudt oti(es rt, espnsile iretlyinterested government

torperornint, lll e( rv( otra: taudt rpreenttyes to tooirdlinate selectioin ot

fort Do I aid s(r% st'rvi t rtrding hh rast e rve d(ling the

unfraoit a~,nd soht( ontrac ts to all DoD
(01111 (Olt r(sptunsill for pro(curement DFARS 42. 7006(a)( 11 through () lists sonic

,mnd t ontrmi t adinistrat ion. The auditor is of the data to be used by the govertnment in
res ir'oIilefi r sbmttig normt i iniitlselecting the contractor operations to be

( onra(tor Imm il ad th( 0-Iningreviewed. Subparagraph tall 51 is of partic Ular

nrfir rs rotmnan l ad data ts riuting relevance as it relates to the concerti exp~ressed
,~ pt~li I tsof hei iitat ors o Lrr(tlby many of the contractors surveyed that the

ast)(l ts ut thel r ontrar: tors, ( ist tontrol audits or reviews in detertmining the sc ope of its
55 stm the auiiiltor is, also restirinsil for auditing and other oversight ac tivities.That
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subparagraph requ)Lires, the tol lowing data to be Somrie opierationis !-Fi(T, 51 as tOe

used ifl the seleo.tion process: p)urchasing (CA( )) and estimiating s~stem
reviews (DCAA) are assignedl to the

A i liplete list ofI ret eiit rev i eiN, antd r'Msi ii b I e( ri'e\' i ing o rgdni/at ii n [ hesi
audits pertornied li CAt, the D(AA. and] assignments wVill t ontu1LI to lbe
other governmlent representatives that recognized. All others will he p~erformedl
550111( aftec t the selection o? areas, to he A(t Ording to the aIbo-i c.riteria, tie
re% ess d In the' (urrent year. This listing annual pilani wil b e fo rinallv aitpri ed b
shiould shO%% outStanding weaknesses and heads ot the Ioc al C AC) and the D)(AA

*defic:iencies ir the contractor's operations resident offices.
(CA) responsiilits .DAR 2 06(1 I, I~"jitCO

DFARS 42.7006(), (c, and d) set forth the DCAA reviews anti tle( rilbes the objec tives of
procedures, for planning ( ontrac tor reviews, sut h reviews as being:
joint ICM )-[)(,-A reviews, and reporting the
resl ts of reviews. With respect to planning, (it fii optirni/e the uliiti/don olt

subpar~agraph b) provides as follows: DCAA-(A() persionnel in performning
selec ted ope'ration,, reviewvs; and

The priniarv IllUrpose ot the joint (it) li generate joint reports iii Ihe
mieetinrg 1les( r ibed abhi Ae is to dev eli p a reviews that conta in finding,,, ( oInc IL siOIIS,

nUItllv acceptable annUal plain for and recomnmendlations muI(tUally agreed
re\, es% Ing the ( ntrac toir's opteration. The upon by the [M(AA auditor and the ( V(
plIan Shiou 1l~ p it' i mx erage fi r eat. h to I mprove thle effec. t iveness ad ec o n\'
signitiK ant operational area of the of contrat. tor eneratiiins.
(onirac tior iier a pleriod of twoi to three
,,ear, and should he noiti Iifed toI re'flect Finally, subparagraph (Ch discuLsses, the
any c hdngtd (ondiitons during disposition of reports that result trom the
su~bseqjuent mI 't'tini's. Ttsceueadabove-described governtment reviews as
resouirt e liniitatiions of partic ipating follows:
iirgariiiations will bet cionsidleredc in
pIreparing the infiL1,i1 plan. The tptain will All reports, prepared separately o~r
identify the organ i/atiions having the jointly by l)(,A iir C AS persiinnel witl b e
liriniary respionsibilIity for performing the forwarded through tho AC ( ) to the
rec ivi'xs: conitra( tor. While these ri'vi('wv repoirts are

'i f he CAC) will review the advisory to the AC( ), the A( ( ) has
techn[ic (alI as .pectIs of co itractor operations responsibility to assure that it) appropiriate

rec~iirig ni nial o no cces toret ognition is gix en tii the results Ofi solit h
(intrac toirs' financ ial and accounting reviews, In an', iintrac t negotiations arid

rec ilr(I and will sign reports (In these (t) tho ' c iiiitrac( tiir imiplements applropriate
reviex',s: coirrective' at tlins In cecnt ut '11iV disj;utC'

2)IX )AA will review the financial with the ( ontrac tior, the' M(( ) has thie
and act iictinting aspct s oft ( ntrac.tcor ultiniatie respuinsihiit\An ,iiil uhiirit' tii
oiperatioins reqJuiring niinimnal or no c'ffec t final settltement 11 )AIL 48-0,
tc'c hnic a 1( insiderations, and will sign b0t 1 584 1.
repoI~rts (in these revie'ws;

i [hie (CA( ) and IXCAA will iiintly Ti atpoiino NAs )bal4.i
liurtorni rivw(wxs n 'ctuli rng signifii anit ( AOhsls r v n1 o [~ upr 27
anid I X( AA\ expertise. Riepiirts resulting regarding the AC (C Ys, role itt (ff( ting final

froni thesie rviews will he signed by the se'ttlemlenits. r(lates, tii one iif the princ ipal
ivaiis (I the ri's1)iu' like lIo( al o in( emns. expressed( liv ( ittra( toirs niameily,

iirgauii,,tions, the apparent enisic n (If the MC CYs authi r6t in
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that respect. At the heart of this concern is DoD total questioned costs.
Directive 7640.2, which imposes certain b. Existing acquisition review boards
requirements on contracting officers in or panels, at appropriate organizational
connection with the resolution of DCAA audit levels, may be designated to perform these
recommendations. That Directive provides, in functions provided they possess enough

pertinent part, as follows: independence to conduct an impartial
review. The DISAO will receive for

Resolution of Contract Audit Report review, along with other technical
Recommendations materials, the contract auditor's report.

The DISAO shall give careful
-, a. From the time of audit report consideration to recommendations of the

receipt to the time of final disposition of auditors, as well as the recommendations
the audit report, there shall be continuous rendered by the other members of the
communication between the auditor and contracting officer's team, in reviewing the
the contracting officer. When the position of the contracting officer. The
contracting officer's proposed disposition DISA(.) shall provide the contracting
of contract audit report recommendations officer, with a copy to the contract auditor,
differs from the contract auditor's report a clear, written recommendation
recommendations, and the criteria set concerning all matters subject to review.
forth below are met, the contracting
officer's proposed disposition shall be
brought promptly to the attention of a Observations

*-" designated independent senior acquisition'." The laws and regulations discussed above
official or board (DISAO) for review. Each
DoD acquisition component shall are duplicative and overlapping in some
designate a DISAO at each appropriate respects as they relate to the designated
organizational level who shall review the functions and responsibilities of the primary
referred proposed disposition on the agencies and organizations involved in the
following: oversight process. However, the significance of

i11 All audit reports covering this must be evaluated from at least two
estimating system surveys, perspectives.
accounting system reviews, internal First, the GAO and IG are principally
control reviews, defective pricing
reviews, (ost accounting standards overseers of the government's internal

• :,,." noncompliance reviews, and organization and operations. The GAO is an
operations audits. agent of Congress with a broad mandate to

(2) Audit reports covering audit or investigate expenditures of the
incurred cots, settlement of indirect Executive Branch and its agencies, including
(ost rates, final pricings, the DoD. The DoD-IG is also empowered to
terminations, equitable adputment audit or investigate programs and operations of
(laims, hardship (laims, and the DoD. Both organizations may audit or
escalation (aims if total (osts review contractors' records. The significance of
questioned equal $50,iO(0 or more the GAO/IG relationship to the matters

"" anti differences between the
a-n e considered by this study relates not so much to
contracting otticer and auditor total at their designated responsibilities as to how those
least 5 perc ent of questioned osts.

f Ii Prenegotiation obectives for responsibilities are discharged. or example.
forward pricing actions when the contractors surveyed generally
questioned costs total at least acknowledged the validity of the functions
$500,000 and unresolved differences assigned to the GAO and IG by law; however,
between the auditor and (ontracting several of them expressed c on(ern about
officer total at least 5 percent of the unnecessary disruptions to their operations
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when they perceived that the principal fundamental changes and improvements are
objective of a GAO or IG review was to made to the system. We agree. On the other
evaluate the internal operating effectiveness hand, in evaluating the nature and extent of
and performance of DoD organizations such as those changes, contractors need to assess their
the DCASPRO or DCAA. Further, the own practices to ensure that they are making
contractors felt that even when they were the every reasonable effort to facilitate the required
focus ot a GAO or IG review, those improvements. For example, one government

* organizations should have coordinated these representative noted that contractors' concerns
activities more closely with DCAA and the regarding duplicative and inefficient auditing
ACO to avoid duplication and inefficiencies in and other oversight are often due to poor
the process. communication and misunderstanding,, ss thin

Second, although the responsibilities the contractors' own organizations He noted
assigned to the contract administration function that requests for do( uments and other
and DCAA as outlined in DoD Directives information by individuals representin, ti%, or
5105.22 and 5105.36, respectively, appear to more agencies ma, be (onstrued hN (n)rtri( r.

* be duplicative or overlapping in certain as being duplicative or other" ise inappropriatu
respects (e.g., DCAA's responsibility to when, in reality, the questions and obts' ti 'c

examine or review contractors' and of the individuals ( on(erned are tru, dit'rtif
subcontractors' "general business practices and He noted that the entrance ( (ineren c, 14 1(1lit
procedures" and DCAS' responsibility for be utilized b contra(tor, to ( lart ()b ,( t,,
"review of contractor management systems"), and resolve potential problem, ai(t thit thi,
the FAR prescribes policies and procedures that matters (overed in thoe ( ntercn( e,- 0h4 (i it

require communication and coordination better (ommuni( ated to th, appr ipriat'

between the DCAA and the ACO, or his or her elements ot the (ontra(tor , organizatini to
designee, for the purpose of avoiding minimize misunderstanding,
duplication and inefficiency that migI ' occur. The problem is a ditti ult ime ti re,,o)',
Thus, when considered together, the and human nature ,, ill , a ( ritii il tai tor
regulations governing the relationship between Long-standing habnts rialrie, and teelings ot
the contract audit and administration functions mistrust hetw-s7-n g )ernment personnel and
are not a primary cause of the overlap and between the go\,ernment and ( ontra(tor,. " ill
duplication cited by the contractors we have to be over((ome L'ltimatel an\ (()n( rete
surveyed. Instead, the problem appears to be improvement in the .%item v.,ll be a tun( tifn
largely due to the government's failure to of the individuals both (o ntra tir and
coordinate and conduct its audit and oversight government personnel ,%hn are rn,.(ned in the
activities in accordance with its own procurement pro( es,, It i %, ith thi, per,,p( ti.e
regulations. that the potential bnets, ot Our

recommendations must b, e'.aluated

The follos% i ng re( )mnmen(dati n anil
RECOMMENDATIONS AND comments are offered tor the (i ummi ii,,ir

COMMENTS consideration.

It is clear from the contractors surveyed 1 . The iui( tilig )in( t ,r e pi)sitiu ri
that they are greatly concerned about the leader of the government , ieam it ah i .al,, ,
escalating and intensifying level of government with the contra( tor should be reattirmin et ink!
auditing and other oversight activities. They leadership at the A(() and ( orporate'
foresee the duplication and inefficiency as administrative (ontra( ting ottn cr ( -( ( )
continuing or escalating unless some is essential. A((ordingls. the ( ontra( tin
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officer should be responsible for, among other objective is achieved on time and at a fair
things, the determination of final overhead rates and reasonable price. This requires the
for all contractors (responsibilitv for which was contracting officer to evaluate data
recently given to DCAA) and for coordination obtained from a number of sources, not
of all auditing and other oversight activities at just DCAA. By requiring the contracting
contractor locations. This recommendation is officer to justify proposed deviations from
easier to make in theory than it will be to DCAA's recommendations, Directive
implement in practice. However, our study 7640.2 has clearly increased the influence
clearl indicates that lack of coordination of DCAA in relation to the other members
between responsible agencies and of the procurement team and appears to
organizations is one of the principal causes of have placed contracting officers on the
dupli( atie and inefficient auditing and other defensive. This defensive posture is
osersight bs the government. Further study is inconsistent and irreconcilable with the
required to determine how best to implement contracting officer's position as leader of
this re( ommendation and the following should the government's team.
be among the points considered:

0 Although we believe that the principal
SThe K and the military inestigative laws and regulations mandating the

-cr\ ices has e certain o ersight activities of the major oversight
rc-,')p n'ih litie', that c learlv require their organizations are not a primary cause of
Mnd'pndem e tronm the contracting officer. duplication and inefficiency, they may be
\\ 6ile thi, i(h'ln'ndene should not be a contributing factor. For example,
( mpro )mied these organizations should DCAA's charter to review a contractor's
itc, rej'ired to co torinate their activities "general business practices and
,,% iti rt.,Ip'( t tot indis iual contractors to procedures " as provided for in DoD
the, !,i imuno \'tcnt posible. Directive 5105.36 creates ample
Sirt h',atu u or l hi i Id therefore be given to opportunity for DCAA's activities to

-ih hittih I tormal me( hanism within overlap those of DCAS or one of the other
),) ) tw , i tat ni this. coordination, oversight agencies. On the other hand,

DCAS' responsibility for determining
e I( .\\ - It f in relatimn to the contracting "allowability of costs" appears to overlap

'' -iii uhl i' more learls defined. DCAA's assigned responsibilities. DoD
11',i),O !r i it e\,tiniz regulations that should consider clarifying the

(I -ht ,r [ )( -\-\ to '.er\ c the contracting responsibilities of DCAA and the various
- ) ) n Ald si,,r\ (apa( it , our studv contract administration organizations,

,(. ite, thit [)( AA ha'., in practice, particularly with respect to matters such as
.i .... 'J oit, that ha,, (ontributed to a operational auditing and compensation
d(M"trt "I ttor/ ot the (tntrac ting otticer's and insurance reviews which were
-ut, fts ,inod hi. tr her vs illingness to frequently noted areas of concern to

Imk, rti(h',;'OnIhnt de( isions in some contractors. In this regard, FAR 42.302

1,1 , +. specifically cites reviews of contractors'
It !hi f wine( titn. th' appropriateness compensation structures and insurance

I[ ) I )iri'o ti ' -64() 2 should be plans as contract administration functions;
f'LJ ,Iiteod ' bile ( ontra( ting otli(ers however, DCAA perceives the need to

rjmut i'. hld a ( Miuntable for their a( tions, delve into these areas to determine the
their pritmars, ( on( er should be to ensure reasonableness of compensation and
that the goserrnients pro( urement insurance costs. This apparent conflict
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needs to be resolved. One solution may be times (generally at different dates), than to
, to assign sole responsibility for all matters rummage through masses of poorly or

related to (onilpensation and insurance, inappropriately organized data already in
including reasonableness of the related its possession. Whatever the reason, the
costs, to a single DoD organization, problem could be at least partially

alleviated by requiring the establishment of
0 Closelv related to and perhaps inseparable a formal data base of contractor

from the need to clarify individual agency information under the control of either the
auditing and oversight responsibilities is local ACO or the CACO who, in
the need to evaluate the day-to-day connection with his or her responsibilities
working relationships between auditing for coordinating all auditing and other
and other oversight organizations with oversight activities with respect to the
particular emphasis on ( 1) the degree of contractor, would control the maintenance
reliance each plao e, or 1ho1uld place, on and distribution of all contractor-related
the work of the others; and (2) the extent to information and its distribution to the
which the agenc ie, ,hare information. respective audit or other oversight
Several (ontra( tors ( ited the need for agencies. The mechanics of this proposed
greater (ooperation betvveen goernment process require further study.
agencies in these re,ets, a,  being
essential to redu( ig (IUipIn. ation and 2. Based on the results of this study, it
inefficieno v in the o(versigh: process. This appears that the requirements of DFARS
is a troublesome arei to tIsaluate because Subparts 15.8 and 42.70 with respect to the
it is diffi( ult for (ontra( tor, to truly know conduct and coordination of DoD activities
how mu( h 'behind the s( enes' related to field pricing support and monitoring
cornmunication and reliante -oo curs contractors' costs are not being followed, or at
between agenc ies , least they are not operating effectively. These

With respe( t to the sharing of requirements do, however, address many of the
information between ageno ixes, the concerns expressed by the contractors
problem appears to be at least twofold, surveyed. For example, they require DoD to
First, in some instances there is simply a give appropriate consideration to (a) the
blatant refusal by one group to share data contractor's past performance; (b) effectiveness
with another. For example, one contractor of the contractor's existing system of internal
stated that DCAS is not willing to share its administrative and accounting controls; and (c)
compensation data base with other cost/benefit analyses in determining the nature,
agencies. This example is probably timing, and extent of audit or other review
indicative of the ongoing "turf battle" activities. DoD should assess the adequacy of
between DCAA and DCAS as described its compliance with the provisions of DFARS
above with respect to which agency is Subparts 15.8 and 42.70 and take corrective
responsible for compensation reviews, action as necessary.

Second, the problem may, as was The policies, procedures, and practices of
suggested by one contractor, simply be all auditing and other oversight agencies with
due to a poor or inefficient government respect to planning, organizing, and controlling
system of filing and controlling data their activities should be reevaluated. This
provided by the contract or, which results reevaluation must give due consideration to the
in government personnel finding it more individual goals and charters of each of the
convenient to require the contractor to agencies as well as the usefulness of their
produce the same data two, three, or more prescribed auditing and other oversight
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prok e'diWi . I ir s~ample. the I arnd M ( proposals shold ibe I iriitei solely to the
hawe dirrerenit ii0ii i5w than doi D ( AA\ aind re\ iseF (data sIF~rilitte(F LI ( olitrattfors,.
[)(AS. I lie prirL Ipal puLrpose ot this ReaUditing Ot Ul( hanlged data is

ree\ dlLIditiOi I.', l N(11 )' tI (F'lIt\ 1 d\ I o dtilIi( atiVe, ickewil, and generally
* rmpro\ ig di t tec O ix er41is O! these unfler essary.

Orgariizatuiis Ii ao.hieving their oFhjeL tive Responsibilitv for the prr( e analysis of a
'A hli l e ii izin g the o. ost to lie go\ verririen I coritraitor's proposal shoo Id hie

arid (FisrupjtIori to the ( onitraL tor' operations, centralized Ii one organization or agency.
The latter problemi, xx iile Of ohbiLS concern to The iridividuali(s) performing the analysis
contractors, represents a substantial hiddeui cost should be part of the government
to rue' gox errinniirt inasMUch as& ( ontrac t( -I negotiation team so that their insight cain
haw rep( rtedil\ illc reasenl thiei r staff, arid be broUght direc tlv to bear (dur ing the
n( Li rrec Llsbsta ntia I 11rii111it',O otrhier espeise, riegot iat ion p~rocess,,.

- in response to itensIried oversiilt a tix ities.
These higher costs,, ii) part, hax, e enr or vil ibe 0 The goverrnient's au~dits and reviews oft
passed on to the goxverrnrient thl ri iu hlighier both i niitialI and updated proposalIs shouldi
coritrac t prices. F'Lirther, (FLiJp1 iatixe arid be properly planned and c oordi nated to
irietticie01t Alinitini' and o thuer ox eroiglit ac tix it avoid duplw( itiorn ot etfort between
Ads, little. Ir arix1th1n4, to the JUdl itx or the agencies. Greater reliaric hould he
prl dlLir ts FW 11"'ri pro(c Liren b\ (lie g( I erri rnit pha(l d y the goverririerit oil ( oritrac tors'
arnd nila' a( tLJaI 1\ ( cli rt Li iritra( tor attention internal L oritrol systerlis where past historv
trorm ILi( hi ( ritiL, al nilatterI. and other fa( tors, iri( ate' sLid h reliani (c is

wvarrarited.
i. OD) shiouIld rec'. a LIatL tliC niegtiat ii i

priiL dss to idenitr' v'a' I Ot redLid ig2 the lpsn 4. [DOD) IhO~ld reevalLiate Ipolic ies arid
timeI ietxxeer sLIblrlisn on c onitrac tors, prac id(es with respct to jiost-awarci au.dits to
pr poIsa I an fltincaI agreeierit , Iii nirtrac t pric e. eris~ire that (a) dcL~i( cat ion he'tween agerIc ieS
[Jelax iii this prro (iL es (I ontrili~te to(IdLijil i( Iti\. C aind organizations Ii the pertf.orniari.c ot these
arid iniettin erit aUdnig aimll other owi'right 11.idits is, elimiinatedl or niiniized; (b)

ben aLISe C iritrao. toI are rnJU i redl to Lipdate their apphrop~riate L0nisiddraition I, givenf to ((1st

proposals Ol iLiiple I i( ( 1'10ri1 irnd ea( 11 benefit analyses in deterniinirig thle nadtUre,
uIAte stirt, I al'% ne aLiiit L \( nIe Ill xxii h the timniirg, arid extent Ot* such l reviews; I( i

p Lll( hIMiiL('d (, x.el as the n hanged dlata are appropriate consideration is, given to the
aLi(Fited. I lie tollol I\ rig.1 are siliie Ini'ggstillns toi ( intractIors, past pertoniiari c arid resLilts (If
espelite L nrtrac t rieglltiationri. priolr anc oIngignig Alidits, and re\ WIes; and (d)

p)(It-aw.arF rev iexv are o. (IriileteF onl a timiely
* Ihie go\' errinwit slihlLIld Fiettcr cletiri b~asis.

( Iiitral( t re(Lirenierts [)(er(,r 1111,11119 d We beieve that dLlIpI( atiuiri arid
re(Uiest ilir jiropoiIsl. Th los is artin Llarix inefti( eric'v iii the ( Oi~Li( t ilt po(It-avxarF

trLie %x ith r'Ie( t to (lLiaititICs xx Iil( 11, It nuot rcvie'As Id (Oildl lie renlil. e'd it the g verriiient

xx elI (Fetinieu, ira' ( hiarige sexera) tiriies pertfornied therii withiri perhaps, oifl w ar atter

and (' i( esitatdW riitiltijle' SLiIb n rtran tlir iontract iwvardF. Alrionst all iniormlatin reqiiire(F

((LiItW , Vxx1 1n hi hiix to bPI obflItine bV the for the golverrimerit tol ( ormitlete a (1(1t-award
Ionitrir thr aid thI AldI(Fi or re,\ iexxeu 11.1dit is, Ixailalc at the tiriie (I ( olra( t award.

Fx (lie goixirrrirrt . C (IselLIerithV, it is less dlisriuptive tol ihe
oritrantfor tnir the gorverrirment tin perfolrmi post-

0 o ('v rrirwnrt ilits and( rev iex'. It ci(I~lte( awardl audFits shortly after (oritran t awardl, rather
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than 'A alt utitl several vears "tdown thte road" toster the perstpcettrvt amiong ontrat tors
when rele a nt tdata are less, li kt'I to he as, that it believes tevery t ontrat tor
meahVd a ai hile. Fusrther, the sooner p( st- i ntenti(onally engages Ii ( ost ni i5( harginrg,

- a'Amartd aud(its, are perfornmed, the less, Iikels it i,, (lete t je liot ig, arid ot her sur h pra to ies,.
that c hanges, iii the contractor's accotIntinrg
svsteni that nmight comipl icate the auidit tprott' 0 The government needs to o. lowly nionitor
'A Ill has 0( oturred. Also tieta ik of the the so pe of Its, autdiits a rid othter oversight

*negotiation pro.ess will he freshi ii the ni ind" of at tivi tit's to errsurte that the( work is,
goverriment and corntrattor personnel who properly planned, its, personnel are
participated in the process, and those technically c onipeterit tor their assigned
inldiVidtia Is' are more li kelyv to be ava ilable tasks,, and dI pl it at ion arid i riefticilerit V is
during the postaward autdit to resolve tILsestioris irlnrizetl.
a, thie\ aris. The result Wotld bt e a ost

- ~sas i ngs, tsr hboth the coritrattor anrit government. 0. T here sh0 l ts h e a mioratorium il the
Cstan ot n)CWs proc uremiiert laws, arid

73. The general relationship lbetws'en regtulationis aftet tlinrg tlett'ns tontrac.tors tor a
contrac tors, antI the gom erririerit' p teriod of perhaps two vears,, uritilI the prudence
repreertatis es needs to be roipros ed for the antI c'tec ti\ eness, ot prest'nt antd prop~osed rules
be(nef It of the prot Ureuerit prot ss Sev eral a1nd regtulat ions tanl be rtully evaluateti. Con-
contrat tor,, e\prt'ssetl ( orit ern o% er the trac-tors, are overburteried by a maze ot .regula-
seeni ingls Htker,arna I p Istts re [ )AA t, ti Iri that are ostlIv to c.omply with arid that acdd
to'A artl t osrtrat: trs ant ear that the atlversar (dl little or rio0 Valtue tos the prodctL S they pirotdtce
relationrshi p 'Ail Ii(n rease as D( AA rs, granted for the gcsvnernrt. Ftrrther, c ontractors gerier-
new% rights, antI ps Iwers, eC.g-, subpoena power ally reel that the govterrimernt is engaging Ii
anti ,rolc resposrirhrlits t( r dterminastiori oIf final "nmiitrorianagerierit" ot their operations anti
iro I e ( ost rarte,,). While there niav be ,omne that the restultinrg o vereniphiasis on toni p1iance

- ni~~errit rin thes c s Irit erris, it mutst be recosgnizietd with tleta iletd rulIts and rtegu lations has con-
that gis ('I the riaturte s rr rts rrlt i.e., rtsilitsrr, trrttet tcr dtsplicatiorrs arnd inefficient y arid
vAatc hdo g, (,t( . iM \A'sV jperp(t tive will tletrat ted from the a(cliitvemerit or what should

a Aasbe per( ('rs ed ,s &,r ekrsarr a ton ,riie be the govern nierit's, princ ipal crbjectfive-
deg ree. namely, the procuremnrt tof the highest tquality

W\hile tisl' sr,tsrsri %% Ill be ohirrrc tlt tor produtct', at fair arid rteastrrable prices.
resolse. the fsslrrs irig gsnrisal
ret s siwnienidatsori nws lxx ro% c5 i Irr cr1: 7. The basic framework of the ernti re

atsditing antd oversight process shoul Ithe
* l ln d s (ts srntimr tsr Irnr gs) errnnilt reeVa1lateti with a view toward establishing a

pcrss ronel 'Fir ts1( ftr isc to r ar rela,1tio nish ip systern by wli( hl ctritrat. tors are c lassifieh
hasrmr terr/c br IS Ah,rIt his skepti nis rn" a( rt i orig to spe( i fieti antd riieastsrable c riteria

r,stlirr thrn mrrrimossit\ anrrd arrigssirsn. forr the pturpose (If determninirg the exttert ttr
which1 they' wVill lie stsbct tor gorverririent

*Every effolrt hiosuldl hes rmmisl Ir% bothi orversigit. Under this systcni, the gorverririerit
0 srtrms t(Ir, ,rinl thl( gsrs (rnmrlert tor 'A(IltI atJljtt tht' scope oIf its sovtrsighit at tivities
Impro~ve their or( slirtsri( MItMIr ,sind red(s c for iriiitsal ( rrrtrac tors to responrit to the
the lvxsl wr ' gamnn,hij)" sri thesir level of risk odltitiie. While (OMrcepttsally this
(It, g wAth em hr Iiother . remu nirieili r ri Is rerini is( eritl o) the norw

dsLI frIc t (srtrao. tor r eighted Average 'Shlare rli
0 The gsrvrnrrinit nruslt Ire r ,rsul nost tsr ('ost Risk ((WAS) irl ('lt, we are riot
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suggesting that the proposed system be an exact difficult to implement. Major challenges to
replica of that concept. Instead, we recommend implementation will relate to the definition,
that DoD, or preferably a joint task force application, and monitoring of compliance
comprised of DoD and industry personnel, take with the qualification criteria. The initial
a "fresh look" at possible methods of classification of contractors will be particularly
categorizing or "qualifying" contractors on the difficult. Moreover, many of the matters
basis of a variety of factors including, but not discussed elsewhere in this report will impact
necessarily limited to, past performance, the feasibility of the recommendation.
quality of systems and internal controls, as well However, given the extensive overlap,
as types of contracts, volume of commercial duplication, and inefficiency present in the
business, etc. auditing and oversight process today, this

We recognize this recommendation will be fundamental change is worthy of consideration.
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